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T
HE focus of the thesis is the development and application of Machine Learning methods
to the domain of HIV/AIDS diagnostics and therapy planning. The thesis addresses this
domain from two dierent perspectives:
Facet I. The rst facet of the thesis analyses the genetically-diverse HIV populations present
in an infected patient's blood samples. Understanding genetic diversity is crucial for further in-
sights into the evolution of drug-resistant viral lineage within an infected host and for personalised
medication where drugs are prescribed to a patient based on his/her viral lineage. With the help
of recent sequencing technologies, one can generate shorter viral strains called reads from infected
blood samples that are made use of in genetic-diversity studies. The puzzle is in matching every read
to its parent strain or haplotype, which can be seen as a standard clustering task. Given error-prone
reads with limited lengths, the main modelling challenge is that non-overlapping reads do not have
any suitable a priori pairwise similarity measure; this leads to a non-standard clustering problem.
None of the previous approaches have provided a convincing strategy to solve this issue. In this
work we overcome this problem by introducing a propagating Dirichlet Process Mixture Model.
Facet II. The second facet of the thesis takes the rst steps to identify similarity patterns
between drugs used in HIV/AIDS therapy and active chemical compounds. Currently there exists
only a frugal number of anti-HIV drugs available to prepare drug cocktails. When a viral lineage
becomes resistant to a particular drug, it tends to show resistance to other drugs in the same drug
category, a property called cross-resistance. This situation demands development of newer and
resilient drugs and thus, an indepth understanding of similarities between the current drugs and
active chemical compounds is necessary. This is done by examining a landscape of active chemical
compounds that also contains the drugs. With respect to this, two models are developed:
Network structure learning. We present a fully probabilistic approach to inferring networks
i
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from pairwise Euclidean distances obtained from kernel matrices of n objects. Traditional models
(Lasso-type methods), are based on the central Wishart likelihood parametrised by the inverse
covariance and sparsity of the latter is usually enforced by some penalty term. Assuming a central
Wishart, however, is equivalent to assuming that the origin of the coordinate system is known. If
these methods use on input only kernel matrices, then usually only the kernels' pairwise distance
information is truly relevant. Since traditional methods rely on an assumed origin for any kernel,
they might generate biased networks. The method we developed is specically designed to work with
pairwise distances since the likelihood depends only on these distances. Combining this likelihood
with a prior suited for sparse network recovery, we are able to extract sparse networks using only
pairwise distances. Now network inference can be carried out on any such distance matrix induced
by a Mercer kernel on graphs, probability distributions or more complex structures. Given a set of
chemical compounds which also includes anti-HIV drugs, we construct kernels using the SMILES
string encodings of the compounds. The network extracted using the kernels can be used to read
out cross-resistance properties shared amongst compounds from dierent chemical classes and drugs'
functional groups.
Archetype analysis. Archetype analysis involves the identication of representative objects from
amongst a set of multivariate data such that the observations can be expressed as a noisy convex
combination of these representative objects. Conventional archetype analyses rely on residual sum
of squares (RSS) decay curves for model selection, which in high-noise settings, tend to break down
due to no sudden change in the decay. Another drawback is that these methods are sensitive
to the initialisation of archetypes at the onset of the algorithm. This is crucial for a structured
dataset, where these methods have diculties in extracting the right archetypes. In the current
work, we address these problems through a Group-Lasso formulation together with a well-dened
criterion, Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), for model selection. Further, the archetypes are
initialised to all the observations desensitising our method to archetype initialisation. The usage of
larger datasets requires ecient methods and we therefore use the Group-Lasso to enforce grouped
sparsity. Since the Group-Lasso solution ensemble can be sampled at discrete steps using a fast
active-set method, BIC can be computed stepwise for model selection, thereby eecting automatic
archetype identication. The method is applied to extract archetypes from a set of active chemical
compounds including anti-HIV drugs. From the resulting set of archetypal compounds, one can
predict functional similarities that can be shared between drugs and archetypal compounds.
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THE principal focus of the thesis is the development and application of Machine Learning meth-ods to the domain of HIV/AIDS diagnostics and therapy planning. The thesis is stereoscopic
in that it looks at this domain from two dierent perspectives:
1. It analyses the genetically-diverse HIV populations present in an infected patient's blood sam-
ples. Understanding genetic diversity is crucial for further insights into the viral-host inter-
actions, evolution of drug-resistant viral lineage within an infected host, progression of HIV
infection and for personalised medication where drugs are prescribed to a patient based on
his/her viral lineage.
2. It also takes the rst steps to identify similarity patterns between drugs used in HIV/AIDS
therapy and active chemical compounds. Currently there exists only a frugal number of anti-
HIV drugs available to prepare drug cocktails. When a viral lineage becomes resistant to a
particular drug, it tends to also become resistant to other drugs in the same drug category, a
property called cross-resistance. This situation demands development of newer and resilient
drugs and thus, an indepth understanding of similarities between the current drugs and active
chemical compounds is necessary.
In what ensues, the underlying motivation for using the HIV/AIDS domain in this thesis is
presented. This caters to understanding the complicated nature of HIV and the construing problems
that oer a challenging and interesting ground for applying Machine Learning (ML) techniques.
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1.1 Motivation - Why is HIV/AIDS domain challenging for ML tech-
niques
Figure 1.1.1: Appearances of HIV enveloped in the host cell membrane shown with the docking stations (seen as
knobs) that aid the virus to connect onto host cells. 1
Acquired Immune Deciency syndrome (AIDS ) is one of the most destructive pandemics in chron-
icled history and is caused by the presence of the human immunodeciency virus (HIV) (see Figure
1.1.1) in an infected host body. The spread of HIV infection by demography, based on the UNAIDS
Global Report 2006, is shown in Figure 1.1.2. The rst cases of AIDS were reported in 1981 (Con
and Varmus, 1997), and the discovery of its etiologic agent, a distinct subtype called human immun-
odeciency virus type 1 (HIV-1), was identied in 1983 (Marmor et al. (2006)). Since then, there
has been signicant research towards understanding HIV-1 interactions at the host's cellular levels
and in the development of eective antiretroviral therapy (Marmor et al. (2006)).
Figure 1.1.2: Spread of HIV infection. Figure courtesy: UNFPAs AIDS Clock (2006): http://www.unfpa.org/
aids_clock/.




1.1.1 Challenges in taming the HIV/AIDS infection
Although there have been plenty of scientic and clinical advancements in understanding and treating
HIV infection now than at any point in history, the challenges to tame the HIV infection are still
paramount (Marmor et al. (2006), USA (2010)). The challenges faced are primarily related to
(Lamptey et al. (2006), CDC (2013), Schweighardt et al. (2010), NHS (2012)):
1. The nature of HIV: Specically, HIV is a retrovirus and is highly mutagenic. Mutations can
create newer viral strains that are likely to escape drug treatment and these drug-resistant
lineages allow further disease progression.
2. Channels of HIV transmission: Transmission of HIV is primarily via a mucous membrane or
bodily 
uids like the blood stream or mother's milk. Utmost personal attention and strin-
gent measures must be followed to curtail HIV transmission through these channels which,
unfortunately, stand to be severely defaulted.
3. HIV/AIDS awareness of the general public: A high degree of complacency and general aware-
ness are required.
4. Design, despatch and administering of antiretroviral drugs: Currently there exists only a mea-
gre number of plausible drug combinations for anti-HIV therapy. When HIV becomes resistant
to a particular drug, it also becomes cross-resistant to other drugs in the same drug family,
eventually reducing the number of available drug combinations. Therefore, design of compe-
tent drugs is necessary to counteract the escape of drug-resistant viral mutants and to prevent
further disease progression. Dissemination of drugs is also a problem in many AIDS-impacted
societies due to poverty, higher medicine costs, transportation and shortage of medicines.
Each of the challenges spins further allied problems which require utmost attention. It is at this
juncture, that the thesis pitches in with models tailored using ML techniques to quell some of these
challenges primarily relating to the nature of HIV and aiding antiretroviral drug design.
1.2 Focus of the thesis
From the above discussions, it is clear that HIV/AIDS infection is an unabating menace. The
perspective of this thesis lies in devising and applying ML techniques to analyse challenging problems
that arise due to the virulent2 nature of HIV. We mainly study two dierent facets of this virulency:
1. One facet deals with analysing the diverse virulent populations for identifying genetic diversity.
Understanding the genetically-diverse population, throws light on drug-resistant strains - an
impending aftermath caused by virulency - and the dynamics of the strains' reduced drug
susceptibilities and associated therapy failure (Beerenwinkel, 2009). Further insights to the
diverse populations also aid personalised medicines, i.e. drug concoctions tailored to the virus'
genetic diversity given a specic patient.
2Virulency is the extremely infectious or harmful nature of a microorganism to cause disease (Vir).
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2. Another facet looks for structural similarities between anti-HIV drugs and chemical compounds
given the chemical compound landscape. This facilitates better understanding of drug cross-
resistance and aids the design for new, potent and viable drugs.
Each facet is explained in detail below, together with the challenges posed and the thesis contri-
bution in the area.
1.2.1 Facet One - Analysing Genetic Diversity/Identifying HIV haplotypes
The primary challenge in dealing with the HIV/AIDS infection is the inherent nature of the virus
itself. HIV is a retrovirus and is known for its high mutagenecity (Mansky and Temin (1995)) which
creates a diverse genetic population. This diversity facilitates the evolutionary escape of HIV from
the host's immune response (Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)) and leads to the possible emergence of
drug-resistant viral strains (Meyer R Ph (2004)). The knowledge of genetic diversity is also essential
for administering drugs tailored per patient that leads to the personalised medication model in drug
treatment.
HIV is a retrovirus and is highly mutagenic. HIV is a retrovirus meaning that its genetic
material is the RNA. Once it enters the cell, it copies its RNA onto the host DNA. This integration
with the natural DNA results in the lifelong HIV infection (Meyer R Ph, 2004). Replication, mutation
and recombination are vital for the HIV proliferation within the host (Negroni and Buc (2001),
Mansky and Temin (1995)). HIV-1 has a mutation rate of 3:4 10 5 mutations per base pair (bp)
per replication cycle (Mansky and Temin (1995)). This high mutation rate gives rise to a prolic
viral load with variants that are medically termed as viral quasispecies or viral population or mutant
clouds or swarms (Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)). The mutated strains arise due to dierent selection
pressures as the virus evolves within the host, between hosts and also depends on the infection
stage (discussed in the next paragraph) (Rambaut et al. (2004), Yoshida et al. (2011), Beerenwinkel
et al. (2012a)). The selection pressures are induced on the whole viral population and not on a
single variant (Eigen and Schuster (1977), Eigen (1987)). Given HIV's high mutagenicity and drug-
resistant nature, if left untreated, the infected person can host prolic genetically-diverse populations
of HIV.
Stages in HIV infection and AIDS. The infection of HIV starts by targeting the CD4+ cells
(also known as the T-cells) of the human immune system which is the body's line of defense against
illness and infection (Bushman et al. (2012), Mohammadi et al. (2013)). When the count of these
cells falls gradually but continually, the immune system is systematically weakened. Refer Figure
1.2.1 for dierent stages of HIV progression.
The acute infection phase is the initial infection period (Klatt, 2013). This phase is marked by a
higher concentration of less-diverse variants and renders the host highly contagious (Hollingsworth
et al. (2008)). Over time, this results in an assemblage of symptoms and infections that the body
cannot defend any further with the CD4+ cells gradually decreasing. During this asymptomatic
phase, such a HIV-positive patient succumbs to various opportunistic diseases like Tuberculosis,
Herpes, Hepatitis and measles (Fleming (1990)). This compounded state of infections within an
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Figure 1.2.1: Various stages in HIV Viral progression (Hollingsworth et al. (2008)). Stage 1 is the acute infection
phase where HIV has successfully entered the host cell and starts its replicative cycle. The host is highly conta-
gious during this phase. Stage 2 is the asymptomatic phase where the host contracts opportunistic diseases due
to severe weakening of the immune system. Stage 3 or the symptomatic phase is called AIDS where the infected
body hosts highly-diverse HIV mutants and has a weak immune system (reduced CD4+ count). Figure courtesy:
Philip Rieder and Karin J. Metzner, University Hospital, Zürich, Switzerland.
infected host eventually leads to the AIDS condition. As shown in Figure 1.2.1, stage 3 of the
HIV infection or the symptomatic phase is called AIDS which is highlighted by a profound increase
of highly-diverse viral variants and a sharply depleting CD4+ count (Vergis and Mellors (2000),
Hollingsworth et al. (2008)).
Challenge in analysing genetic diversity. A HIV-infected person can host a highly-diverse
viral population. Given such a diverse viral population, identifying the genetic diversity means
inferring the constituent haplotypes, i.e. the original mutated viral strains. Input data for genetic
diversity identication are the sequenced reads obtained from Next-generation Sequencing (NGS)
techniques. The sequenced reads are shorter fragments of the constituent haplotypes. More details
on NGS are discussed in Chapter 2. These sequencing techniques generate error-prone reads which
further complicate the genetic diversity analysis: the reads that were already subject to biological di-
versity by way of mutations, replications and recombinations are further corrupted through machine
errors (Beerenwinkel, 2009). The pursuit in identifying the genetic diversity now consists in being
able to clearly separate machine error versus biological diversity to be able to eectively interpret
the diverse viral load. The various methods employed for analysing genetic diversity are reviewed
in Chapter 2.
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Thesis contribution. The model, PredictHaplo, is introduced that infers the genetic diversity
in HIV. This is a Bayesian nonparametric model and uses a propagating Dirichlet Process Mixture
Model framework to infer the number of viral variants, their genetic makeup and corresponding
frequencies. The model is elaborated in Chapter 3.
1.2.2 Facet Two - Aiding Antiretroviral drug design and therapy
Antiretroviral therapy (ART). Proper treatment is extremely crucial in arresting the further
promulgation of viral multiplication (Klatt, 2013). As opposed to monotherapy where only a single
drug was used to eradicate HIV, current anti-HIV drug therapy involves a mix of multiple drugs
available for anti-HIV treatment (Lipsky (1996)). These drugs are known as antiretroviral (ART)
or anti-HIV drugs. The aim of anti-HIV treatment, is to reduce the amount of copies or the 'viral
load' to very low levels - an undetectable viral load which is below 20{50 copies per ml of blood
(Martin-Blondel et al. (2012)).
Although there are highly active antiretroviral treatments (HAART) for AIDS and HIV to reduce
the mortality and morbidity of the infection, there is no known cure (Mehanna (2003)). Apart from
this, even availing or dispensing HAART promptly and economically is not possible. Further, the
tussle of nding the right drug concoctions to counteract the drug-resistant variants is a lurking
problem in anti-HIV therapy (Shafer and Schapiro (2008)).
To further understand the inherent challenges in HIV drug design and therapy, the dierent ART
drugs are explored below.
Drug categories. There are currently 25 antiretroviral drugs in use for HAART (Johnson et al.
(2010)). The functional crux of every drug is to prevent the immature HIV from becoming mature
and infectious (Fou, 2013). Depending on the mode of HIV-host cellular interactions, these 25 drugs
oer counter-attacks and can be classied into the following (Mehanna (2003), Johnson et al. (2010),
AID (2012), NIA (2013), AID (2013)):
• Entry Inhibitors
In order to enter the host's immune cell, HIV binds itself simultaneously onto receptor proteins
(CD4 and CCR-5) present outside the immune cells. The Entry Inhibitors fuse to CCR-5 and
block access to CCR-5, preventing entry of the virus into the host cell. Example drugs are
Maraviroc and Enfuvirtide.
• Integrase Inhibitors
These target the Integrase protein of the HIV (refer Figure 1.2.2 showing active drug target
sites on the HIV genome) and prevent HIV from integrating onto the host DNA altogether.
Example drugs are Raltegravir and Elvitegravir.
• Protease Inhibitors
This set of anti-HIV drugs works once the HIV has infected the host cell. To initiate the viral
replication within the host cell, HIV has to split into its functional constituents and uses a
protein-cutting enzyme, protease, for this. The Protease Inhibitors prohibit the activity of the
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Figure 1.2.2: Landmarks of the HIV-1 genome showing the pol region (locations 2085   5096) which constitutes
the Protease (prot), Reverse Transcriptase (RT) and Integrase (int) proteins; the active sites for ART drugs. Figure
courtesy: Di Giallonardo Francesca, University Hospital, Zürich, Switzerland.
protease protein (refer Figure 1.2.2) by binding onto them thereby preventing further viral
assemblage. Example drugs are Darunavir and Tipranavir.
• (Non)/Nucleoside Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors (NNRTIs/NRTIs)
After successful binding to the host's immune cells (CD4+ or T-cells), HIV infects the host cell
by copying its genetic material present in the RNA onto the host's DNA. The copying from
HIV viral RNA onto the host's cellular DNA occurs through the Reverse-transcriptase (RT)
protein (Preston (1997)). The NNRTIs/NRTIs target the RT site of the HIV genome (refer
Figure 1.2.2).
1. NNRTIs bind to the RT enzyme itself, making the virus unable to replicate. Example
drugs are Nevirapine and Efavirenz.
2. NRTIs create faulty viral building blocks and binds to the RT protein. When HIV is in the
process of copying genetic material, which in now the NRTI-generated faulty material,
RT is unable to proceed with copying. Example drugs are Stavudine, Lamividine and
Tenofovir.
Both drug categories prevent the RT protein from copying the harmful viral RNA onto the
host's DNA, prohibiting further infection.
Primary challenge in ART: Resistance to anti-HIV medications. HAART blends in an
approriate drug mix from 3 dierent families of anti-HIV drugs available (Fou, 2013). It is important
to maintain a steady level of anti-HIV drugs in the body, else HIV can proliferate quickly leading to
resistance (Meyer R Ph, 2004). Resistance is the virus' ability to resist eects of the anti-HIV drugs
in the body and still be able to mutate, reproduce and proliferate in the presence of antiretroviral
drugs (see Figure 1.2.3) (Meyer R Ph (2004), WHO (2011)). Due to the selection pressure exerted
by a particular drug, the virus sensitive to that drug (green blob) succumbs over time whereas
the resistant virus (red blob) persists, proliferates and aids HIV progression. The other impending
danger is that if the virus is resistant to a medication, it can become resistant to other medications in
the same drug family; this is known as cross-resistance. For example, NRTI s are known to be highly
cross-resistant (Johnson et al. (2010)). Further, drug concoctions for the infected person must make
use of this knowledge and use drugs from other families where resistance has not yet been developed.
If the cross-resistance aspect is not factored in during drug therapy, it can lead to dire consequences
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Figure 1.2.3: Temporal development of drug resistance: Selection pressure induced by ART drugs acts on the en-
tire viral population. Over time certain strains (green blobs) succumb to the pressure whereas the drug-resistant
variants (red blobs) escape, eventually progressing with their replicative cycles and are responsible for further dis-
ease intensification. Figure courtesy: Dr. Betty Chang, Microsoft Bing, U.S.
like treatment failure and spread of HIV-resistant strains which catalyse the AIDS infection (Stage
3 in Figure 1.2.1). This spins further problems in that new drugs are needed to combat the resistant
strains and these drugs come at increased treatment costs. Current HIV treatments are classied as
successful if they prevent initial infections (due to co-inhabiting with HIV patients) or ameliorate
opportunistic diseases (Marmor et al. (2006)).
It is therefore the dire call of the hour that more and powerful anti-HIV drugs are needed to
respond to HIV's drug-resistant nature since drug resistance is common and diverse, even among
untreated patients (Hirsch et al. (2008), Metzner et al. (2013)). Currently there are only 25 com-
mercialised drugs used in ART which fall into any of the 5 drug categories described above. Since
certain drugs combinations are contraindicated (Macher et al., 2003), there remains only a handful of
possible and allowed drug combinations between categories. It thus becomes necessary to investigate
further the space of active chemical compounds and chalk out relations between the compounds and
currently-administered ART drugs.
Thesis contribution. To understand HIV's behaviour towards drug selection pressures and how
the drug concoctions perpetrate viral attacks, one promising strategy would be to explore struc-
tural similarities between the current 25 commercialised anti-HIV drugs and other active chemical
compounds. Therefore, the other facet of the thesis explores the ART drugs where one could draw
similarities of the existing anti-HIV drugs from amongst the landscape of other active chemical com-
pounds. This would lead to better understanding of drug cross-resistance based on the structural
similarities of drugs with the chemical compounds and could open doors to potent drug design and
development.
Given a chemical compound landscape consisting of currently-used ART drugs and active com-
pounds, ML techniques are developed in this thesis for:
• Network structure recovery : A fully-probabilistic model called Translation-invariant Wishart
network (TiWnet) is presented that can extract a network of chemical compounds based on
chemical structures. Details of the 25 ART drugs are superimposed onto the obtained network
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to visualise structural similarities between the drugs and the active compounds and assists in
sketching the drug cross-resistance proles. This model is discussed in Chapter 5.
• Automatic archetype analysis: The model automatically identies archetypal drugs from amongst
the chemical compound landscape based on chemical structures of compounds. For any
archetypal drug, an approximate convex set of active compounds is found that can be well
explained by the archetype. Based on the location of an active compound in this set, pre-
dictions can be made as to how functionally similar they are to the archetype. This can be
used as prior knowledge in the design and development of new anti-HIV drugs. The model is
elaborated in Chapter 6.
Both these models can be used to identify active chemical compounds analogous to the drugs
based on similarities of their chemical structures.
1.3 Roadmap of the thesis
The thesis deals with novel ML techniques devised and applied for HIV/AIDS diagnostics and
therapy planning.
Facet I is based on identifying the genetic diversity of HIV i.e. the swarm of intra-host viral
quasispecies. Chapter 2 reviews genetic diversity, the various NGS techniques and currently-available
computational methods for diversity analysis. PredictHaplo, the propagating DPMM for haplotype
inference is presented in Chapter 3.
Facet II presents models that identify similarities between anti-HIV drugs and active chemi-
cal compounds. Similarities can be tethered by either extracting networks of drugs or identifying
archetypal drugs, given a chemical compound landscape. Chapter 4 is an introduction to graphical
models and in Chapter 5, the fully-probabilistic TiWnet network model is detailed. In Chapter 6 the
model for automatic archetype analysis is presented. Conclusions of the thesis and future directions
are outlined in Chapter 7.
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Facet I
Computational methods to infer
HIV-1 Haplotypes using
Next-generation Sequencing data
Goals in this part of the thesis:
• What is genetic diversity and why is it of significant interest.
• Understanding Next-generation sequencing techniques and sequenced reads used
to model genetic diversity.




• PredictHaplo - a propagating DPMM to infer global HIV-1 haplotypes
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2
Computational Methods to infer HIV-1 Haplotypes
using NGS data
THIS chapter reviews the various computational techniques available to reconstruct haplotypesand estimate genetic diversity present in an infected blood sample. Genetic diversity arises
due to the presence of diverse HIV variants and is responsible for disease progression and hindrance
of medical prognosis. We begin by understanding what constitutes a genetically-diverse sample and
then take a tour of the NGS techniques available to sequence such samples, before reviewing the
computational methods employed for haplotype assembly.
This chapter is structured based on Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a) and Beerenwinkel et al. (2012b).
2.1 Genetic diversity
HIV, which is a RNA virus, is known to be highly mutagenic thereby evolving into large viral pop-
ulations that exhibit extreme genetic diversity (Mansky and Temin (1995), Preston and Dougherty
(1996), Loeb et al. (1999)). They mutate at very high rates i.e. 3:4 10 5 mutations per base pair
(bp) per replication cycle (Section 1.2.1 and Mansky and Temin (1995)). Such a replication cycle can
entail error-prone steps that introduce base substitutions, frameshifts and recombinations creating
genetic arrangements and leading to diverse mutants (Preston and Dougherty (1996)). The error
rate of a viral mutation is 10 4 { 10 3 per base meaning that every replication of the HIV genome
incurs 1 10 errors (Nowak (1992)). An aftermath of such colossal evolutionary dynamics is that an
HIV-infected patient harbours the virus as complex genetically-heterogeneous populations known as
mutant clouds, swarms or quasispecies that are constantly evolving (Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)).
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The term quasispecies was coined in the works of Manfred Eigen (Eigen (1971), Eigen and Schuster
(1977)) to describe a formal mathematical model explaining mutant populations. The quasispecies is
dened as the equilibrium distribution of heterogeneous mutants generated by a mutation-selection
process coupled with errors (Eigen (1987), Eigen and Winkler (1992), Nowak (1992), Eigen (1993),
Eigen (1996)). The frequency of any mutant in a population depends on two entities: a) its ability
to replicate error-free and b) the probability that it will arise by error-prone replications of other
mutants in the distribution. Therefore, the resultant mutants are not independent but are coupled
via mutations (Jenkins et al., 2001). These resultant mutants represent a cohesive structure that
forms the target of evolutionary selection (Eigen (1987), Eigen et al. (1988) and Eigen and Winkler
(1992)).
Domingo et al. (1978) was the rst to suggest that RNA viruses might have quasispecies dis-
tributions, thus introducing the term viral quasispecies. This littany of diverse and proliferating
viral mutants leads to disease progression mainly by the evolution of drug-resistant mutant variants
(Koenig et al. (1995), Domingo and Holland (1997) and Domingo and Perales (2012)). This has
shown to be the case with drug-resistant HIV mutants even before the onset of therapy (Bonhoeer
and Nowak (1997)). Such a prolic genetically-diverse quasispecies is crucial for the survival of HIV-
1 to withstand various selection pressures both due to drug treatment (see Figure 1.2.3) and the
patient's immune response (Rambaut et al. (2004), Yoshida et al. (2011)). Therefore, understanding
and modelling the observed genetic diversity forms the heart to answering many medically-relevant
questions related to disease prognosis and prophylaxis including drug design, development and de-
livery.
2.2 Next-generation Sequencing
At the helm of aiding the experimental studies for viral genetic diversity are Next-generation Se-
quencing (NGS) or 2nd generation Sequencing techniques that present a whole gamut of methods
to investigate viral populations for full-genome sequencing, metagenomics, epigenetics and tran-
scriptomics (Metzker, 2010). Blood samples of an infected patient are used by NGS machines to
output reads which are short fragments extracted from the viral mutants in the blood samples.
The reads are further processed and used as input for diversity analysis. Previously, sampling viral
populations was performed exclusively by the Sanger method (also known as the 1st generation se-
quencing method) (Metzker, 2010) that was considered an epitome of high accuracy and had long
read lengths of 800 bps but very low throughput ( 6 Mega bps) (Kircher and Kelso (2010), English
et al. (2012)), inferring only a consensus sequence of the sample (Zagordi et al., 2010b). The ad-
vent of NGS brought about a striking impact on later genomic research due to these quintessential
features namely (Shendure and Ji (2008), Mardis (2008), Zhang et al. (2011)):
• Higher throughput: NGS allows massive production of millions of short sequenced fragments
called reads. Figure 2.2.1 shows the advancements in throughput over the past 30 years (Strat-
ton et al. (2009)).
• Ecient scalability: Ability to process a large number of infected blood samples.
• Greater speed.
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• Reasonable resolution: NGS provides the choice to sequence from any bandwidth i.e. specic
genomic sites to an entire genome.
• Cost-eective.
Figure 2.2.1: Advancements in DNA sequencing throughput over the preceeding 30 years from 1st generation
Sanger method to 2nd generation highly-parallel systems to 3rd generation single-molecule sequencing (Stratton
et al. (2009)).
Due to these features, NGS-reads obtained from a single high-throughput NGS experiment are
used in many applications in modern biology and genetics (Kircher and Kelso, 2010).
Figure 2.2.2: Current commercial NGS platforms1.
Figure 2.2.2 shows the current commercial NGS platforms. Prominent players in NGS are
454/Roche, Illumina/Solexa, PacBio RS, Ion Torrent, HeliScope and ABI SOLiD. These sequencing
platforms vary in runtime, per run costs, read lengths, machine-generated error and throughput
(Metzker (2010), Zhang et al. (2011), Desai and Jere (2012)). In this thesis, work is mainly done
with 454/Roche and Illumina/Solexa sequenced reads. 454/Roche GS Junior produces 100 K reads
1Figure courtesy: http://massgenomics.org/2010/03/next-gen-sequencing-in-2010.html.
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per run with an average read length of 400 bps 2. The more advanced 454/Roche GS FLX Titanium
XL+ produces upto 1 million reads per run with an average read length of 700 bps 3. Illumina
MiSeq produces 30 million paired-end reads of 2 150 bps and 15 million single reads of 36 bps in
length 4. Illumina HiSeq 2500 produces 1.2 billion paired-end reads of 2 150 bps and 600 million
single reads of 36 bps in length 5.
2.3 HIV-1 Haplotype assembly from NGS reads
As illustrated in the previous sections, NGS reads are used for estimating the viral genetic diversity.
Starting with a sample containing a mixture of HIV-1 haplotypes, genetic diversity estimation or
haplotype assembly aims at inferring:
1. The number of dierent haplotypes in the sample.
2. The respective frequencies of these dierent haplotypes.
3. The DNA sequence of each haplotype.
Figure 2.3.1 explains a typical work
ow for genetic diversity analysis.
Figure 2.3.1: Snapshot of the workflow starting from wetlab experiments (extraction of infected blood samples and
subsequent processing) proceeding to the sequencing machine to obtain sequenced reads. These reads are input
to the haplotype inference mechanism where the reads first undergo filtering and alignment before the computa-
tional processing to infer haplotypes.
The data used for inference are the sequenced reads generated by a sequencing machine. Each
read is a short base sequence which was read from one of the haplotypes by the machine. Since HIV
is a haploid organism, it is valid to assume that a read emanates from any single haplotype. The
haplotype from which a read was generated is referred to as the read's parent haplotype. Fig. 2.3.2
gives an illustration of reads and their corresponding haplotypes.
There are ve major diculties encountered whilst analysing these reads:






Figure 2.3.2: Error-prone reads sequenced from two different parent haplotypes.
2. The length of a read is much shorter than the haplotypes' length.
3. The reads are error-prone, thus a read string may not exactly match that part of the haplotype
it was sequenced from. Platform-specic sequencing errors are introduced and it becomes cru-
cial to alleviate these errors for a better statistical analysis of the data. 454/Roche introduces
indels (insertions-deletions) in homopolymeric regions i.e. regions where the nucleotides are
continuously repeated (Gilles et al. (2011)). Illumina/Solexa introduces articial indels in the
non-homopolymeric zones along with substitutions (Luo et al. (2012)). The errors are directly
proportional to the read length, organism sequenced and genomic loci analysed (Gilles et al.
(2011), Yang et al. (2012), Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)).
4. The starting positions of the reads with respect to the haplotypes are unknown.
5. Non-uniform read coverage. Read coverage per position can be interpreted as the number of
reads consisting any base at that given position on the genome.
For genetic diversity analysis, the ideal scenario would be having error-free reads and reads of
uniform coverage i.e. uniform distribution of reads along the genomic stretch of interest. In practise,
coverage is not uniform and complicates the situation further with the presence of error in reads
(Zagordi et al. (2012a)). Therefore, the reads undergo rounds of preprocessing prior to using them in
computational procedures for genetic diversity estimation. They are initially ltered based on their
quality scores. The quality score, Q is a score based on the probability that a base is incorrectly
called 6 and is calculated as Q =  10  log10(p) 7 where p is the estimated probability of the base
call being wrong (Ewing and Green, 1998). Thus, a higher value of Q indicates a smaller error
probability 7. During ltering, the low-quality reads are removed. The rest of the reads are subject
to alignment, where identifying the starting position of the reads can be eciently done using
6Base calling is the process of matching one of the 4 bases to the chromatogram peaks, each peak taking one of
the 4 allowed colours. A chromatogram is an output of a sequencing run and provides a visual depiction of a DNA
genome with one coloured peak per genome position (Bio, Her).
7http://www.illumina.com/truseq/quality_101/quality_scores.ilmn
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Figure 2.3.3: Clustering based on mixture models works for fully and partially-overlapping reads (left and central)
but not for full-length reconstruction (right).
alignment techniques (Durbin et al. (1998)) with respect to a HIV reference sequence 8, thereby
producing a set of aligned reads. For instance, reads are mapped individually to portions of the
reference genome to arrive at a consensus alignment called Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) from
all the pairwise alignments (Beerenwinkel et al., 2012a). An example of its usage is presented in
Zagordi et al. (2011). Other aligners widely used are Burrows-Wheeler Alignment Tool (BWA) (Li
(2012)), MOSAIK (Mos) and SEGEMEHL (Homann et al. (2009)). Challenges in aligning relate to
adequate handling of frameshifts, gap placements and substitutions. Sophisticated aligners tackling
these problems are available (Langmead et al. (2009), Langmead and Salzberg (2012) and Li (2012)).
Once the reads are ltered and aligned, they are ready for haplotype assembly. Haplotype assem-
bly refers to classifying the reads with respect to unknown haplotypes and is inherently a clustering
problem: the data points to cluster being the aligned reads and the cluster centroids being the
unknown haplotypes. This, however, is a non-standard clustering problem since the major di-
culty posed is that there is no a priori `natural' similarity measure dened for this complete read
dataspace. The reason is that, since the reads are much shorter than the haplotypes and can start
at any position along the haplotypes, two reads randomly chosen will generally not have overlap-
ping positions. Figure 2.3.3 elucidates the non-standard clustering problem due to non-overlapping
reads. Then the question encountered here is that of nding a similarity measure between two reads
generated from dierent distant regions of the haplotypes. Since there is no direct coupling of non-
overlapping reads, a potential similarity measure rst needs to relate the reads to some intermediate
object. This object is the set of haplotypes as will be shown in Section 3.4.
The absence of a priori pairwise relationships between these non-overlapping reads explains why
obtaining a full-length or global reconstruction of the haplotypes constitutes a hard problem (Beeren-
winkel and Zagordi (2011)). The problem becomes easier if we initially consider only a smaller region
of the haplotypes i.e. a region small enough for every two reads to overlap and work within this lo-
cal window (see left and central plots in Figure 2.3.3). The problem now translates to a standard
clustering task where the goal is to dierentiate between true mutations (sources of inter-cluster
dierences) and sequencing-machine errors (sources of intra-cluster dierences). This local-window
8The reference sequence for HIV was obtained from http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HIV/MAP/
landmark.html.
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Figure 2.4.1: Spatial stratification used in diversity estimation. Three parental haplotypes of different propor-
tions are sequenced to produce error-prone reads. Errors are shown in pink. For haplotype assembly, three spa-
tial zones can be considered. SNV: single column analysis, local analysis: is for an aligned short stretch of the
genome rather than the entire genome length, global analysis: where the whole genome is considered for haplo-
type reconstruction. Figure courtesy: Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a).
clustering solution leads to a local reconstruction of the haplotypes. Various computational ap-
proaches to haplotype reconstruction thereby generally start by solving local reconstructions before
combining these local information to infer full-length haplotypes. Details of these approaches are
presented in the forthcoming section.
2.4 Computational Approaches for HIV-1 haplotype assembly
This section reviews the various approaches available to infer the HIV-1 haplotypes given a set of
(Roche or Illumina) sequenced reads. Depending on the length of the interest region for genomic
diversity analysis, the approaches can be spatially stratied into 3 (Beerenwinkel et al., 2012a)
namely:
• Single-nucleotide variant or SNV
• Local haplotype assembly
• Global haplotype assembly
Figure 2.4.1 elucidates these stratication zones used for haplotype assembly.
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2.4.1 SNV
Single-nucleotide variant or SNV is a random abherration or defect occurring to a single nucleotide
of a haplotype (Snp, 2009). Estimating genetic diversity by identifying SNV or what is referred to
as SNV calling relates to statistical analyses based on count data which concurs to the per-position
quantication of mutation prevalence (Beerenwinkel et al., 2012a). A naive approach to identify if
the SNV is a true biological mutation or a sequencing-induced error, is to assume that 1) at every
SNV-location the number of sequencing errors follows a xed Poisson distribution, normally used
to model count data, and that 2) true alleles are called based on a given error rate, when their
frequency is higher than expected-by-chance alone (Wang et al. (2007)). Another method to model
the allele counts per location is through a Binomial mixture model where the number of mixtures
allowed or in other words, the number of SNVs called at that site, is xed a priori (Crisan et al.
(2012)). To improve accuracy in SNV-calling, control experiments are performed by sequencing
the same viral samples. Then, count data analyses can be done between pairs of mixed and control
samples simultaneously, for example, using Fisher's exact test for every allele (Varscan 2 software by
Koboldt et al. (2012), http://varscan.sourceforge.net/), or by assuming independent Poisson
distributions to model sequencing errors per position and checking the number of mismatches in
the observed alleles (vipR software by Altmann et al. (2011), http://htsvipr.sourceforge.net/).
A renement to these SNV-calling methods is to introduce a Beta-binomial distribution to model
the per-site sequencing errors (deepSNV software by Gerstung et al. (2012), http://www.bsse.
ethz.ch/cbg/software/deepSNV) or use hypothesis testing with (Bonferroni) correction for multiple
testing (Shimmer software by Hansen et al. (2013)).
2.4.2 Local haplotype assembly
Extending the region of interest from a single genomic locus as that in SNV to a stretch of loci where
the sequenced reads within this stretch tend to almost perfectly overlap, leads to local diversity
analysis. Choice of the local window stretch is crucial as smaller windows, although have larger
coverage, would contain fewer discriminating SNVs necessary for pairwise comparison of reads,
whereas larger windows would have low coverage, but more SNVs (Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)).
Within the window, reads are subject to clustering with the assumption that similar reads have
emanated from the same parent haplotype. This is valid only when the machine error is low with
respect to the biological variation in the sample and the ability to identify true variants increases
with coverage (Eriksson et al. (2008)).
A probabilistic 
avour to clustering reads locally was imparted in Eriksson et al. (2008), Zagordi
et al. (2009) and Zagordi et al. (2010a). Here, the error rate is estimated along with the number of
mixture components. The predicted haplotypes are the cluster centres and the haplotype frequencies
are given by the cluster weights. As depicted in Figure 2.4.2, reads are corrected locally by replacing
all read alleles with its cluster centre. This method of local error correction reduces per-base error,
decreases false positives of local haplotype inference and improves the haplotype frequency estimates
(Zagordi et al. (2010b), Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)).
Diversity estimation based on 
owgram clustering instead of the sequenced reads is devised as
AmpliconNoise (Quince et al. (2009), Quince et al. (2011)). A 
owgram is a bar graph of light
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intensities generated in the NGS chambers (454, 2007). The signal intensity is directly proportional
to the number of nucleotides per position (454 (1996), 454 (2007)) (see Figure 2.4.3). The sequences
read out from the 
owgrams are assumed to resemble the true sequences but are subject to machine
errors. Clustering error-prone 
owgrams leads to estimating a mixture model for the proposed true
sequences (Beerenwinkel (2009), Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)).
Eventually, clustering sequences or 
owgrams should result in dierentiating biological variations
as inter-cluster variations and machine-induced errors as intra-cluster variations (Beerenwinkel et al.,
2012a).
Figure 2.4.2: Local haplotype assembly. Given a set of error-prone sequenced reads, local analysis clusters the
reads. All intra-cluster reads are then locally corrected based on the cluster centroid. The cluster centroids are
the reconstructed haplotypes and the cluster weights are the haplotype proportions. Figure modified from Beeren-
winkel et al. (2012a).
2.4.3 Global haplotype assembly
Global haplotype assembly is eected by increasing the spatial window from a local stretch bounded
by the average read length to a window that spans the entire length of the genome. The aim
is in nding whole-length haplotypes that represent the viral population's genetic makeup or the
quasispecies irrespective of the sequencing machine's specications like average read length or read
coverage (Beerenwinkel et al., 2012a). It gives a broader picture over the entire viral population
being sequenced. The assembling approaches for genome-wide haplotypes fall in roughly 3 main
genres namely (Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a), Beerenwinkel et al. (2012b)):
• Graph-based combinatorial assembly
• Probabilistic assembly using mixture models
• De novo methods: these do not assume any reference genome but construct one instead from
the sequenced reads (Narzisi and Mishra (2011), Finotello et al. (2012)).
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Figure 2.4.3: Flowgram: A flowgram is a bar graph of light intensities generated in the NGS chambers (454,
2007). The signal intensity is directly proportional to the number of nucleotides per position (454 (1996), 454
(2007)). In the figure, the light intensities for sequence TCAG is shown. The height of the signal strength (y-axis)
per sequence position (x-axis) shows the number of same nucleotides incorporated at that position. Figure cour-
tesy: Droege and Hill (2008).
Graph-based Combinatorial assembly. The local methods mentioned above (Section 2.4.2)
can also be rendered to address the global assembly problem. Here, the reads are rst locally
corrected for machine error. Next, to obtain a global reconstruction of the haplotypes, these corrected
reads are used to create a read graph from which a minimal set of haplotypes best explaining the
read graph { the minimal path cover { is derived. The read graph construction is shown in Figure
2.4.4. Nodes in the graph represent locally error-corrected reads and the directed edges indicate the
reads' alignment order with respect to a reference genome (Beerenwinkel et al., 2012a). Redundant
nodes are removed if they overlap exactly. To complete this nite automata, a universal source and
sink node are provided from which all plausible paths start and to which all such paths terminate,
respectively. Only those edges are retained between nodes such that they are the only informative
connecting links between nodes; a property called transitive reduction (Westbrooks et al. (2008)). In
Figure 2.4.5, the transitive reduction property is shown for 3 reads. The path from node u to node
w always overlaps node v entirely, therefore the direct path between node u and node w is removed.
In terms of the read graph, a haplotype is dened as a path from source to sink. The quest of
identifying quasispecies' constituents using the read graph can be formulated as nding that set of
source-sink paths that explain the locally error-corrected reads well (Beerenwinkel et al., 2012a).
In Eriksson et al. (2008), the path cover concept is synonymous to that of read graph. The
nodes of the graph are error-corrected reads where the correction procedure is done in several steps
comprising statistical tests and k-means clustering of the reads. An example of a path cover for 20
reads is shown in Figure 2.4.6. Quasispecies assembly refers to nding the minimal path cover over
all the reads or nding the minimal set of haplotypes. The minimal path cover can be computed in
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Figure 2.4.4: Quasispecies Read graph: Shown are 3 haplotypes with their corresponding frequencies and a set
of 15 reads sequenced from the haplotypes. Given these reads, a read graph is constructed having one read per
node and edges between 2 nodes imply an allowed overlap between the read pairs. A haplotype can be read out
from the read graph as a path from ’begin’ to ’end’. The graph must explain a minimal set of haplotypes by sketch-
ing the minimal path cover over all reads. Figure modified from Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a).
O(N3) where N is the total number of reads (Eriksson et al. (2008), Beerenwinkel et al. (2012b)).
The same general approach is followed by Zagordi et al. (2009), Zagordi et al. (2010a) but with a
dierent method to locally correct the reads: a Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM) is used
to distinguish true mutations from machine errors. Their software implementation is available as
ShoRAH (Zagordi et al. (2011)).
Another read graph-based assembly is cast as a network-
ow problem in Westbrooks et al. (2008).
In the network-
ow problem, one views each path (i.e. a haplotype) as a connection from source to
sink. A 
ow f through the read is the number of haplotypes that contains the read (Westbrooks et al.
(2008), Beerenwinkel et al. (2012b)). The main idea for global assembly is to state the optimisation
problem as one that minimises f leading to the most parsimonious quasispecies assembly subject to
the constraint that each read is part of at least one haplotype (Westbrooks et al. (2008)). A more
general variant of this approach is implemented in the software ViSpA (Astrovskaya et al. (2011))
where sequencing errors are taken into account by allowing mismatches in the overlap between reads
and then constructing a haplotype as a weighted consensus sequence over all reads.
In all of the above combinatorial assemblies, the relative frequencies of these explaining haplotypes
are estimated using the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm.
Another haplotype reconstruction method is presented in Prosperi et al. (2011) and uses a graph
approach slightly dierent from read graph. An overlap graph is constructed, using greedy path
sampling, to obtain a set of haplotypes which minimises the number of false variants, called in-silico
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Figure 2.4.5: Transitive Reduction: Consider 3 reads u, v and w with their ’begin’ b and ’end’ e positions obtained
after aligning to the reference genome. The reads constitute nodes in the read graph. The path from node u to
node w always overlaps entirely node v, therefore the direct path between node u and node w is removed as the
path from u ! w possesses the transitive property by going from u ! v and from v ! w. Figure modified from
Beerenwinkel et al. (2012b), Westbrooks et al. (2008).
recombinants. This is synonymous to evading redundant paths in the read graph (Beerenwinkel
et al., 2012a). The software of Prosperi et al. (2011) is provided as QuRe (Prosperi and Salemi
(2012)). QuRe makes use of the amplicon-based structure 9 seen in sequenced reads for haplotype
reconstruction (Beerenwinkel et al., 2012a) but is however designed for error-free reads and does not
provide any mechanism for handling sequencing errors.
A similar approach to using locally error-corrected reads and the read graph method for global
haplotype assembly is devised as AmpMCF and ShotMCF that cater to amplicon-based reads or
NGS reads, respectively (Skums et al. (2013)).
Another haplotype reconstruction problem, again based on graphs, and dened as a vertex-
colouring problem called QColors is dealt with in Huang et al. (2011). There are two complementary
graphs used whose nodes consist of overlapping reads: an overlap graph where edges are present
between reads that have non-con
icting overlaps and a con
ict graph where egdes are present between
reads that have con
icting overlaps (Huang et al., 2011). The reconstruction problem is posed as
nding that partition of reads satisfying a minimum number of non-con
icting subsets, akin to a
vertex-colouring problem. A drawback of QColors is that it could be sensitive to machine errors
and erroneous alignments (Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)).
However, most of these combinatorial graph-based approaches have some potential drawbacks.
Local error correction is potentially misleading since it is impossible to revise this step in a global
context. Such a correction step also necessarily removes the stochastic nature of the error-prone
reads which precludes a proper modelling of the uncertainty in the haplotypes. This strategy of
locally correcting the reads turns the haplotype assembly problem into becoming deterministic in
nature (Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)). Further, reconstructing global haplotypes using a minimal path
cover of the read graph is a linear programming problem and therefore computationally expensive
9An amplicon is a nucleic acid (DNA or RNA) strand that gets amplied into multiple copies (Amp, 2013). Primers
are attached to ends of the amplicon that serve as starting points for the DNA synthesis (Pri, 2013). Reads amplied
using amplicon-based strategies tend to show the demarcation corresponding to these primers.
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Figure 2.4.6: Path Cover: A set of 20 locally error-corrected reads is given. Every read is a node in the graph and
a haplotype is a path from start node s to end node t that explains the reads well. As an example, the purple path
designates haplotype 01110000. Figure modified from Eriksson et al. (2008).
and ambiguous, since the corresponding optimisation problem does not oer a unique solution, in
general.
Probabilistic assembly. The read graph-based methods imparted a deterministic nature to hap-
lotype assembly due to the reads' premature error removal step, that removed all the stochasticity
from the set of observed reads. With a view to take into account the inherent stochasticity and
model the error accordingly, probabilistic approaches have been put forward. Rather than pursuing
an optimal parsimonious solution as in graph-based methods, probabilistic approaches resort to spec-
ifying probability distributions that encode some a priori information of the sequencing machines.
Generally, the complexity of probabilistic models is given by a single parameter that is used to
tune the number of haplotypes. With this simple parametric form, one can verify the reconstructed
haplotypes based on the model assumptions and also segregate between false and true haplotypes
(Beerenwinkel (2009)).
A probabilistic hierarchical model reproducing the reads' generative stochastic process was devised
in Jojic et al. (2008). Parameters and hidden variables include the parent haplotype, starting position
and error transformation and are estimated with maximum likelihood estimation using EM. This
model however assumes that the number of haplotypes is known, and does not describe any formal
method to estimate this number. In practise, this estimation constitutes a major challenge for
haplotype reconstruction.
Another probabilistic approach for haplotype assembly that also caters to automatically inferring
the number of haplotypes is PredictHaplo. This is the new model developed and introduced in the
thesis and is the theme of Chapter 3. Here, every haplotype is represented as a set of location-specic
probability tables over the four nucleotides (refer Figure 3.4.1). The underlying generative model
assumes that reads are sampled from a mixture model, where every mixture component represents
one haplotype and the component's mixing proportion estimates the haplotype frequency in the
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given viral population. Since the number of haplotypes are not known up-front, it is assumed that
there are innitely-many dierent haplotypes from which reads are generated. Figure 2.4.7 explains
the assumed stochastic process for read generation. The probability of choosing any haplotype h
follows a multinomial distribution and given h whose total length is L, a location l is randomly
chosen on h. A read is then read out starting from l till lend where l < lend  L and terminates
at the end state. PredictHaplo uses a truncated version of the Innite Mixture Model (IMM) also
known as Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) (Ewens (1972), Ferguson (1973), Rasmussen
(2000)) that adaptively chooses the number of haplotypes. Entire working details of PredictHaplo
are presented in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.4.7: Infinite-state automata explaining the assumed stochastic process for read generation: Consider
infinitely-many haplotypes from which reads can be generated. One read emanates from only one haplotype. The
probability of choosing any haplotype h follows a multinomial distribution and given h, a location l is randomly cho-
sen. A read is then read out starting from l till the end of h or before and terminates at the end state.
QuasiRecomb is an approach to infer the distribution of generators, the set of sequences that
mutate and recombine and are responsible for quasispecies creation (refer Zagordi et al. (2012b),
Topfer et al. (2013)). QuasiRecomb relies on the fact that HIV is highly recombinant in nature
and that recombination is amongst the prime factors for maintaining diversity (Beerenwinkel et al.
(2012a)). The generative model for haplotypes is based on the presumption that they emanate from
a small set of generators by virtue of mutation and recombination (Zagordi et al. (2012b)). Figure
2.4.8 depicts the underlying haplotype and read generation process given a set of generators. The
model is designed using a jumping Hidden Markov Model (jHMM) framework that makes use of
HMM switching to be able to switch or jump between potential generators (Zagordi et al. (2012b)).
De novo methods. The third genre of global diversity analysis consists of de novo methods. De
novo read assembly is the construction of longer sequences called contigs from shorter sequenced
reads without a priori information of the read order or reference genome but solely relies on the
pairwise overlaps between reads (MacLean et al. (2009)). Figure 2.4.9 shows the work
ow of how a
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Figure 2.4.8: Modelling recombinants using QuasiRecomb (Zagordi et al. (2012b), Töpfer et al. (2013)). From a
set of 5 generators, a recombinant haplotype is created using the 1st and 3rd generator. A read is sampled at ran-
dom from this recombinant haplotype which possesses parts of both the 1st and 3rd generator. Modelling recom-
binant reads is done using a jumping HMM that makes use of the switching property of HMMs. Figure modified
from Beerenwinkel et al. (2012b).
contig is constructed from a set of sequenced reads. In the de Bruijn graph, the read is represented
as a sequence of k-mers (short fragments k-alleles long). For the overall overlap consensus in the de
novo assembly, only those overlaps between reads explained by the de Bruijn graph are used, thus
removing redundant paths (see MacLean et al. (2009)). There are many de novo assemblers that
are platform-specic (Narzisi and Mishra (2011)) and those that work on reads by mixing platforms
(see Aury et al. (2008), MacLean et al. (2009)). Although in de novo methods only a single contig is
reconstructed, this can be seen as a read-pre-processing step to the many approaches for quasispecies
assembly mentioned before (Ramakrishnan et al. (2009), Beerenwinkel et al. (2012a)).
Figure 2.4.9: De novo read assembly: Sequenced reads are used to construct a contig based on overlaps ex-
plained by each read’s de Bruijn graph. The de novo method does not rely on any reference genome or read order
for contig construction (MacLean et al. (2009)). Figure courtesy: MacLean et al. (2009).
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2.5 Conclusion
With the preceeding discussions on the many computational methods developed for genetic di-
versity estimation using NGS reads, it is clear that diversity estimation is a crucial link for the
better understanding of HIV-host interactions, evolution of drug-resistant viral variants, disease
prognosis/prophylaxis and provides the necessary leeway for new ART drug/vaccine design and de-
velopment. Next-generation sequencing has made it possible to look at diversity problems based
on dierent lengths { from single positions to whole stretches { of the genome and thereby open
research questions relevant to this spatial stratication. There is still plenty of scope for improving
genetic diversity estimation and this is discussed in Chapter 7.
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3
HIV Haplotype Inference using a propagating
Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
3.1 Introduction
THIS chapter presents a new computational technique for the identication of genetically-diverse HIV (Human Immunodeciency virus) haplotypes present in an infected blood sample.
HIV is a retrovirus that causes the widespread, life-threatening AIDS (Acquired Immunodeciency
Syndrome), attacking the human immune system (for more details, refer Chapter 1). Since HIV
mutates fast, upto the order of 10 5 mutations per bp per replication cycle (Mansky and Temin
(1995)) with every mutation having an error rate of the order of 10 4 per base (Nowak (1992)),
a patient generally hosts many dierent virus mutants (Mansky (1998)). The particular DNA
sequence which constitutes the genetic material of a mutant is called a haplotype. The variety of
mutants present in the patient pose a major issue in HIV treatment because many of these mutants
can be resistant to dierent drugs (Perrin and Telenti (1998)). Therefore, identifying the haplotypes
present in a particular patient enables adapting the treatment to the specic patient, paving the
way for personalised medication to administer the most ecient drug concoction.
One of the latest technological innovations enabling the extraction of information about the
haplotypes present in a sample is deep sequencing/NGS. More details on NGS can be found in
Section 2.2. Here, the mixture of haplotypes is processed through a series of chemical manipulations
carried out by a NGS machine. The resulting data are short base 1 sequences which have been
generated (or read) by the machine from a random part of any haplotype present in the sample.
1The bases are A, C, T and G for the four nucleotides which are the basic building blocks of DNA.
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These sequences are called reads. Recent advances in deep sequencing technologies, for example
454/Roche or Illumina/Solexa have made it possible to generate vast amounts of reads while reducing
sequencing costs. However, the limited lengths of reads and their non-negligible sequencing errors
pose new statistical challenges as will be explained in Section 3.2.
From a statistical point of view, identifying haplotypes is a clustering problem: matching the
reads to unknown haplotypes actually means classifying the reads with respect to unknown cluster
centroids. This, however, is a non-standard clustering problem since the non-overlapping nature
of the reads precludes an a priori denition of a suitable similarity measure for the entire read
dataspace.
Outline of the chapter. In Section 3.3, an introduction to the well-established mixture mod-
elling framework is given. We present our haplotype inference model in Section 3.4. Experimental
results based on simulated and real clinical data are discussed in Section 3.5. Finally, the chapter
concludes in Section 3.6.
3.2 Computational Approaches to Haplotype Reconstruction
For a complete review of the problem of haplotype reconstruction and various previous combinatorial
and probabilitistic approaches designed to address the problem, refer Chapter 2.
To ensure clarity, here is a quick recapitulation of the problem we have at hand. Starting with
a sample containing a mixture of HIV-1 haplotypes, we want to infer the genetic diversity of the
sample i.e.
1. The number of dierent haplotypes in the sample.
2. The respective frequencies of these dierent haplotypes.
3. The DNA sequence of each haplotype.
The data we use for inference are the reads generated by a NGS machine. Each read is a short
base sequence which was read from one of the haplotypes by the machine. Refer Figure 2.3.2 for an
illustration of sequenced error-prone reads and their corresponding haplotypes.
The challenges faced while analysing these reads for genetic diversity estimation are that:
1. We do not know which of the haplotypes the reads were generated from.
2. The length of a read is much shorter than the haplotypes' length.
3. The reads are error-prone, thus a read string may not exactly match that part of the haplotype
it was sequenced from.
4. The starting positions of the reads with respect to the haplotypes are unknown.
5. Uneven coverage of reads. Read coverage per position can be interpreted as the number of
reads consisting any base at a given location on the genome.
Before we present details of our probabilistic haplotype inference model, PredictHaplo that is
based on innite mixture models, we brie
y describe the mixture model framework in the succeeding
section.
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3.3 Primer to Mixture Models
Sources for this section. This section is primarily based on Yu (2006a). Others sources include
Teh (2010), Frigyik et al. (2010), Ghosal (2010) and Bartle and Sherbert (2000).
3.3.1 Mixture Models
Mixture models are techniques used to model processes whose output comes from several dierent
underlying distributions (Everitt and Hand (1981)). Given a set of n i.i.d. observations fxigni=1
where xi = (xi1;    ; xid) 2 Rd, clustering using mixture models resorts to
1. Estimating parameters k for each k
th component distribution of the mixture. Each component
represents a cluster or group. Observations within a cluster are deemed similar.
2. Inferring the unknown group assignment, k, of an observation.
For clustering using mixture models, one rst denes the generative model, then derives the likelihood
of these observations, species model parameters and for the Bayesian formulation, assigns prior
distributions to the model parameters. Then through inference, the best model parameters are
learnt.
3.3.2 Finite Mixture Model
For a Finite Mixture model (FMM), the observations can be modelled using a mixture of nite (say
K) distributions.
The generative model is:
1. Select one of the K clusters with probabilities  = f1;    ; Kg where
PK
k=1 k = 1.
2. Sample an observation x from the probability distribution of the selected cluster.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 n times to sample n i.i.d. observations.
This is pictorially depicted in Figure 3.3.1.
We introduce the class assignment variable, ci which denotes the class to which the i
th observation




P (ci = kj)P (xijk) (3.1)
with  = f1;    ; kg being the parameters for all the mixture component distributions. The model
parameters are  and .
For a Bayesian FMM, we assign prior distributions to the parameters  and , namely a Dirichlet
prior over  and a conjugate-family prior over each k. The hyperparameters for these distributions
are  and G0, respectively.
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Figure 3.3.1: Generative process for a Finite Mixture model: Given are 3 multinomial distributions shown as his-
tograms. They are chosen randomly according to k, k = 1; 2; 3 and depending on k, an observation is drawn
from the corresponding component distribution i.e. xi  Multinomial(k).
The FMM is equivalent to the following distributions:
xij; (k = ci) ind P (xijk); i = 1;    ; n
cij iid Multinomial(cij); i = 1;    ; n
k
iid G0; k = 1;    ;K
j;K  Dirichlet(j K ;    ; K )
(3.2)
The corresponding plate model for the FMM is shown in the left panel of Figure 3.3.2.





where GK() := P (j;) =
PK
k=1 kk(). Here, k() is a point mass distribution located at
k taking the value 1 for  = k and 0 otherwise. GK() can be seen as a discrete prior distribution
over  meaning that  can choose from only amongst the K values from  weighted by .  and G0
act as parameters to GK().











Figure 3.3.2: Plate model: Finite Mixture model with class assignments, its random-measure analogue in GK (dis-
crete prior over ) and the Infinite Mixture model in G  DP (G0; ). xi is an observation, white circles denote
latent variables of interest, squares indicate replications where the replicative factor is at the bottom right corner
and dotted squares are predefined parameters. Figure modified from Yu (2006b).
The plate model denoting the FMM with respect to GK() is given in the central panel of Figure
3.3.2 and the corresponding set of equations to sample xi is:
xiji ind P (xiji); i = 1;    ; n
i






3.3.3 Infinite Mixture Model
Instead of the K a priori xed clusters used in the FMM, the FMM can be generalised to the
innite case i.e. K ! 1 clusters. The nonparametric mixture model this leads to is called the
innite mixture model (IMM). Figure 3.3.3 gives the generative stochastic process for observations
xi using the IMM. GK() =
PK
k=1 kk() which was a nite sum of weighted point mass functions
for FMM is now extended in the IMM to an innite sum of weighted point mass functions i.e.
G() =
P1
k=1 kk(). When K ! 1, the discrete prior GK tends to be a realisation from a
Dirichlet Process (DP) i.e. G  DP (;G0) where  is the concentration parameter and G0 is the
base distribution of the DP. The DP denes a distribution for random distributions (Freedman
(1963), Ferguson (1973) and Ferguson (1974)).
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Figure 3.3.3: Generative process for an Infinite Mixture model: Consider an1 number of component distributions,
here they are multinomial distributions shown as histograms. These are chosen according to k, k = 1;    ;1
and an observation is drawn from the corresponding component distribution i.e. xi  Multinomial(k).
Since the IMM uses the DP as conjugate prior over the class parameters , the IMM is also
known as Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM). A DPMM can be written as:
xiji ind P (xiji); i = 1;    ; n
i
















and it can be seen that this is similar to the likelihood in Equation 3.4 for a FMM. The corresponding
plate model is depicted in the right panel of Figure 3.3.2.
Sample generation from a DP. There are 3 dierent ways to generate samples from a DP.
These are:
• Chinese Restaurant Process (Pitman (2006))
• Polya Urn Process (Blackwell and Macqueen (1973))
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• Stick-breaking process (Sethuraman (1994), Ishwaran and James (2001) and Ishwaran and
Zarepour (2002))
Of the three, we make use of the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) in our current haplotype
inference model and therefore describe it below.
Chinese Restaurant Process. Assume an empty restaurant with endless table capacity and
endless seating capacity per table. The rst customer xi arrives and chooses an empty table k
(equivalent to selecting a class in mixture modelling framework) and orders food (equivalent to the
class parameters, k  G0). Subsequent customers joining him will be limited to this table's food i.e.
they all share the same parameters k. Any customer has the choice to either join an already existing
table k with probability / nk (the number of people already seated at table k) or resort to a new
table altogether with probability / .  is the dispersion parameter controlling the number of newer
cluster formations. A larger  leads to a larger number of clusters. Therefore, the class assignments
(tables) ci dene partitions over the nite-numbered observations xi (customers). This can be seen
as a sample from a DP and the resulting conditional prior distribution over class assignments is
called the CRP prior. The CRP prior is depicted in Figure 3.3.4 and the corresponding IMM using
the CRP prior is:
xijk; k = ci ind P (xijk) (customer)
k
iid G0 (food at table k; group-level parameter)
cijc i;   CRP() =
8<: nkn+ 1 (for an existing class k)
n+ 1 (for a new class)
(table assignment)
(3.8)
Figure 3.3.4: Chinese Restaurant Process: The conditional probability distribution for assigning the ith customer
to a populated table k / nk (number of customers at table k) or to a new table / .
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Next, we present our probabilistic haplotype inference method, PredictHaplo, that uses a propa-
gating DPMM for global haplotype assembly.
3.4 Haplotype Reconstruction using a propagating Dirichlet Process
Mixture Model
3.4.1 The Haplotype Representation
In our model, a haplotype is represented using a set of probability tables (), one at every location i
as in Fig. 3.4.1. This representation is designed to model the uncertainty of the inferred haplotypes.
In terms of inference, our aim would then be to infer these tables over all the haplotypes' locations.
Since the haplotype reconstruction is being carried out for a mixed sample of haplotypes, the problem
involves nding the set of unknown haplotypes which can best explain the sequencing reads. Our
probabilistic approach assumes that these reads are sampled from a Bayesian multinomial mixture
model where each mixture component represents a haplotype. The mixing proportions of the dierent
components then provide an estimate of the corresponding haplotypes' frequencies. To account for
the uncertainty in the number of haplotypes we use an innite mixture model which does not require
to a priori x this number. In the innite mixture formulation, a Dirichlet process prior is used
in place of the standard conjugate Dirichlet distribution prior. For optimising the computational
eciency, we implement a truncated approximation of this Dirichlet process in the Markov Chain
Monte Carlo sampling scheme used for inferring the haplotypes.
Figure 3.4.1: Left: A haplotype represented as a set of position-wise multinomial probability tables . Right:
Assumed stochastic generative process for reads. The ith read, ri is generated from the kth haplotype, k =
(1k;    ; Lk ), k = 1;    ;1. The prior distribution over  is the Dirichlet Process, G.
3.4.2 Likelihood and Prior
The n reads of the data set are denoted by r1; : : : ; rn: Each read rj has L components rj = 




corresponding to the positions locj =
 




of that read. Every component rij is a
categorical vector of length 4 specifying the base found at position i for read j: rij = (r
i




where only one of the 4 values is 1 and the others are equal to 0. To simplify the notation we denote
by L the length of every read but in practise the reads have dierent lengths. We align the reads
using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) (Li and Durbin (2010)).
The reads are modelled as i.i.d. samples of a Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM) and the
density is given by:









where j represents the probability table for read j; G is the DP prior placed over j and G 
DP (;G0) where  denotes the concentration parameter and G0 is the base distribution (Ferguson
(1973)). Figure 3.4.1 shows the haplotype representation as a set of probability tables  and Figure
3.4.2 gives the stochastic generative process modelling reads.
Figure 3.4.2: Detailed plate model for read generation using DPMM: Consider n observed reads r of length L.
They can possibly arise from one of the infinitely-many haplotypes  of length L. The prior distribution of haplotype
(or class) assignment is according to the Polya Urn Scheme or Chinese Restaurant Process (see Section 3.3.3).
For the ith read ri, draw its haplotype parameters i from already-seen values f1;    ; i 1g i.e. i = k with a
probability / nk, the number of reads belonging to haplotype k or a new value from the base distribution G0 with
probability / .
Since we assume independence between the locations, the mixture components are modelled using








where ij represents the probability table entries for read j at location i. To obtain conjugacy in
the model, G0 is chosen as a product of independent Dirichlet distributions. The latent variables of
the observations' class assignments are denoted by cj where j = 1; : : : ; n: If we suppose that classes
k = 1; : : : ;K are already populated by n1; : : : ; nK reads then, using the CRP sampling scheme
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for DPMM (see Section 3.3.3), the conditional prior distribution for the class assignment has the
following form:
1. Probability of assignment to an already populated class k is: P (cj = kjc j ; ) / nkn++1 :
2. Probability of assignment to a new class is: P (cj 6= 1; : : : ;Kjc j ; ) / n++1 :
3.4.3 Including Prior Information from previous local analyses
As was explained in Section 3.2, to be able to extend our model to solve the global reconstruction
problem we need to address the issue of missing direct coupling between non-overlapping reads. To
introduce indirect relationships between these reads we use prior information extracted from local
reconstructions.
Truncated DPMM
A computational challenge in implementing the DPMM is in handling the innite mixture (Ishwaran
and James (2001), Gelfand and Kottas (2002)). The principled workaround to this is to truncate





k=1 kk() and k = 0 8k > K (Blei and Jordan (2004), Ohlssen et al.
(2007)). Thus, by choosing a large K, G becomes a nite sum of weighted point-mass funtions and
using such a truncated DP leads to the truncated DPMM which acts as a good approximation to
the DPMM.
Hence, for inference we implement a truncated DPMM as shown in Fig. 3.4.3. A positive integerK
large enough for our problem is chosen to be the maximum number of clusters allowed in the model.
This approximation which considerably improves the running time enables our model to handle
larger datasets of several hundred thousands of reads. A practical strategy to set the value for K, is
to check if the DPMM returns K-fully populated clusters. If this is the case, one signicantly raises
the value for K. On the other hand, if the DPMM returns many empty clusters, it is an indication
that the bound K was set high enough. Another point to be relied upon while setting the value for
K is that there are frequency detection limits imposed by the sequencing error rate. For a given
coverage, say we assume that all the haplotypes are of frequencies below 0:1%. Then we expect to
detect at most K = 1000 dierent haplotypes which, with the current available methods, would be
unrealistic to reliably detect.
Since the truncated DPMM is formally identical to a nite mixture model (Section 3.3.2), G
can be rewritten as a nite sum of point-mass measures with weights  = (1; : : : ; K) and the
distribution of the reads is now:
P (rj j; ) =
PK
k=1 kP (rj jk) ; (3.11)
where  = (1; : : : ; K) and k relates to the k
th haplotype's probability tables. We again denote
by cj ; j = 1; : : : ; n the variables taking values in f1; : : : ;Kg which represent the cluster assignments
for every read. The conditional distribution of a read given its cluster assignments is then given
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analoguously to Equation 3.10:







and the variables cj are distributed according to:
cj j  Multinomial (cj j) : (3.13)
To complete the model specication we still need to give the prior distributions of  and : The
prior distribution of the parameters ik for every location i is a Dirichlet of order 4:
ikj
  Dirichlet(
4 ; : : : ; 
4 ); k = 1; : : : ;K; (3.14)
where 
 2 R and is divided by the number of possible nucleotides (A, C, T, G). The prior distribution
of the mixture proportions  for our truncated DPMM with K components is a Dirichlet of order
K:
j  Dirichlet( K ; : : : ; K ); (3.15)
with  2 R.
Inference { Gibbs sampling
Inference is obtained via Gibbs sampling based on the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) (CRP is
discussed in Section 3.3.3). The Gibbs sampler is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method used
for sampling from the posterior probability distribution over variables given the probabilistic model
(Geman and Geman (1984), Casella and George (1992)). This involves iterations where one draws
variables of interest from the corresponding conditional posterior distributions alternately, keeping
the others xed, while repeatedly sweeping through all observations. The variables of interest are
cj ;  and . Iterative Gibbs sampling results in a sequence of samples for these variables that form a
Markov chain which converge to samples from the joint distribution P (fcjgnj=1; fkgKi=1; jfrjgnj=1).
The conditional posterior distributions required by the Gibbs sampler based on the CRP are:
1. For the latent class assignment variable cj :
P (cj jc j ; frjgnj=1; fcjgKcj=1; 
; ; ) = P (cj jrj ; fcjgKcj=1; )
/ P (cj jfcjgKcj=1; )| {z }
prior distribution
P (rj jcj ; fcjgKcj=1; )| {z }
likelihood
/ P (cj j)P (rj jcj )
(3.16)
where the right hand side of the equation is known and the normalisation constant can be
determined by simply adding over the possible values for cj :
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Figure 3.4.3: Plate model for the truncated Dirichlet prior mixture model (A). When using updated prior information
the mixing proportions  are replaced by ~ (B). We can see that when information from the previous window is
available in the form of P prev the class assignment probabilities ~ are differentiated for every read.
2. For the kth-haplotype's probability table, k:
P (ikjfrjgnj=1; c; ; ; 

























1A (due to conjugacy)
(3.17)
3. For the component proportions , using Bayes' theorem and conjugacy of the Dirichlet prior:
















where k(cj) is the Kronecker delta.
Truncated DPMM with updated prior information
We split the global problem into a sequel of several reconstruction tasks of increasing diculty. We
start with a local reconstruction initiated at the region of maximum coverage 2 (see Fig. 3.4.4).
Then we progressively increase the window currently analysed until that window covers the entire
2The coverage at location i is the number of reads covering location i.
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haplotypes' length. For every window, we perform Gibbs sampling and obtain a clustering of the
reads which fall in that window. Using this clustering we can update the prior information about
clusters probabilities which will then be an input for the subsequent window. Fig. 3.4.5 depicts our
model's work
ow.
Figure 3.4.4: Uneven coverage landscape of non-PCR real data. Coverage is the number of reads covered per
haplotype position.
After every window analysis, we update the prior of the class assignment probabilities () of the
reads. The key idea is that we allow this prior to be dierent for every read. As a consequence, the
class assignment probabilities also become dierent for every read and we use ~j = (~j1; : : : ; ~jK)
for j = 1; : : : ; n (see Fig. 3.4.3). The reads are now modelled as independent samples of several
mixture distributions sharing a common parameter :
P (rj j~j ; ) =
PK
k=1 ~jkP (rj jk) ; j = 1; : : : ; n; (3.19)
and Equation 3.15 is replaced by:
~j j; P prevj ind Dirichlet(P prevj1 ; : : : ; P prevjK ); j = 1; : : : ; n; (3.20)
where P prevj = (P
prev
j1 ; : : : ; P
prev
jK ): Here P
prev
jk is the posterior probability of the event fcprevj = kg
given r; prev; ~prev obtained during the sampling performed for the previous window. It gives a
measure of how likely the assignment of read j was in the previous window. We nally obtain a
clustering of all the reads where each read j is assigned to a haplotype represented by its estimated
probability table cj . The respective proportions of the haplotypes can be simply estimated by
counting the number of reads assigned to each cluster and dividing it by the total number of reads.
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Figure 3.4.5: Model workflow for global haplotype reconstruction: Local analysis for haplotype reconstruction is
initially performed on a smaller section of the entire sequence. Here the reads have significant overlap to enable
clustering. The cluster centroids form intermediate haplotypes. The locally-available class assignment probability
of every read is extracted and aids as prior information to the DPMM for an enhanced assembly of the interme-
diate haplotypes in subsequent larger sections of the sequence. This process of updating the prior information
continues over the entire length of the sequence thus reconstructing the whole haplotype.
3.5 Results
We tested our model on both simulated and real sequencing reads. Simulations were done on the
gagpol region of 4306 bases and real data focussed on the pol gene region of 1245 bases. Choosing
a longer region for simulations was done to verify our model's stability while inferring haplotypes
over longer genomic stretches. Further, the gagpol region is known to be medically relevant for drug




Ten haplotypes were simulated as mutants from the HIV-1 reference genome with proportions ranging
from 50% to 0.1% following a geometric-decay series and thereafter reads were simulated from these
haplotypes. For each haplotype the mutation sites were drawn independently using a mutation
probability per position of 0.5% with respect to the reference genome. The new base substituting
the original one was then drawn with each of the three possible replacements having equal probability.
All haplotypes are simulated as mutants from the gagpol region starting from 790 till 5096 which
is 4306 bases long. We used MetaSim (Richter et al. (2008)) to generate 200,000 reads from these
haplotypes. MetaSim explicitly models the light intensity emitted by the 454/Roche sequencing
machines along with the possible resulting sequencing errors. The error model used in Metasim was
the 454 error model and the parameters were chosen as recommended in Richter et al. (2008).
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We generated MetaSim-simulated reads for two dierent read lengths: 340 and 700 bases. These
two read lengths correspond to the average read length of the real data we analysed (see section 3.5.2
and Zagordi et al. (2010a)) and to the typical read length for the 454/Roche GS FLX Titanium XL+
sequencing machine, respectively. These dierent lengths also capture the evolution of 454/Roche
sequencing machines.
Another set of MetaSim-simulated reads was generated for the same two read lengths with hap-
lotypes having a mutation probability of 1.5% with respect to the reference genome.
Performance
To compare the performance between dierent MetaSim-simulated reads, 15 simulation runs each
were carried out on a particular combination of read length and mutation probability. Figure 3.5.1
shows the comparative performance between read lengths of 340 and 700 and mutation probabilities
of 0.5% and 1.5%. Each boxplot denotes the F-scores over these 15 runs. For read length of 340
bases with a mutation probability of 0.5% i.e. an average of 1% diversity between the haplotypes,
all the haplotypes present with proportions higher than 12.5% could be reconstructed and exactly
matched the original sequences of bases. For the same mutation probability but longer reads of 700
bases, all haplotypes above 3.125% were reconstructed without errors. The former setting detected
more false positives (on average 3) whereas in the latter only 1{2 haplotypes were signalled as false
positives. For read length of 340 bases with a higher mutation probability of 1.5%, haplotypes above
1.6% were reconstructed without errors whereas for longer reads of 700 bases, haplotypes above
0.8% were reconstructed error-free. The number of false positives for shorter reads was between 1{2
whereas for longer reads, there were 0{1 false positives. We can conclude that longer read lengths
together with higher mutation rates show an improved performance since both factors contribute in
bridging the gaps between identical regions in dierent haplotypes.
In general, these simulations depict that haplotype reconstruction is a harder problem when the
read lengths are shorter. This also illustrates the benets with longer reads as brought about by the
evolution in 454/Roche sequencing machines. Further increasing the reconstruction window, when
with shorter reads, reconstructs only a fewer number of haplotypes with more false positives. This
can be attributed to the fact that as the window spans, shorter reads would not constitute adequate
overlapping positions necessary to identify the appropriate haplotypes. This leads to forfeiting
potential haplotypes in the inference process and also increasing the number of mismatches in the
resulting inferred haplotypes. Thus longer read lengths (700 bases or more) as provided by the
latest 454/Roche GS FLX Titanium XL+ lead to better results. Further, for a xed read length
increased diversity renders a higher number of true positives as the diversity aids in distinguishing
true haplotypes at the local-window levels itself.
Comparison with previous methods
We compare our method with ShoRAH (which also implements the read-graph approach of Eriksson
et al. (2008)) and QuRe. ViSpA was not included in the comparison for reasons explained further
below.
An initial comparison experiment was based on the sets of simulated reads described in Section
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3.5.1, however none of these competing softwares was able to handle the 200,000 simulated reads.
Therefore, this lead us to conduct comparisons on a smaller scale, reproducing the charasteristics
of our real data sets, see Section 3.5.2. We simulated 10,000 reads of mean length 340 bases,
again using the MetaSim 454 error model. The reads were simulated from 10 dierent haplotypes
having a mutation probability of 1.5% with respect to the reference genome, and the haplotypes
constitute the same decreasing proportions as described in Section 3.5.1. Since reconstructing a
region of 4306 bases long is not possible with only 10,000 reads, the haplotypes now considered
have a decreased length of 1321, corresponding to Reverse Transcriptase (RT) region of the pol
gene. Figure 3.5.2 depicts the number of correctly reconstructed haplotypes and the number of false
positives as a function of the number of mismatches tolerated between the reconstructed haplotypes
and the ground truth. We can see that PredictHaplo perfectly reconstructs 6 of the 10 haplotypes.
This performance can also be attained by ShoRAH if we allow a maximum of 4 mismatches to the
ground truth. ShoRAH, however, suers from a high number of false positives. QuRe performed
poorly on this simulated data set reconstructing only 1 haplotype with less than 5 mismatches,
which could be attributed to the specicities of the inbuilt MetaSim 454 error model that introduces
a lot of insertions (representing approximately 80% of the simulated errors) within simulated reads.
Insertions are treated dierently in QuRe than in PredictHaplo and ShoRAH. Therefore, to ensure a
fair comparison, we present in Fig. 3.5.2 results for QuRe obtained with reads previously corrected
using ShoRAH as was recommended for ViSpA in Astrovskaya et al. (2011). We see that QuRe
can reconstruct up to 3 haplotypes for a mismatch tolerance of 2 with the number of false positives
lower than ShoRAH but considerably higher than PredictHaplo. This performance of QuRe is in
accordance with how it performs on real reads (discussed in Section 3.5.2).
We did not include ViSpA in the comparison because it suered from instability problems on
simulated reads, preventing us from reproducing results and presenting denite conclusions. Mem-
ory leak issues appeared for runs with more than 20,000 reads whilst the coverage obtained with
10,000 reads seemed insucient to recover haplotypes from error-prone reads. ViSpA results were
extremely sensitive to the parameters used, delivering from 1 to 430 haplotypes without being able
to reconstruct more than 1 haplotype that always corresponded to the most frequent one. Even us-
ing ShoRAH -corrected reads did not improve the results. The only setup for which we obtained an
improvement of reconstructing 4 haplotypes exactly and 2 haplotypes with less than 2 mismatches
along with 10 false positives, was when using MetaSim simulated error-free reads. Problems using
ViSpA were previously also reported in Schirmer et al. (2012).
Significance of read length for haplotype reconstruction
To test the importance of read length addressing the haplotype reconstruction problem, we run
simulations using dierent read lengths ranging from 36 bp to 350 bps. This range emulates the
Illumina/Solexa read length of 36 bps to 454/Roche (GS FLX Titanium) read length of 450 bps.
From the haplotypes reconstructed using dierent read lengths, we deduce that read length is a
signicant factor to answer the global haplotype reconstruction problem and also a criterion when





















F−scores for various read lengths/mutation probabilities





















Figure 3.5.1: Boxplots denoting F-scores over 15 runs each for different combinations of read lengths (340 and
700 bases) and mutation probabilites (0.5% and 1.5%). Longer reads, irrespective of the mutation probabilities,
turns in a higher number of true positives with lesser false positives. The results obtained for longer reads portray
the benefits brought about by the latest 454/Roche technology. Increased diversity also aids in inferring more num-
ber of true haplotypes.
longer reads (454/Roche) versus another with larger number of shorter reads (Illumina/Solexa). If
the goal is large-scale global reconstruction of highly abundant haplotypes, we recommend using
longer reads from 454/Roche, whereas if it is local reconstruction of scarcer haplotypes, one should
opt for Illumina/Solexa by virtue of their deeper coverage. This further reinforces the results of
Zagordi et al. (2012a). Figure 3.5.3 compares the signicance of platform-dependent read lengths
specically addressing the global haplotype reconstruction problem.
3.5.2 Real Reads
Sequencing data description
A genetically diverse sample was prepared by mixing 10 haplotype clones of length 1245, in known
proportions ranging from 38.3% to 0.02% (refer Table 3.5.1 for actual proportions and see Zagordi
et al. (2010a)). These 10 clones were previously isolated from the plasma of HIV infected patients
and the clones consist of the protease and a part of the reverse transcriptase portion of the pol gene.
One aliquot of this sample underwent polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplication to access the
viability of utilising amplied samples for haplotype reconstruction. Both samples were sequenced
using a 454/Roche sequencing machine with an average read length of 340 bases. The PCR dataset
contained 25,716 reads whereas the non-PCR dataset had 10,174 reads.
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Comparison of methods on simulated reads
















































Figure 3.5.2: Top: Number of correctly reconstructed haplotypes. Bottom: number of false positives on a log scale
(the numbers shown are exactly log(fp + 1) where fp is the number of false positives) as a function of the toler-
ated number of mismatches for simulated reads.
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Figure 3.5.3: Number of reconstructed haplotypes (left axis) and the corresponding haplotype frequencies (right
axis) against read length for simulated data. Higher the read length, more are the number of globally-reconstructed
haplotypes.
Results on real reads
The true haplotypes are in general either correctly reconstructed (meaning that the inferred bases
matched exactly with the true ones at every location) or not detected by the model. The inferred
proportions are very close to the true values as can be seen in Table 3.5.1. For the PCR amplied
reads the model was able to correctly reconstruct all the haplotypes present with proportions between
38.3% and 5.6% and for non-PCR amplied reads between 29.3% and 6.2%.
Comparison with previous methods
We compare our experimental results from PredictHaplo to those obtained from ShoRAH, QuRe and
ViSpA. Multiple runs for each of these methods are performed by varying the available parameters
to obtain precision and recall values. For ShoRAH, the Dirichlet process rate is varied that controls
the number of reconstructed haplotypes. With ViSpA, reads are rst corrected with ShoRAH, as
recommended in Astrovskaya et al. (2011). We then varied the number of mismatches allowed
to cluster reads around super reads and the mutation-based range to obtain dierent numbers of
reconstructed haplotypes. For QuRe, we changed both the homopolymeric and non-homopolymeric
error rates.
The upper plot of Fig. 3.5.4 shows the best F-score obtained for dierent methods on the non-
PCR reads 3 whereas the bottom plot depicts the highest precision and recall values as well as the
best F-score (harmonic mean of the precision and recall) obtained for these dierent methods on
PCR amplied reads. The reader should note here that the highest precision value coincided with
its best F-score value. All values are given for a tolerated number of mismatches of less than 5 with
respect to the ground truth.
From Fig. 3.5.4, it is evident that all methods perform equally well in terms of recall since at most
5 to 6 haplotypes could be reconstructed for conducive parameter settings. However, PredictHaplo is
3Best F-score, highest precision and highest recall values coincided for all models except for ViSpA, which attained
a maximal recall of 0.6.
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Figure 3.5.4: Plots showing best F-score / highest precision and recall values obtained for PredictHaplo, QuRe,
ShoRAH and ViSpA using 454 sequencing reads. For each method, several sets of parameters were varied (see
Section 3.5.2) leading to corresponding precision-recall points from which the highest precision and recall values
were chosen. The best F-score (harmonic mean of precision and recall) for each method is also shown. Top: Best
F-score values shown for the 4 methods on non-PCR data. Bottom: Highest precision and recall along with best
F-score values plotted for the 4 methods on PCR-amplified data. Note here that the highest precision values coin-
cide with the corresponding best F-scores. It can be seen from both the plots that PredictHaplo clearly stands out
in terms of better precision and thereby has a higher F-score as compared to the previous methods.
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Figure 3.5.5: Plots showing precision and recall values obtained for PredictHaplo, QuRe, ShoRAH and ViSpA us-
ing 454 sequencing reads. For each method, several sets of parameters were varied (see Section 4.2.3) leading
to corresponding precision-recall points. The number of obtained points can vary between the methods since dif-
ferent parameter values can still lead to the same performance. For each method we also show the value of the
best F-score attained. Top: Values shown for the 4 methods on non-PCR data. Bottom: Values plotted for the 4
methods on PCR-amplified data. It can be seen from both the plots that PredictHaplo clearly stands out in terms of
better precision.
signicantly ahead of its competitors in terms of oering better precision values. We run PredictHaplo
with values for the Dirichlet prior over probability tables, 
, between 0.01 and 50 and the Dirichlet
prior over the mixtures, , between 0.1 and 10 (although changing  did not in
uence the model's
performance signicantly). For appropriate parameter settings our method can nd 5 haplotypes
for non-PCR and PCR reads, without detecting any false positives. By tuning the only available
parameter for ShoRAH, the Dirichlet process rate, over a large range (1e-5 to 1e3), false positives
could not be reduced below 73 (present with frequencies between 0.02% and 3.1%) and 152 (between
0.01% and 6.4%) on the non-PCR and PCR data respectively. A more detailed version of Fig. 3.5.4
containing all points obtained for the dierent sets of parameters is given in Figure 3.5.5.
These experimental results conrm that our probabilistic model performs remarkably better than
Astrovskaya et al. (2011), Prosperi et al. (2011) and the four-step approach detailed in Eriksson
et al. (2008) and Zagordi et al. (2009).
Table 3.5.1: Actual and reconstructed haplotypes proportions obtained using PredictHaplo for non-PCR and PCR
454/Roche reads. All values are in %. X denotes ’undetected haplotype’.
Non-PCR
Actual 29.3 28.6 22.1 10.4 6.2 2.3 0.7 0.26 0.16 0.04
Reconstructed 32.1 26.0 23.7 10.5 7.7 X X X X X
PCR
Actual 38.3 35.4 10.1 9.5 5.6 0.46 0.32 0.08 0.06 0.02
Reconstructed 37.6 34.9 11.8 10.1 5.7 X X X X X
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3.5.3 Datasets used and links to competing softwares
To ensure reproducibility of results presented in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, we provide the links to
datasets used as well as softwares used for comparison purposes. Data used for comparison exper-
iments based on simulated data (in Section 3.5.1) can be found at http://bmda.cs.unibas.ch/
HivHaploTyper/ and that used for comparison experiments based on real reads (in Section 3.5.2) is
published at https://wiki-bsse.ethz.ch/display/ShoRAH/Data under 454 Data section.
Links to the various softwares deployed in this chapter are provided in Table 3.5.2.
3.6 Conclusions
This research deals with analysing the dierent haplotypes obtained from deep-sequencing data.
With the advent of these powerful sequencing technologies, there is a plenitude of reads being
curated but their limited lengths and machine-induced errors pose challenges in identifying the
exact haplotypes' diversity within the sample. Being able to identify the genetic diversity is an
important step in administering personalised medication.
The main modelling challenge here arises due to non-overlapping reads not having any suitable
a priori similarity measure dened between them. None of the previous approaches have pro-
vided a convincing strategy to solve this issue. In this work we successfully overcome this problem
by introducing a propagating DPMM. Our model does not a priori need to know the number of
genetically-diverse HIV haplotypes present in the sample. A Gibbs sampler is used for inferring
the unknown haplotypes from the error-prone reads. Through this the full posterior distribution
of model parameters is inferred and by using Gibbs sampling we eliminate potential local minima
issues arising with EM. Other added values of this Bayesian model are that it is computationally
ecient and requires only a few input parameters. From our results based on simulated reads we
can see that the model's performance is stable under simulations conducted with varying diversities.
Experiments with real data also conrmed the model's performance.
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Facet II
Computational methods for structure recovery in antiretro-
viral drug space
Goals in this part of the thesis:
• Graphical models { An introduction.
• TiWnet { a Bayesian method for network structure recovery using distance
data.
• Automatic Archetype Analysis.
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Introduction to Facet 2
HIV is highly virulent spawning mutants that escape drugs over time, thereby becoming a menace
dicult to eradicate. Preventive measures like ART drugs must be powerful enough to avert aggres-
sive HIV proliferation that eventually lead to the AIDS infection. The ART drugs prescribed are
a concoction from amongst 25 commercialised drugs falling in 5 categories as discussed in Section
1.2.2. When HIV becomes drug-resistant to a drug of a particular category, it in turn becomes resis-
tant to other drugs within the same category, giving rise to what is known as cross-resistance. This
eectively reduces the number of possible drug combinations available for prescription. It is there-
fore important to analyse for similarities between ART drugs and other available chemically-active
compounds for an eective ART.
The 2nd facet of the thesis looks into extracting similarities between drugs and chemical com-
pounds, based on their chemical structures. This is done by examining a landscape of active chemical
compounds, also encompassing the drugs:
1. for extracting networks amongst the active chemical compounds. This helps in understanding
relations between chemical compounds and drugs. The fully-probabilistic model, TiWnet, is
developed and deployed for this purpose. This is discussed in Chapter 5.
2. for identifying archetypal compounds. A Group-Lasso based approach along with an ecient
model selection criterion to identify archetypes is developed. The method is applied to extract
archetypes from a set of chemical compounds including drugs. From the resulting archetypal
drugs, one can draw deeper insights into the functional similarities (for example, the cross-
resistant nature of HIV strains towards drugs) that can possibly be shared within convex sets




Graphical models constitute a well-studied research eld and have been used in many application
domains including natural language processing, analysis of biological networks, speech recognition
and image processing. In this chapter, we introduce the basic concepts used in graphical models
before discussing our contribution to this eld. This chapter follows the content provided in Lauritzen
(1996) and Whittaker (1990).
4.1 Introduction
A network or graph is a blueprint deciphering the connectedness between a set of objects.The study of graphs is called graph theory where one learns the structure of the graph (or
network). The structure represents the pairwise relationships between objects in the graph. A graph
G = (V;E) is composed of a vertex set V and an edge set E  V  V . The elements of V are called
vertices and the number of vertices or vertex cardinality is denoted by jV j. The elements of E are
called edges of the graph and the size of the graph is jEj. A graph is directed if all the pairwise
edges have directional information and it is undirected, if the directional information is absent. The
focus of the current chapter and Chapter 5 is of discovering structures of the underlying undirected
graph given a set of objects.
Undirected graphs have amassed prolic interest in recent years due to its intuitive mechanism of
representing and visualising complex connectedness between objects. More specically, they provide
a rigid formalism to represent high-dimensional distributions of random variables (objects). Given
a n d-dimensional random matrix X with n objects and d i.i.d. measurements (observations), an
undirected graphical model for X is the family of probability density functions that represent the
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conditional dependencies amongst these n objects. Fitting such a graphical model to X is called
graphical modelling.
Next, the denitions of (conditional) independence that play a central role in graphical modelling
are presented.
Consider a random vector Y = (Y1;    ; Yn)t with Yi being a continuous random variable for
i = 1;    ; n.
Denition 4.1 (Independence) Two continuous random variables Yi and Yj with marginal densities
f(yi) and f(yj) respectively are independent, denoted as Yi ?? Yj, if and only if their joint probability
density function (pdf) factorises as a product of their marginal densities i.e. f(yi; yj) = f(yi)f(yj)
8(yi; yj).
Denition 4.2 (Conditional Independence) Two continuous random vectors Yi and Yj are condi-
tionally independent on Yk, denoted as Yi ?? Yj jYk, if and only if the conditional pdf f(yi; yj jyk) =
f(yijyk)f(yj jyk) 8(yi; yj ; yk) satisfying f(yk) > 0.
Denition 4.3 (Markov Chain) A (discrete time) Markov Chain with discrete state space Yn 2
f0; 1; 2; : : :g is a sequence of random variables Y0; Y1; Y2; : : : such that for all states in+1; in; in 1;    ; i0
and all discrete time points n = 0; 1; 2; : : :, the Markov property is satised i.e.
f(yn+1jyn; yn 1; : : : ; y0) = f(yn+1jyn):
From Denition 4.3, it can be said that the future observation Yn+1 is conditionally independent of
past observations fYnng 1 given the current observation Yn i.e. (Yn+1 ?? Yn 1; : : : ; Y0jYn).
4.1.1 Relation between network structure estimation & inverse covariance matrix
and conditional independence of a corresponding probability distribution
To make the relation between the probability distribution explaining the network structure and its
inverse covariance matrix clearer, let us assume 1) a graph G = (V;E) with jV j = n and 2) a
n-dimensional random vector Y = (Y1;    ; Yn)t, Y 2 Rn and Yi is a continuous random variable
having a marginal density f(yi) for i = 1;    ; n. Each Yi forms the ith node of G.
Consider the joint probability distribution P (Y ) on the random variables Yi. The conditional
independence in a Markov chain (Denition 4.3) can be written re
ecting Yi in G. These Markov
properties (or conditional independence properties) that P might have with respect to G are:
1. Denition 4.4 (Pairwise Markov property)
For any given non-adjacent pair of vertices (Yi; Yj) where Yi 6= Yj and (i; j) = 1;    ; n, Yi is
conditionally independent of Yj given the rest of the variables i.e. Yi ?? Yj jYV nfi;jg.
2. Denition 4.5 (Local Markov property)
For any given vertex Yi 2 V , Yi is conditionally independent of the rest given its neighbours
Yne(i) i.e. Yi ?? YV n(ne(i)[fig)jYne(i).
1fYnng denotes all past observations Y0;    ; Yn 1 excluding the current observation Yn.
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3. Denition 4.6 (Global Markov property)
For any triple (YA; YB ; YC) of disjoint subsets of V such that YC separates YA from YB in G,
subsets YA and YB are conditionally independent given YC i.e. YA ?? YBjYC .
Proposition 4.1 (Lauritzen (1996) Proposition 3.4)
For any undirected graph G and any probability distribution P (Y ), if P (Y ) satises the global
Markov property with respect to G then it also satises the pairwise Markov property of G.
Denition 4.7 (Factorisation property)
A joint probability distribution P (Y ) is said to possess the factorisation property with respect to
a given undirected graph G if it can be written as the product of non-negative functions r(Yr) such
that P (Y ) =
Q
rC r(Yr) where C is the set containing fully-connected subgraphs or cliques of G
and Yr is the set of nodes in clique r.
Proposition 4.2 (Lauritzen (1996) Proposition 3.8)
For any undirected graph G and any probability distribution P (Y ), if P (Y ) satises the factori-
sation property with respect to G then it also satises the pairwise Markov property of G.
The converse of Proposition 4.2 does not hold for all distributions except for strictly positive
distributions P (Y ) i.e. P (Y ) > 0. The necessary and sucient conditions under which a strictly
positive probability distribution has its pairwise Markov property equivalent to its factorisation
property is given by the Hammersley-Cliord theorem (Shen, 2011).
Theorem 4.3 (Hammersley and Cliord) (Lauritzen (1996) Theorem 3.9)
For any undirected graph G and a probability distribution P (Y ) with respect to G, P (Y ) satises
the pairwise Markov property with respect to G if and only if it factorises according to G.
According to Proposition 4.2, if P (Y ) factorises according to G then it also satises the pairwise
Markov property. The converse needs to be shown i.e. if P (Y ) satises the pairwise Markov property
then it factorises according to that particular G. This proof can be found in Lauritzen (1996).
Let Y follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean  and covariance matrix .  1 = 	
is the inverse covariance matrix of the distribution P (Y ). Given these, the corollary to Theorem 4.3
can be stated as follows:
Corollary 4.4 The zeroes in 	 of the multivariate Gaussian distribution of Y correspond to missing
edges in the network G.
Proposition 4.5 (Lauritzen (1996) Proposition 5.2)
Assume Y  Nn(;) where  is the mean vector and  is invertible. For (i; j) = 1;    ; n
and i 6= j, it holds that the pairwise Markov property viz. Yi ?? Yj jYV nfi;jg ()  ij = 0 where
	 = f ijg =  1.
Thus conditional independence in the multivariate Gaussian distribution is captured in 	 as
zero entries. Lauritzen (1996) uses the pairwise Markov property between two vertices Yi and Yj
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to further show the relationship between the inverse covariance matrix 	 and the elements of the
partial correlation matrix as follows:
ijjV nfi;jg =    ijp
 ii jj
8i 6= j (4.1)
where ijjV nfi;jg is the partial correlation coecient between variables Yi and Yj given the rest of
the variables YV nfi;jg. Since Y is multivariate Gaussian distributed, if Yi and Yj satisfy the pairwise
Markov property, then ijjV nfi;jg = 0. Therefore ijjV nfi;jg = 0 is synonymous to  ij = 0 and
conditional independence can be asserted between nodes Yi and Yj .
As seen in Equation 4.1, the partial correlations measure the strength of pairwise direct interac-
tions only and since 	 contains scaled partial correlations, identifying zeroes either in the pairwise
partial correlations or 	 forms the crux to network structure recovery. This lays the basis for a pro-
cedure called covariance selection introduced by Dempster (1972) where graph structure recovery is
made possible by estimating 	 of the underlying Gaussian distribution. Then it suces to read out
the zero-entry indices from 	 and construct a graph where the corresponding indices have missing
edges. Since the underlying distribution considered is multivariate Gaussian, covariance selection
models are also called Gaussian graphical models (GGMs) (Lauritzen (1996)).
4.2 Challenges related to structure recovery
Identifying networks { estimating dependencies between objects and thereby determining their un-
derlying graph structure { is a challenging problem. In the simplest case where the number of
measurements is greater than the number of objects (d  n), the standard estimation of partial
correlations involves either the inversion of the sample covariance matrix, or the estimation of n
least squares regression problems. The problem is more pronounced in high-dimensional settings i.e.
when the number of objects n is far larger than the measurements d themselves (n  d) and then
the sample covariance matrix becomes non-invertible (see Dykstra (1970), Stifanelli et al. (2011)).
Having to learn the unknown network structure from noisy observed measurements further aggra-
vates the structure recovery problem. Another statistical challenge one faces is that the number
of possible undirected networks is exponential in the number of objects n (Erds and Renyi (1960),
Stifanelli et al. (2011)). Example works for structure recovery based on solving n regularised neigh-
bourhood regression problems was dealt with in Meinhausen and Buhlmann (2006). Based on the
nonnegative garrote (Breiman (1995)) and Lasso (Tibshirani (1996)) for the linear regression, Yuan
and Lin (2007) introduced a regularised estimation of the 	 using a `1-type penalty on the entries
of 	 when maximizing the multivariate Gaussian log-likelihood. The `1 norm forces certain entries
of the estimated 	 to be exactly zero. Similar sparsity-enforcing techniques on the entries of 	 have
been dealt with in Banerjee et al. (2008), Friedman et al. (2007) and d'Aspremont et al. (2008).
Apart from dealing with high-dimensional data, another problem-in
icting aspect to traditional
network inference models is that they depend on geometric translations of the data which require
knowledge of the underlying geometric coordinates. In many real-world scenarios, especially those
dealing with non-vectorial objects like strings, graphs etc, one rarely has access to the objects'
underlying vectorial representations but only to their pairwise distances implying that the geometric
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translations are entirely lost. Therefore, it becomes pertinent to devise a network inference procedure
that looks from the angle of pairwise distances, hence being devoid of any vectorial representations
of the objects. This forms the goal of the next chapter.
A novel sparse network inference mechanism designed to work solely with pairwise distances of
the data X is introduced where X is a n d-dimensional random matrix with n objects and d i.i.d.
measurements (observations). To deal with network structure recovery in high-dimensional settings,
the construction of module networks using the pairwise distance representation is also described.
4.3 Graphical abstract
For clarity, a graphical abstract (Figure 4.3.1) is provided that captures the purview of network
inference. The top panel shows the classical operational regime for GGMs that uses the vectorial
representation of an object for network recovery. These vectors are present in the observed Xnd
matrix where n is the number of objects and d the measurements. The bottom panel sketches the
regime of our work which deals with the non-vectorial representations of objects. These objects can
be those having a structure like graphs, strings, probability distributions etc. For such objects, it is
natural to look into their pairwise representations and therefore for network recovery, their pairwise
representations assembled in a pairwise distance matrix Dnn is made use of. The model is detailed









Figure 4.3.1: Graphical abstract. Consider the space of objects having a vectorial or non-vectorial representa-
tion. (Top) Classical GGMs operate in a vectorial regime where networks are extracted from objects represented
as vectors in an observed Xnd matrix with n objects of interest and d observations. (Bottom) Current focus of
this work deals with objects possessing a non-vectorial representation i.e. these objects have a structure like a
string or graph. For such objects, it is natural to consider their pairwise representations rather than vectorial repre-
sentations. To enable network extraction for such structured objects, their pairwise representations collected in a
pairwise distance matrix Dnn is made use of.
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5
Recovering Networks from Distance Data
5.1 Introduction
IN the current chapter, we introduce a novel sparse network inference mechanism called theTranslation-invariant Wishart Network (TiWnet) model that is designed solely to work on pair-
wise distances. This applicability to situations in which we can only observe distance information
constitutes the strength of this new model over similar approaches involving the matrix-valued
Gaussian likelihood (Allen and Tibshirani, 2010). We denote by Dnn, the matrix that contains
the pairwise distances between n objects. To the best of our knowledge this is the rst work that
deals with network structure discovery in situations where no vectorial representation of objects is
available and only pairwise distances are observed. Additionally, the presence of certain objects hav-
ing a relatively higher con
uence of edges gives rise to central hub regions. Extracting the network
structure from amongst hubs given noisy measurements makes it, in general, dicult to summarise
the entire network succinctly. To handle this, we present the construction of module networks where
networks are learned on groups of variables called modules, thereby eectively reducing n to the
number of modules.
Outline of the chapter. In Section 5.2, we explain the classical setting for GGMs. The un-
derlying problems with existing methods are elaborated in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we discuss
the solution to these problems and further explain how our model, TiWnet, caters to this solution.
Section 5.5 details the TiWnet network inference model. We describe module networks in Section
5.6. Comparison experiments on simulated data along with three real-world application areas are
demonstrated in Section 5.7. In Section 5.8, we discuss TiWD (Vogt et al., 2010) that uses the same
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likelihood as TiWnet and TiWD's incapability to extract networks. The contributions of TiWnet
are highlighted in Section 5.9 and in Section 5.10, we conclude the chapter.
5.2 Classical GGMs
To set the stage, we begin with a description of the classical framework for estimating sparse GGMs.
One usually starts with a n d observed data matrix Xo (the superscript o means \original" and is
used here only for notational consistency), its d columns interpreted as the outcome of a measuring
procedure in which some property of the n objects of interest is measured. In a biological setting,
for instance, the objects could be n genes and one set of measurements (one column) could be gene
expression values from one microarray. All d columns in Xo are assumed to be i.i.d. according to
N (0;). Then, the inner product matrix So = 1dXo(Xo)t follows a central Wishart distribution
Wd() in d degrees of freedom 1 (Muirhead, 1982) (if d  n otherwise So is pseudo-Wishart 2), and
its likelihood as a function of the inverse covariance 	 :=  1 is
L(	) / j	j d2  exp  d2 tr(	So) : (5.1)
The corresponding generative model is sketched in Figure 5.2.1. Every algorithm for network re-
construction relies on some potentially interesting sparsity structure garnered within the inverse
covariance matrix 	 :=  1. 	 contains the (scaled) partial correlations between the n random
variables forming the nodes in the network: a zero entry in 	ij concurs to no edge prevailing between
the pair of random variables (i; j) in the network.
Related work. There exists a plethora of literature on network structure estimation using i.i.d.
samples. To infer the underlying network, it is straightforward (at least from a methodological
viewpoint) to maximise the Wishart likelihood while ensuring that 	 is sparse. This is exactly the
approach followed in Yuan and Lin (2007), Banerjee et al. (2008), d'Aspremont et al. (2008) and
graph lasso (Friedman et al. (2007)) where a `1 sparsity constraint on 	 is used:
logL(	) / d2 log j	j   d2 tr(	So)  jj	jj1 (5.2)
where  controls the amount of penalisation and jj	jj1 =
P
i j	ij, the `1 norm which is the sum
of absolute values of the elements in 	. A methodologically similar, but simplied approach that
decouples this joint estimation problem into n independent neighbourhood-selection problems is
dealt in Meinhausen and Buhlmann (2006). The neighbourhood selection problem is cast into
a standard regression problem and is solved eciently using a `1 penalty. The model presented in
Kolar et al. (2010a) deals with conditional covariance selection where the neighbourhoods of nodes are
conditioned on a random variable that holds information about the associations between nodes. They
1The central standard Wishart distribution is dened for So = Xo(Xo)t. Throughout the chapter, we use So =
1
d
Xo(Xo)t so that d appears in the central Wishart distribution and can be later used as an annealing parameter in
the inference procedure.
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Figure 5.2.1: Assumed underlying generative process in classical GGMs. Black arrows indicate the workflow
when drawing samples from this model; n, d: matrix dimensions. Every dth draw from the n-dimensional Gaussian
is an i.i.d. replication and stacked as a column of Xo. A draw represents a set of observations and a row denotes
an object of interest.
employ a logistic regression model with a `1;2 penalty for the neighbourhood-selection problem while
additionally assuming this conditioning variable which steers sparsity of edges. Another method
to extract networks called walk-summable graphs is introduced in Johnson et al. (2005b) where a
neighbourhood is constructed based on walks accumulated by every node in the graph and weighted
as a function of the edgewise partial correlations present in 	.
5.3 Underlying Problems with Existing Methods
The above papers and related approaches, however, have been built on an assumption that the
d columns in Xo are i.i.d. This particular assumption of considering columns to be identically dis-
tributed might be too restrictive: even if the underlying Gaussian generative process is a valid model,
dierent column-wise bias terms are common in practice. In the above biological example, there
might be global expression dierences between the d microarrays. It is therefore indispensable to
model these unknown shifts (biases) for valid network inference. An ensuing consequence of model-
ing these biases is that the column i.i.d. assumption gets relaxed i.e. one ends up working with just
independent data since the columns now come from dierent distributions.
Employing non-i.i.d. data for network recovery has been dealt with in the past, primarily in the
area of time-varying data. Here, the data are no longer identically distributed since observations
are taken at d discrete time points. In this case, the time-varying GGMs aim in capturing the
longitudinal relational structure between objects. Examples of such work that deal with transient
non-i.i.d. data due to discrete time points can be found in Kolar et al. (2010b), Zhou et al. (2010)
and Carvalho and West (2007). In these references, it must be noted that every observation assumes
to have been generated from either a common-mean discrete-distribution Ising model (Kolar et al.
(2010b)) or zero-mean multivariate normal distribution (Zhou et al. (2010) and Carvalho and West
(2007)). At this juncture, our work diers from this fraternity in that although we also deal with
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Figure 5.3.1: Assumed underlying generative process. Black arrows indicate the workflow when drawing samples
from this model; n, d : matrix dimensions. The red arrows highlight the same distance matrix D produced from
either the “original data” Xo (consisting of i.i.d. samples) or the “mean-shifted” data X (purple-outlined boxes).
non-i.i.d. data, the non-i.i.d. nature arises not due to the time component but due to admitting
dierent column-wise biases.
To model these column-wise biases in TiWnet, they are included in the generative model by
introducing a shifting operation in which scalar bias terms b(i=1;:::;d) are added to the \original"
column vectors xoi , which results in a mean-shifted vector xi, forming the i-th column in X, cf.
Figure 5.3.1 (purple-outlined boxes). Hence the columns come from dierent distributions i.e. they
cease to be identically distributed. In the classical case of not considering column biases, Xo is
distributed as N (0;), but in TiWnet which now accommodates these column biases, the joint
distribution of all matrix elements is expressed, that here is matrix normal X  N (M;
) with
mean matrixM := 1nb
t
d and covariance tensor 
 := nn
Id. This model implies that S = 1dXXt
follows a non-central Wishart distribution S  Wd(;) with non-centrality matrix  :=  1MM t
(Gupta and Nagar, 1999). Practical use of the non-central Wishart for network inference, however,
is severely hampered by its complicated form and more so, the problem of estimating the unknown
non-centrality matrix  based on only one observation of S which is problematically analogous to
identifying the mean of any distribution given only a single data point.
It is, thus, desirable to use a simpler distribution. One possible way of handling such column
biases is to \center" the columns by subtracting the empirical column means b^i, and using the
matrix SC =
1
d (X   1b^t)(X   1b^t)t in the standard central Wishart model. Since the entries in the
i-th column, fx1i;    ; xnig, are not independent but coupled via the -part in 
, this centering,
however, brings about undesired side eects; apart from removing the additive shift, the original
columns are modied with the resulting column-centered matrix SC being rank decient. As a
consequence, SC 6 W() i.e. SC is not central Wishart distributed. Instead, SC follows the more
complicated translation invariant Wishart distribution, see Equation 5.12 below.
Figure 5.3.2 exemplies these problems where we depict the performance of graph lasso (Friedman
et al., 2007) based on (i) the original unshifted data generated using Figure 5.2.1 (GL.o), (ii) mean-
shifted data generated using Figure 5.3.1 (GL.s) and (iii) column-centered data (GL.C). Graph lasso
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maximises the Wishart likelihood using a `1 sparsity constraint (see Equation 5.2) and works best
in case (i) where the model assumptions are met. The boxplots in Figure 5.3.2 conrm that the
presence of column-wise biases (case ii) signicantly deteriorates the performance of graph lasso and
even column-centering (case iii) does not augment the performance. Thus column-biases are not











































Figure 5.3.2: Left: Example network, artificially created from a data generator. Right: performance of edge recov-
ery for the graph lasso (GL) method which maximises the standard Wishart likelihood with a `1 sparsity penalty.
The leftmost boxplot refers to the original (unshifted) data (GL.o), meaning that the model assumptions are correct,
the rightmost boxplot refers to data with column shifts (GL.s), and the middle boxplot refers to empirically centering
the columns (GL.C). Refer section 5.7 for details on sample generation, methods, model selection and evaluation
criteria.
Another problem-arising situation is where even observing Xnd is not valid, instead one assumes
access to a measuring procedure which directly returns pairwise relationships between n objects.
Two variants are considered: either a positive denite similarity matrix identied with the matrix S
is measured, or pairwise squared distances arranged in a matrix D is measured, dened component-
wise as Dij = Sii + Sjj   2Sij . In the rst case with S or in the second case with D, column-
centering is still possible by the usual \centering" operation in kernel PCA (Scholkopf et al., 1998):
SC = QSQ
t =  (1=2)QDQt, with Qij = ij   1n . However, using this column-centered matrix SC
in the standard Wishart model induces obviously the same problems related to model mismatch as
in the vectorial case above (Figure 5.3.2).
5.4 Novel Solution to Network Inference
To overcome the above intertwined problems of having to work with column-wise biases and the
complicated non-central Wishart we need to rely on a model that makes use of only pairwise dis-
tances. Figure 5.4.1 shows how one can move from X 7! S 7! D and the information loss involved
therein. When one moves from X to S, the rotational information is lost and when one moves from
S to D, the translational information is lost. Once in D, we are devoid of any relevant geometric
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Figure 5.4.1: Relationship between data matrix X, similarity matrix S and pairwise distance matrix D and the
information loss procured by moving between them. The straight lines from X 7! S, X 7! D and S 7! D show a
unique mapping whereas the dotted lines from D 7! S and S 7! X show a non-unique mapping. Since we deal
with squared-Euclidean pairwise distances throughout, the distances are preserved. It is the non-uniqueness that
poses the real problem which requires attention.
information i.e. D is both translation and rotation invariant. Since we consider D to contain the
squared-Euclidean pairwise distances, the distances are preserved throughout. On the other hand,
the mappings from D 7! S and S 7! X are not unique and this non-uniqueness is the problem that
requires careful handling. We explain more on this non-uniqueness and how we handle it in the
following.
Since by assumption D contains squared Euclidean distances, there is a set of inner product
matrices S that fulll Dij = Sii+Sjj   2Sij (McCullagh, 2009). If S is one (any) such matrix, the
equivalence class of these matrices mapping to a single D is formally described as set S(D) = fSjS =
S + 1vt + v1t; S  0;v 2 Rng. The elements in S(D) can be seen as Mercer kernels that represent
many objects ranging from graphs to probability distributions to strings etc. Mercer kernels are
kernels that satisfy Mercer's theorem conditions (Vapnik (1998) and Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor
(2000)). These kernels are viewed as similarity measures between structured objects that have no
direct vectorial representation 3. For example, Figure 5.4.2 represents a structured object like a graph
for which dierent Mercer kernels S1 and S2 can be constructed wherein S1; S2 2 S(D) and therefore
map to the same D. This S is exactly the set of inner product matrices that can be constructed by
3This does not necessarily imply that it is meaningful to use any Mercer kernel for reconstructing a Gaussian
graphical model. The main focus here is not on kernels as a means for mapping input vectors to high-dimensional
feature spaces in order to exploit nonlinearity in the input space but as similarity measures.
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Figure 5.4.2: A structured object like a graph for which two different similarity matrices (Mercer kernels) S1 and
S2 exist that give rise to the same D. In this case, the choice of S for usage in a probabilistic setup is irrelevant
whereas if they did not map to the same D, then the choice of S is critical for the probabilistic model. In a discrimi-
native framework, the choice of S is irrelevant.
arbitrarily biasing the column vectors in Xnd. Shifting the viewpoint from column to row vectors,
this invariance means that the density does not depend on the origin of the coordinate system in
which the n objects are represented as vectors containing d dierent measurements. Column-wise
biases referred to before reduce in this view to simple shifts of the origin of an underlying coordinate
system.
Most of the methods used for constructing kernels have no information about the origin of the
kernel's underlying space meaning that we have no knowledge whether the probability distribution
of either S1 or S2 is that of SC i.e. the S having zero-column shifts. This indicates that as long as the
kernels belong to set S(D), the exact form of the kernel matrix is irrelevant. On the other hand, were
S1 or S2 =2 S(D), then the choice of S is critical in the framework of probabilistic models whereas
for discriminative classiers, the choice of S does not pose a problem. Most supervised kernel
methods like SVMs are invariant against choosing dierent representatives in S, and in common
unsupervised kernel methods like kernel PCA (Scholkopf et al., 1998) the rows of X are considered
i.i.d. implying that subtracting the empirical column means (leading to SC) is the desired centering
procedure for selecting a candidate in S(D). However, the sampling model for GGMs is not invariant
against choosing S 2 S. If one adopts column centering, then this reduces to selecting one specic
representative SC from the set of all possible S 2 S(D), namely the one whose origin is at the sample
mean. This leads to implicitly assuming the underlying vectorial space. Such column centering,
however, destroys the central Wishart property of S (assuming it was a Wishart matrix before) as
discussed in Section 5.3. The strategy is therefore to avoid the selection of a representative S 2 S
altogether.
Instead, the proposed solution is to use a probabilistic model for squared Euclidean distances
D. We use a likelihood model in TiWnet that depends only on D where these distances are not
aected by any column-wise shifts (translations), cf. the red arrows in Figure 5.3.1. The likelihood
model invariant to shifts has been studied before in the Translational-invariant Wishart Dirichlet
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(TiWD) cluster process (Vogt et al., 2010). In Section 5.8, we discuss further the TiWD model and
its unsuitability for network extraction.
5.5 The TiWnet Model
In this section, we discuss the likelihood model common to both TiWD and TiWnet, the prior
construction we use suitable for network inference and the network inference mechanism.
5.5.1 Likelihood model
One starts with an observed matrix D containing pairwise squared distances between row vectors
of an unobserved matrix X  N (M;
). This means that in addition to the classical framework for
GGMs, arbitrary column biases b(i=1;:::;d) are now allowed which \shift" the columns in X but leave
the pairwise distances unaected.
As elaborated in Section 5.4 and depicted in Figure 5.4.2, there exists S(D), the set of kernel
matrices mapping to the same D. We can now work with either D or with any S 2 S(D) i.e. a
specic S is not required. Since there exists no convenient expression for the distribution of D, the
likelihood in terms of D can be computed based on the distribution of S (McCullagh, 2009). Here,
it is shown that the distribution of an arbitrary S 2 S can be derived analytically as a singular
Wishart distribution with a rank-decient covariance matrix. The likelihood is developed through
the concept of marginal likelihood (Harville, 1974, Patterson and Thompson, 1971). Below, we
explain the constructs for marginal likelihood and then dene it in terms of D.
Marginal likelihood. The term marginal likelihood is not consistently used in the literature.
What is sometimes called the \classical"marginal likelihood, (Harville, 1974, Patterson and Thomp-
son, 1971), is a decomposition of the likelihood into one part which depends on the parameters
of interest and a second one depending only on \nuisance" parameters. The \Bayesian" marginal
likelihood, on the other hand, is computed by integrating out the nuisance parameters after placing
prior distributions on them. In the following we will use the rst denition, which involves a parti-
tion of the likelihood into an \interesting" part and a \nuisance" part. In some cases, this classical
marginal likelihood coincides with the prole likelihood, which is obtained by replacing the nuisance
parameters with their maximum likelihood (ML)-estimates. This interpretation indeed holds true
in our case, implying that here the intuitive idea of plugging-in the ML estimates leads to a valid
likelihood function (which is not always true for prole likelihoods). Further technical details on
this equivalence between prole- and marginal likelihood are given in Section 5.11, and a discussion
of these likelihood concepts from a Bayesian viewpoint can be found in Berger et al. (1999).
Let the data matrixX be distributed according to p(Xj; ), where the distribution is parametrised
by the interest parameter  and the nuisance parameter . Assume there exists a statistic t(X) whose
distribution depends only on . Then p(Xj; ) can be decomposed as follows:
p(Xj; ) = p(t(X); Xj; )
= p(t(X)j)| {z }
ML of interest
p(Xjt(X); ; ): (5.3)
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We base our inference on p(t(X)j) which is the \classical"marginal likelihood based on the interest
parameter alone. We notate p(t(X)j) as L(; t(X)) where t(X) = (X 1nb^t)jjX 1nb^tjj is the standardised
statistic and the interest parameter  = 	. The nuisance parameters  consist of bias estimates
b^ and scale factor  . Note that this specic statistic t(X) is constant on the set of all X and S
matrices that map to the same D. Therefore t(X) can be seen as a function that depends only on
the scaled version of D i.e. f( DjjDjj ).
Proposition 5.1 McCullagh (2009)
Consider the standardised statistic t(X) = (X 1nb^
t)
jjX 1nb^tjj
where t(X) is a function f( DjjDjj ) depending
only on (scaled) D. The interest parameter is 	. The shift- and scale- invariant likelihood in terms
of D is:
L(	; DjjDjj ) / det
 e	 d2 tr( 12 e	D)  (n 1)d2 (5.4)
where e	 = f(	) = 	  (1tn	1n) 1	1n1tn	.
The proof of Proposition 5.1 is given in Section 5.11.
Thus, there is a valid probabilistic model underlying Equation 5.4, and with a suitable prior
Bayesian inference for 	 is well-dened.
The reader should notice that Equation 5.4 can be computed either from the distances D, or
from any inner product matrix S 2 S(D). Rather than choosing any S and implicitly xing the
underlying coordinate system, our solution is to make the distribution invariant to the choice of any
S (refer Section 5.4). This is achieved by working directly with D whereby any S 2 S(D) can be
used. The practical advantage of this property is that one can now make use of the large \zoo"
of Mercer kernels that represent structured objects whose vectorial representations are generally
unknown. With TiWnet based on D, we make no assumption of the underlying coordinate system
and can now use these Mercer kernels for reconstructing GGMs without being dependent on the
choice of S 2 S.
5.5.2 Prior construction
For network inference in a Bayesian framework, we complement the likelihood (Equation 5.4) with
a prior over 	. We develop a new prior construction that enables network inference. This prior
is similar to the spike and slab model introduced in Mitchell and Beauchamp (1988). In principle,
any distribution over symmetric positive denite matrices can be used. The likelihood has a simple
functional form in e	, but our main interest is in 	, since zeros in 	 determine the topology. Unfor-
tunately, the likelihood in 	 is not in standard form making it plausible to use a MCMC sampler.
For any two  matrices, 1 and 2 that are related by 2 = 1 + 1v
t + v1t, the likelihood is the
same for 1 and 2 (McCullagh, 2009). This means that 	 is non-identiable and a sampler will
have problems with such constant likelihood regions by continuing to visit them unless a prior is
used that breaks this symmetry.
To deal with this problem, we quantise the space of possible 	-matrices such that any two
candidates have dierent likelihood. This is achieved with a two-component prior: P1(	) is uni-
form over the discrete set A of symmetric diagonally-dominant matrices with o-diagonal entries




j 6=i j	ij j +  where  is a positive constant added to ensure full rank of 	. Thus
A = f	j	ij 2 f 1;+1; 0g;	ji = 	ij ;	ii =
P
j 6=i j	ij j + g. Note that we treat only the o-
diagonal entries as random variables. Enforcing such a diagonally-dominant matrix construction
ensures that the matrix will be positive denite. The usage of diagonally-dominant matrices for
network reconstruction is further justied since these matrices form a strict subclass of GGMs that
are walk summable (Johnson et al., 2005a) and in Anandkumar et al. (2011) theoretical guarantees
are provided establishing that walk-summable graphs make consistent sparse structure estimation
possible. It is clear that such a three-level quantisation of the prior which dierentiates only between
positive, negative and zero partial correlations encodes a strong prior belief about the expected range
of the partial correlations. However, it is straightforward to use more quantisation levels, or even
switch to continuous priors like the ones introduced in Daniels and Pourahmadi (2009), Joe (1996)
which parametrise the \semi-partial" correlations. On the other hand, our simulation experiments
below suggest that the simple three-level prior performs very well in terms of structure recovery.
The second component of the prior is a sparsity-inducing prior P2(	). This corresponds to a Lapla-
cian prior over the number of edges for each node and is given by P2(	j) / exp( 
Pn
i=1(	ii  ))
where (	ii ) denotes the number of edges for the ith node and  is equivalent to the regularisation
parameter controlling the sparsity of the connecting edges.
5.5.3 Inference in TiWnet
To enable Bayesian inference in our model, we make use of the likelihood given in Equation 5.4 and
the two-component prior described in Section 5.5.2. For inference we devise a Metropolis-within-
Gibbs sampler where the Metropolis-Hastings step proposes an appropriate 	 matrix by iteratively
sample one row/column in the upper triangle part of 	, conditioning on the rest, and the Gibbs
iteration involves repeating the Metropolis-Hastings step for every node.
The proposal distribution denes a symmetric random walk on the row/
column vector taking values in f 1;+1; 0g by randomly selecting one value and resampling it
with identical probability to the two other possible values. After updating the i-th row/column
in the upper triangle matrix and copying the values to the lower triangle, the corresponding diag-
onal element is imputed deterministically as 	ii =
P
j 6=i j	ij j + . This creates e	proposed which
is then accepted according to the usual Metropolis-Hastings equations based on the posterior ra-
tio P (e	proposedj)=P (e	oldj). The acceptance threshold is given by just the posterior ratio since
we implement a symmetric random walk Metropolis sampling. The entire Metropolis-within-Gibbs
sampler is described in Algorithm 1. For a pictorial representation, see Figure 5.5.1.
Since the proposal distribution, e	proposed, denes a symmetric random walk on set A consisting
of diagonally-dominant matrices, one can reach any other element in A with non-zero probability
after a sucient number of n(n 1)2 steps that account for number of elements in the upper triangle
of 	. This construction ensures ergodicity in the Markov chain.
Note that the (usually unknown) degrees of freedom d in the shift- and scale-invariant likelihood
(Equation 5.4) appears only in the exponents and, thus, has the formal role of an annealing param-
eter. In the annealing framework, the likelihood equation is seen as the energy function with d as
the annealing temperature. We use this property of d during the burn-in period, where d is slowly
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Algorithm 1 Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler
in ith row/column vector in upper triangle of 	
1: Uniformly select index k, k 2 f1;    ; i  1; i+ 1;    ; ng
2: Resample value at 	ik by drawing with equal probability from f 1;+1; 0g
3: Set 	ki = 	ik and update 	ii and 	kk (to ensure diagonal dominance). This is e	proposed
4: Compute P ( ~	j) / L(e	)P1(	)P2(	)
5: Calculate the acceptance threshold a = min (1,
P (e	proposedj)
P (e	oldj) )
6. Sample u  Unif(0; 1)
7: if (u < a) accept e	proposed, else reject.
i   rowth
Uniformly select k   indexth
Resample Ψ  from {-1,+1,0}ik
Ψ = Ψ ki ik
Ψ
ii kkUpdate Ψ and Ψ 
n
n
Figure 5.5.1: A 	 proposal using the Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler.
increased to \anneal" the system until the acceptance probability reaches below a certain threshold,
and then the sampled 	-matrices are averaged to approximate the posterior expectation. If a truly
sparse solution is desired, the annealing is continued until a network is \frozen".
Implementation & complexity analysis. Presumably the most ecient way to recompute
P (e	j) after a row/column update of 	 is through the identity: det(e	) = (det(	)=1t	1)  n (Mc-
Cullagh, 2009). Assume now we have a QR factorisation of 	old before the update. Then the new




j where i,j are the row/column indices of 	old to be updated along with
the corresponding diagonal elements and this accounts for two rank-one updates. Thus the QR
factorisation of the new e	 can also be computed in O(n2) time and det(e	) is then derived asQiRii.
The trace tr(e	D) is also computed in O(n2) time, as it is the sum of the element-wise products of
the entries in e	 and D. It is clear that this scaling behavior is prohibitive for very large matrices,
but matrices of size in the hundreds can be easily handled, and for larger matrices with a \complex"
inverse covariance structure the statistical signicance of the reconstructed networks is questionable
anyway, unless a really huge number of measurements is available. Moreover there is an elegant way
of avoiding such large matrices by reconstructing module networks as outlined in the next section.
5.6 Inferring Module Networks
A particularly interesting property of TiWnet is its applicability to learning module networks. We
dene a module as a completely-connected subgraph, forming nodes in a module network. As a
motivating example we refer to our gene-expression example of Xnd where the measurements con-
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sist of d microarrays for n genes. In usual situations having far more objects than measurements,
one should not be too optimistic to reconstruct a meaningful network, in particular if the mea-
surements are noisy and if the underlying network has \hubs"{ nodes with high degrees. Generally
when the node neighbourhoods are small, networks can be learned well whereas when the neigh-
bourhoods tend to grow larger as in the case with hubs, learning networks gets dicult due to the
higher-order dependencies existing between nodes. Unfortunately, both high noise and existence of
hubs are common in such data. To address these issues, we present the computationally-attractive
method of initially creating clusters of objects, that we connote as modules, over which networks
are learned. Considering the gene-expression example, there are usually groups of genes which have
highly correlated expressions and can often be jointly represented by one cluster without losing too
much relevant information, due to high noise. To create clusters, we begin with the d-dimensional
expression prole vectors, x 2 Rd, of the n genes and use a mixture model to cluster these expression
vectors into \modules", reducing n to the eective number of modules. The mixture model density
is given by p(x ) =
PK
k=1 kpk(x ) where k is the mixing coecient and pk(x ) is the component
distribution of the kth module. Partition matrices can be viewed as block-diagonal covariances (see
McCullagh and Yang (2008), Vogt et al. (2010)), and in the terminology of GGMs the blocks dene
independent subgraphs with completely connected nodes, which is what we have dened as modules.
The link to learn networks on top of these modules goes via kernels dened on probability distri-







pj(x )) dx (5.5)
or the Jensen-Shannon kernel (Martins et al., 2008):
KJS(k; j) = ln(2) H(pk(x ) + pj(x )
2
) +
H(pk(x )) +H(pj(x ))
2
(5.6)
(where H is the Shannon entropy) over the component distributions of the modules to compute
an inner-product matrix of the modules. Network inference is then performed using this resulting
inner-product matrix.
Usually, there is no information available about the origin of the underlying space, and by re-
constructing networks from such kernels we heavily rely on the geometric invariance encoded in the
TiWnet model. This elegant solution for inferring module networks overcomes statistical problems,
and is also a principled way of applying the TiWnet to large problem instances. An example of this
strategy is presented in Section 5.7.
5.7 Experiments
5.7.1 Toy Examples
The TiWnet is compared with the graph lasso method (Friedman et al., 2007) and with its non-
invariant counterpart Wnet on articial data. The graph lasso maximises the standard Wishart





































distribution of abs(edge weights)
Figure 5.7.1: Left: Example network drawn from the data generator. Right: generative distribution of the edge
weights.
the invariant Wishart used in TiWnet with the standard Wishart (Equation 5.1), but uses otherwise
exactly the same MCMC code.
Sample generation. For these experiments we implemented a data generator that mimics the
assumed generative model as shown in Figure 5.3.1. First, a sparse inverse covariance matrix 	 2
Rnn with n = 25 is sampled. Networks with uniformly sampled node degrees are relatively easy to
reconstruct for most methods, while networks with \hubs" are better suited for showing dierences.
Hubs are nodes with high degrees that appear naturally in many real networks since they often are
scale-free i.e. their node degrees follow a power law. We simulate such networks by drawing node
degrees from a Pareto(7  10 5; 0:5)-distribution and use these values as parameters in a binomial
model for sampling 0=1 entries in the rows/columns of 	. The sign of these entries is randomly

ipped, and scaled with samples from a Gamma- or uniform distribution (see below for a precise
description of the distribution of the edge weights). The diagonal elements are imputed as the
row-sums of absolute values plus some small constant  (= 0:1) to ensure full rank. We draw d
vectors xoi 2 Rn from N (0n;	), and arrange them as columns in Xo. So = 1dXo(Xo)t is then a
central Wishart matrix. To study the eect of biased measurements, we randomly generate biases
b(i=1;:::;d), resulting in the mean-shifted vectors xi in Figure 5.3.1. The resulting matrix S is non-
central Wishart with non-centrality matrix  =  1MM t, andM = 1bt. In fact, we always sample
two i.i.d. replicates of the matrices So and S, and we use the second ones as a test set to tune all
model parameters of the respective methods (the `1 regularisation parameter in graph lasso and the
corresponding -parameter in the prior P2(	) of TiWnet and Wnet) by maximising the predictive
likelihood on this test set. In order to separate the eects of parameter tuning from the \true"
dierences in the models themselves, we additionally compared all models by tuning them to the
same sparsity level. Figure 5.7.1 shows an example network drawn from our data generator together



































































Optimal thresholding: Boxplots (of the differences)
Figure 5.7.2: Left: Boxplots of F-scores obtained in 20 experiments with randomly generated 	-matrices for
graph lasso (GL): GL.o uses original So and GL.C uses column-centered S, TiWnet, and Wnet. Right: Boxplot
of the pairwise differences together with color-coded significance (green, if multiple-testing-corrected p < 0:05)
computed by a non-parametric Friedman test with post-hoc analysis (Wilcoxon-Nemenyi-McDonald-Thompson
test, see Hollander and Wolfe (1999)).
Simulations. In a rst experiment, we compare the performance of TiWnet with graph lasso
and Wnet. The quality of the reconstructed networks is measured as follows: A binary vector l of
size n(n 1)=2 encoding the presence of an edge in the upper triangle matrix of 	 is treated as \true"
edge labels, and this vector is compared with a vector l^ containing the absolute values of elements
in the reconstructed 	^ after zeroing those elements in l^ which are not sign-consistent with the non-
zero entries in 	 (meaning that sign-inconsistent estimates will always be counted as errors). The
agreement of l and l^ is measured with the F-measure, i.e. the highest harmonic mean of precision
and recall under thresholding the elements in l^. The left panel in Figure 5.7.2 shows boxplots of
F-scores obtained in 20 experiments with randomly generated 	-matrices for graph lasso, TiWnet,
and Wnet. For graph lasso, a series of 	^ estimates with increasing `1 penalty parameter is computed
using the glassopath function from the glasso R package 4. For the MCMC-based methods TiWnet
and Wnet, 	^ is computed as the sample average of networks drawn from the Gibbs samples after a
certain burn-in period. The right panel shows the outcome of a Friedman test (i.e. non-parametric
ANOVA) with post-hoc analysis for assessing the signicance of the dierences, see gure caption for
further details. From the results we conclude that for the methods relying on the standard Wishart
distribution (i.e. graph lasso and Wnet), column centering does not overcome the problem of model
mismatch due to column biases. Further, TiWnet using only the pairwise distances D performs as
well as graph lasso on the original (not shifted) data. Note that for the original So, graph lasso
might indeed serve as a \gold standard", since the model assumptions are exactly met. And last but
not least, the invariance properties of the likelihood used in TiWnet are indeed essential for its good
performance, since its non-invariant counterpart Wnet uses exactly the same MCMC code (apart
from using the standard Wishart likelihood, of course).
4http://www-stat.stanford.edu/tibs/glasso
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The left column of Figure 5.7.3 shows the networks reconstructed by the dierent methods (net-
works with highest predictive likelihood for graph lasso and sample average in the case of TiWnet
and Wnet). The right column depicts the thresholded networks according to the best F-score with
respect to the known ground truth. Analysing the reconstructed networks in the left column of
Figure 5.7.3, it is obvious that the graph lasso networks are very dense, and that thresholding the
edge weights is essential for a high F-score. Note, however, that such thresholding is only possible if
the ground truth is known. The average TiWnet/Wnet result is also dense, since it represents the
empirical distribution of networks sampled during the MCMC iterations. Thresholding the edges
is also essential here, but for the MCMC models we can easily compute a truly sparse network by
annealing the Markov chain without having access to the ground truth. Further studying this eect
leads us to a second experiment, where we directly compare the lasso-type networks reconstructed
using a sequence of `1 regularisation parameters with the \frozen" TiWnet after annealing. In this
comparison, however we do not allow for further thresholding the edge weights when computing the
F-score (i.e. we replace the entries in l^ by their sign). The left panel in Figure 5.7.4 shows that
TiWnet clearly outperforms all other methods. We conclude that model selection in the lasso meth-
ods does not work satisfactorily, probably because the `1 penalty not only sparsies the solution,
but also globally shrinks the parameters. As a result, truly sparse solutions have a relatively small
predictive likelihood. Further, it is obvious that in the case of TiWnet, the annealing mechanism
in our MCMC sampler produces very sparse networks of very high quality. The direct comparison
with the non-invariant Wnet model shows that the invariance in the Wishart likelihood is indeed
the essential ingredient of TiWnet.
It is clear that the results of the previous experiment crucially depend on the model selection
step. To exclude dierences caused by model selection, in a third experiment we additionally
investigated the performance of the models after tuning all of them to the same sparsity level as the
annealed network obtained by TiWnet. The results are presented in Figure 5.7.5. It is obvious that
TiWnet clearly outperforms its competitors. Inspecting the recovered networks for the graph lasso,
we see that under these restrictive sparsity constraints, the lasso selection has particular problems
to recover the edges connecting hubs in the network.
We test the dependency of these results on the validity of the model assumptions, in a fourth
experiment. The TiWnet in its simplest form uses only three levels for edge weights: 0;+1; 1. It is
clear that this simple model will have problems recovering networks with a very high dynamic range
of edge weights (the generalisation to more than 3 levels, however, is straight forward). Since the
edge weight distribution in the previous experiments was relatively concentrated around the mode
of the gamma distribution (see Figure 5.7.1), we changed the distribution to a uniform distribution
over the interval [0:2; 20]. This choice implies a uniform dynamic range over two decades. The
performance of TiWnet measured in terms of the F-score, however, did not change signicantly, see
the top row in Figure 5.7.6 in comparison to Figure 5.7.2.
In order to further test the robustness under model mismatches, in a fth experiment, we
substituted the Gaussian to produce Xo with a Student-t distribution in our data generator. The








































































































































































































Figure 5.7.3: Left column: Networks with highest predictive likelihood for graph lasso (GL): GL.o uses original So
and GL.C uses column-centered S and sample averages for TiWnet, and Wnet. Right column: Optimally thresh-
olded networks according to the best F-score with respect to the known ground truth. The underlying ground truth








































































No thresholding: Boxplots (of the differences)
Figure 5.7.4: Left: F-scores without additional thresholding for graph lasso (GL): GL.o uses original So and GL.C
uses column-centered S, (model selected according to best predictive likelihood) and TiWnet /Wnet (also selected
according to predictive likelihood, then annealed). Right: Corresponding boxplots of the pairwise differences.
5.7.2, which shows that TiWnet is relatively robust under such model mismatches. In summary, we
conclude from these experiments that TiWnet signicantly outperforms its competitors, and that
the main reason for this good performance is indeed attributed to the invariant Wishart likelihood.
5.7.2 Real-world Examples
A Module network of Escherichia coli genes. For inferring module networks in a biologi-
cal context, we applied the TiWnet to a published dataset of promoter activity data from  1100
Escherichia coli operons (Zaslaver et al., 2006). The promoter activities were recorded with high
temporal resolution as the bacteria progressed through a classical growth curve experiment experi-
encing a \diauxic shift". Certain groups of genes are induced or repressed during specic stages of
this growth curve. Cluster analysis of the promoter activity data was performed using a spherical
Gaussian mixture model with shared variance : p(x) =
P
k kN (xjk; ) along with a Dirichlet-
process prior to automatically select the number of clusters. This revealed the presence of 14
distinct gene clusters (see expression proles of nodes in Figure 5.7.7). Network inference with Ti-
Wnet was carried out on a Bhattacharyya kernel KB computed over the Gaussian clusters where
KB(k; j) = exp
 jjk j jj2= 82 (see Jebara et al. (2004)). When the clusters were analysed, genes
known to be co-regulated were predominantly found in the same or nearby clusters with positive
partial correlations. For example, during the diauxic shift experiment, the transcriptional activator
CRP induces a certain set of genes in a specic growth phase (Keseler et al., 2011). Strikingly, of
the 72 known CRP regulated operons in the dataset, 43 genes are found in cluster 6 or the four
neighbouring clusters (3,9,11,13). Likewise, genes involved in specic molecular functions (those
coding for proteins involved in amino acid biosynthesis pathways) were found in close proximity in
the network, for example in nodes 1 and 2 (Figure 5.7.7). Physiologically, this co-regulation makes
sense since protein biosynthesis (carried out by the ribosome) depends on a constant supply of syn-




































































































Figure 5.7.5: F-scores obtained by tuning the models to (roughly) the same sparsity level as the annealed TiWnet,
averaged over 20 randomly drawn networks (top left). Other panels: networks recovered by graph lasso (GL): GL.o
uses original So and GL.C uses column-centered S and TiWnet in one of the 20 experiments. The underlying


































































































































Optimal thresholding: Boxplots (of the differences)
Figure 5.7.6: Top row: Testing the quality of the three-level prior on the elements in the inverse covariance matrix
by simulating edge-weights with a uniform distribution on the interval [0:2; 20] for graph lasso (GL) (GL.o uses orig-
inal So and GL.C uses column-centered S) and TiWnet /Wnet. Bottom row: Results using a multivariate Student-t


























Gene clusters showing 
expression profiles
Figure 5.7.7: Module Network of Escherichia coli Genes. Black/green edges = positive/negative partial correla-
tion.
by the same molecular factor, or are involved in interlinked molecular processes.
\Landscape" of chemical compounds with in vitro activity against HIV-1. As a sec-
ond real-world example TiWnet is used to reconstruct a network of chemical compounds. We
enriched a small list of compounds identied in an AIDS antiviral screen by NCI/NIH available at
http://dtp.nci.nih.gov/docs/aids/searches/list.html with all currently available anti-HIV
drugs, yielding a set of 86 compounds. Chemical hashed ngerprints were computed from the chem-
ical structure of the compounds that was encoded in SMILES strings (Weininger, 1988). The Tan-
imoto kernel, a similarity matrix S of inner-product type, is constructed by the pairwise Tanimoto
association scores (Rogers and Tanimoto, 1960) between the compounds. Since the geometric posi-
tion of the underlying Euclidean space is unclear, we again relied heavily on the geometric invariance
inherent in TiWnet. The resulting network (Figure 5.7.8) shows several disconnected components
which nicely correspond to chemical classes (the node colors). Currently available anti-HIV drugs
are indicated by their chemical and commercial names alongside their 2D-structures depicting the
chemical similarity underlying this network. These drugs belong to the functional groups\Nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTI)", \Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTI)",
\Protease inhibitors", \Integrase inhibitors", or \Entry inhibitors", and most compounds of a certain
functional type cluster together in the graph. Medically, this network can be very useful to predict
\cross-resistance"between resistant HIV-1 variants and drugs and is especially distinctive for NRTIs.
The pairs lamivudine-emtricitabine, tenofovir -abacavir, and d4T -zidovudine(ZDV) show almost the
same resistance proles (Johnson et al., 2010). This similarity is very well re
ected by our network
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where these pairs are in close proximity.
It is worth noting that graph lasso has similar diculties on this dataset as in the toy examples.
When following the solution path by varying the penalty parameter, it is dicult to nd a good
compromise between sparsity and connectivity: either the obtained graphs are very dense being dif-
cult to plot and harder to interpret, or are increasingly sparse in which, however, several interesting
structural connections are lost since many singleton nodes are created. For a graphical depiction,
refer Figures in Appendix 8.1. The R and C++ source code for this experiment using TiWnet is
available at http://bmda.cs.unibas.ch/TiWnet.
The \Landscape" of Glycosidase enzymes of Escherichia coli. In yet another real-world
experiment, we use TiWnet to extract the network of Glycosidase enzymes of Escherichia coli.
Every enzyme is represented by its vectorised contact map computed from their PDB (Protein Data
Bank) les. A contact map is a compact representation of the topological information of the 3D
protein structure, present in the PDB le, into a symmetric, binary 2D matrix consisting of pairwise,
inter-residue contacts.
For a protein with R amino acid residues, the contact map (see Figure 5.7.9) would be a R  R
binary matrix CM where CMij = 1 if residues i and j are similar or 0 otherwise. The starting
point for TiWnet is the contact map representation of an enzyme whose row-wise vectors serve
as strings. To obtain the pairwise distances between strings in these contact maps, we compute
the Normalised Compression Distance (NCD) (Li et al. (2004)) which is an approximation to the
Normalised Information Distance (NID). The NID (Li et al. (2004)) is a distance metric minimising
any admissible metric between objects. Given strings x and y, NID is proportional to the length of






where K(x) is the Kolmogorov complexity of the string x. The real-world approximated version of




where C(xy) represents the size of the le obtained by compressing the concatenation of x and y. We
use the ProCKSI-Server (Barthel et al. (2007), Krasnogor and Pelta (2004)) to compute NCD(x; y).
The network extracted by TiWnet from the NCD values is shown in Figure 5.7.10. The network
shows a clear formation of subnets of enzymes given by node colors. To further analyse the obtained
subnets, we look at their corresponding Gene Ontology (GO) annotations. The GO annotations are
part of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), covering three orthogonal taxonomies: molecular function,
biological process and cellular component (Ashburner et al., 2000). For two subnets (shown in
dotted circles in Figure 5.7.10), we inspect the GO subgraphs that are subsets of the entire GO





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.7.9: A contact map which is the vectorised 2D matrix capturing the 3D representation of a protein.
and show the relevance of these proteins through the color-scaling scheme where red accounts for
highly-frequent enzymes. As depicted, the GO subgraphs plotted for the two subnets consist of
many highly-signicant enzymes thus emphasising that the subnets so obtained using TiWnet are
not random, but instead consist of groups of enzymes having shared annotations. Subnets of this
kind are benecial to identify the most important GO domains for a given set of enzymes and also
suggest biological areas for further exploration.
5.8 TiWD versus TiWnet
In this section, we describe the Translational-invariant Wishart Dirichlet
(TiWD) cluster process (Vogt et al., 2010) (previously mentioned in Section 5.4) and explain why it
is unsuited for extracting networks. TiWD is a fully-probabilistic model for clustering and is specif-
ically devised to work with pairwise Euclidean distances by suitably encoding the translational and
rotational invariances. Although the TiWD clustering model and TiWnet use identical likelihoods,
the priors in both models are dierent.
The TiWD clustering model uses a Dirichlet-Multinomial type prior over clusters with the priors
being restricted to block-diagonal form. This kind of prior construction is incompetent for network
inference since if such a prior is used, all networks would always decompose into separated clusters
which are maximal cliques i.e. fully connected within themselves. Therefore, to enable network
recovery an enhanced prior construction is necessary and to this end, TiWnet uses a prior that
relaxes the block-diagonal form. The two-component TiWnet prior (Section 5.5.2) is designed that,
along with the invariance encoded in the likelihood, leads to sparse network recovery. The resulting
	 is constructed to be a sparse diagonally-dominant matrix.
We illustrate the dierence between the TiWnet and TiWD prior constructions in Figure 5.8.1.
The top panel of Figure 5.8.1 depicts the original network generated using 	 (no longer block-
diagonal) meant for network inference and the inferred network using TiWnet. The black/green
edges depict the positive/negative partial correlations between the nodes. The bottom panel of
Figure 5.8.1 shows the inferred block-diagonal 	 (left) obtained from TiWD clustering that uses a
block-diagonal prior and dierent views of the network obtained using this 	: the center plot shows
that the network is densely connected bearing no resemblance to the original network and the right
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Figure 5.7.10: Top: “Landscape” of Glycosidase enzymes of Escherichia coli. Black/green edges = posi-
tive/negative partial correlation. For two subnets, Subnet 1 and 2 (encircled by dots), the corresponding Gene
Ontology (GO) subgraphs (centre and bottom) are given that explain the enzymes present in the subnet. The
multiple red/orange-hued boxes in the GO subgraph signal highly-frequent enzymes thus showing that the subnets



















































































































































Figure 5.8.1: Illustration of the difference between TiWnet and TiWD clustering (Vogt et al., 2010) using data gen-
erated from 	 (no longer block-diagonal) designed for network inference. Top: Left: Original network. Right: In-
ferred sparse network using TiWnet. The black/green edges denote positive/negative partial correlations between
nodes. Bottom: Left: Inferred 	 using TiWD clustering that has a block-diagonal structure which leads to fully-
connected clusters (maximal cliques). Center: Densely-connected network obtained using this block-diagonal 	.
The edges do not differentiate between positive/negative partial correlations. Right: The same network as in the
center now showing that the network decomposes into separate maximal cliques. Here the network decomposes
into 5 clusters viz. 3 fully-connected and 2 singletons.
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plot highlights that the network gets decomposed into separate fully-connected clusters (maximal
cliques). Moreover, the network fails to capture the positive/negative partial correlations between
the nodes since the inferred  in the case of TiWD clustering only contains information regarding
the cluster structure but without signs.
From the above discussion, it is obvious that clustering is a specialised case of network inference
and that general networks cannot be recovered using the TiWD clustering model of Vogt et al. (2010).
Thus the prior designed for use in TiWnet is not of the block-diagonal form thereby allowing any
possible internodal interaction. Combining this enhanced prior suitable for network reconstruction
with the likelihood, we are able to perform Bayesian network inference in TiWnet. We refer the
reader to the Section 5.5 for complete details of our inference mechanism.
5.9 Contributions of TiWnet
TiWnet deals with distance data and is therefore, shift invariant. Classical GGMs extract
networks from vectorial representations of objects and are based on the standard (central) Wishart
likelihood model. The central Wishart model is only justied for zero column-shifts (i.i.d. data).
These methods have solely relied on the i.i.d. assumption and not catered to the inherent column-
shifts, thereby possibly generating biased networks. Graph lasso's performance on column-shifts
(Figure 5.3.2) and our extensive comparison experiments in Section 5.7 validate that not handling
the column-wise biases is detrimental to network extraction. Instead, TiWnet based on D is shift-
invariant and can therefore handle non-i.i.d. data (non-vectorial data). We show that in practical
applications this shift invariance is an essential ingredient for recovering correct networks. Due to
this, network reconstruction is possible using any D induced by a Mercer kernel that represents
objects with structures for which the underlying vectorial space is unknown.
Generate module networks. Being able to derive networks from such complex objects, for exam-
ple graphs and probability distributions, further leads to the development of module networks which
addresses the high-dimensionality problem setting. A module connotes a cluster of homogeneous
objects, thereby reducing the number of objects to that of the overall clusters, where each module
is now represented by a probabilistic distribution or a graph over which a Mercer kernel can be
constructed and used for network discovery.
TiWnet provides a distribution over networks. Graph lasso was devised for estimating a truly
sparse network from the data. Since TiWnet is fully probabilistic, on output we not only obtain a
single network but a distribution of networks explaining the data. For many cases in reality, this is
more meaningful since one has access to possible structural variations of the extracted networks.
TiWnet provides an annealed network. Further, if required, our method has the 
exibility to
yield a single MAP-estimate network by simulated annealing and this is possible even without know-
ing the underlying ground truth. On the contrary, obtaining such an equivalent sparse network with
graph lasso would require thresholding the edge weights and this too is only possible if the ground
truth is known. The graph lasso's sparse networks obtained by the highest predictive likelihood are
comparatively less better than TiWnet's (Figure 5.7.4). This could probably be to the improper
model selection in the lasso-based models in the presence of column-shifts in the data.
TiWnet can extract hub nodes. Comparing TiWnet with graph lasso and Wnet based on the
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same sparsity level, we see that graph lasso clearly fails in recovering hub nodes (Figure 5.7.5). Ti-
Wnet still returns a sparse annealed network with these desirable properties that seem dicult to be
achieved by graph lasso. Thus, the experiments justify TiWnet's superior performance against lasso-
based non-invariant models and the reason can be clearly attributed to the translation-invariance
encoded in the Wishart likelihood.
5.10 Conclusion
The TiWnet model is a fully probabilistic approach to inferring GGMs from pairwise Euclidean
distances obtained from inner-product similarity matrices (i.e. kernels) of n objects. Traditional
models for reconstructing GGMs, for example lasso-type methods, are based on the central Wishart
likelihood parametrised by the inverse covariance, and sparsity of the latter is usually enforced
by some penalty term. Assuming a central Wishart, however, is equivalent to assuming that the
origin of the coordinate system is known. If these methods use on input only kernel matrices, then
usually only the kernels' pairwise distance information is truly relevant. Since traditional methods
solely rely on the origin implicitly encoded in any such kernel, they might generate biased networks.
Our TiWnet method is specically designed to work with pairwise distances since the likelihood
used in inference depends only on these distances. Combining this likelihood with a prior suited
for sparse network recovery, we are able to extract sparse networks using only pairwise distances.
This property opens up a huge new application eld for GGMs, because network inference can
now be carried out on any such distance matrix induced by a Mercer kernel on graphs, probability
distributions or more complex structures. We also present an ecient MCMC sampler for TiWnet
making it applicable to medium-size instances, and the possibly remaining scaling issues may be
overcome by inferring module networks using kernels dened on probability distributions over groups
of nodes. Comparisons with competing methods demonstrate the high quality of networks obtained
from TiWnet, evoking the eectiveness of working with pairwise distances. TiWnet is also robust to
model mismatches unlike existing methods. The three real-world examples provide an insight into
the huge variety of possible applications.
5.11 Proof of Proposition 5.1
The marginal likelihood in terms of D, L(	; t(X)), is developed indirectly through the distribution
of S. Here, t(X) = (X 1nb^
t)
jjX 1nb^tjj
is the standardised statistic and is constant on the set of all X
and S mapping to the same D. Therefore t(X) can be seen as a function of the scaled version of
D alone i.e. f( DjjDjj ). Our interest parameter is 	. McCullagh (2009) shows that the distribution
of an arbitrary S 2 S(D) can be analytically derived as a singular Wishart distribution with a
rank-decient covariance matrix.
We rst explain the linear transformation and its kernel applied to S necessary to formulate the
marginal likelihood and then proceed with the derivation of the marginal likelihood in D. The proof
is derived using McCullagh (2009).
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Linear transformation and kernel. Given a transformation matrix L with kernel K, i.e.
LK = 0 and a generalised Gaussian random variable in Rn, X  N (K;;), then the linearly
transformed vector LX is distributed as N (L;LLt). Under K = 1n, two parameter values (1,
1) and (2, 2) are equivalent when L(1 2) = 0 and L(1 2)Lt = 0 i.e. when (1 2) 2 1n
and (1 2) 2 f1nvt+v1tn;v 2 Rng, the space denoted by sym2(1n
Rn). Equivalent parameter
values denote the same distribution. Corresponding to the generalised distribution of X with kernel
K = 1n, the similarity matrix S = 1dXXt is now distributed as S  Wd(1n;). D exhibits the
negative deniteness property i.e. xtDx =  2xtSx  0 for any x : xt1n = 0. The same property
holds when x is replaced by a symmetric positive semi-denite matrix Q i.e. QDQ =  2QSQ  0
for any Q : Q1n = 0.
Now we consider the case of having a generalised Gaussian random matrix for kernel K: Xnd 
MN (K;M;
) with mean matrix M := 1nbt where bi is the ith-column bias of X and covariance
tensor 
 := nn
Id. For the mean-shifted X, the exponent term in the matrix normal distribution
of X will be:
(X   1nb^t)t 1(X   1nb^t): (5.7)
The corresponding exponent term in the distribution of the transformed X, LX, is now:
(X   1nb^t)tLt (LLt) 1 L(X   1nb^t): (5.8)
We dene Q = Lt (LLt) 1 L or 	Q = Lt (LLt) 1 L (where 	 =  1) as a unique orthogonal
projection with K = 1n. Q can be written as (I   1n(1tn	1n) 11tn	) which is the orthogonal
projection onto the orthogonal complement of the space spanned by symmetric positive semi-denite
 matrices constructed by +1nv^t+ v^1
t
n;v 2 Rn. Note that Q is rank decient with rank = n 1.
Based on LX, the corresponding S follows a generalised Wishart distribution in d degrees of
freedom S  Wd(1;nn). McCullagh (2009) shows that Dij = Sii + Sjj   2Sij is a linear trans-
formation on symmetric matrices with transformation kernel K = sym2(1n 
Rn), implying that D
follows a generalised Wishart distribution  D  Wd(1; 2) dened with respect to a transformation
kernel K = 1  Rn. The generalised distribution is dierent from the standard Wishart distribution
in that 	 is replaced by e	 = 	Q = 	(I  1n(1tn	1n) 11tn	) and the j  j symbol for determinant is
replaced by the generalised det() which is the product of non-zero eigenvalues of its argument. e	
is rank decient with rank = n  1.
Shift- and scale-invariant marginal likelihood in D. Using the above formulation of linear
transformation and kernel on symmetric positive semi-denite S matrices, McCullagh (2009) derives




parameter  = 	 (Equation 5.3). The nuisance parameters  are bias estimates b^ and scale parameter
 .
Given Xond, the corresponding S
o = 1dX
o(Xo)t follows a central Wishart distribution 5 and its
5The central standard Wishart distribution is dened for So = Xo(Xo)t. Throughout the chapter, we use So =
1
d
Xo(Xo)t so that d appears in the central Wishart distribution and can be later used as an annealing parameter in
the inference procedure.
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likelihood as a function of the inverse covariance 	 is:
L(	;So) = j	j d2  exp  d2 tr(	So) : (5.9)
We consider the statistic for mean-shifted X as (X   1nb^). In terms of this statistic, S = 1d (X  
1nb^
t)(X   1nb^t)t and Equation 5.9 becomes:
L(b^;	;S) = j	j d2  exp  d2 tr(	S) : (5.10)
In Equation 5.10, we apply an arbitrary but xed transformation L with kernel K = 1n leading
to 	Q = Lt (LLt) 1 L and replace the determinant j  j symbol by the generalised det() which is
the product of non-zero eigenvalues of its argument (since Q is rank decient) and obtain:
L(	;S) / det(	Q) d2  exp  d2 tr(	QS) : (5.11)
We substitute e	 = 	Q = 	(I   1n(1tn	1n) 11tn	) to arrive at the shift-invariant form for
marginal likelihood in S:
L(	;S) / det(e	) d2  exp h d2 tr(e	S)i
/ det  e	 d2  exp h d2 tr(e	S)i : (5.12)
The likelihood in Equation 5.12 is constant for all choices of S 2 S(D) and hence it depends
only on D. Using the negative deniteness property of D i.e. e	S = (  12 )e	D, Equation 5.12 can be
written in terms of D as:
L(	;D) / det(e	) d2  exp hd4 tr(e	D)i : (5.13)
Equation 5.13 is the shift-invariant marginal likelihood in D based on the statistic (X   1nb^) and
the rank-decient inverse covariance e	.
To remove the scalar terms, we base the marginal likelihood on the standardised statistic t(X) =
(X 1nb^t)
jjX 1nb^tjj
. Consider the scale parameter  = 1jjX 1nb^tjj
. Equation 5.10 now becomes:
L(b^; ;	;S) = j 	2 j
d
2  exp   d22 tr(	S) : (5.14)
Applying the same procedure as before i.e. using K = 1n leading to 	Q, replacing j  j with det()
symbol and substituting for e	, we get:








2  det  e	 d2  exp h  d22 tr(e	S)i
(5.15)
since rank(e	) = (n  1) and det(cA)h = chrank(A) det(A)h for any constants c and h and a nonsin-
gular matrix A. Notice here that the dependency on biases b^ is removed.
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2  exp    d22 tr(e	S)  ( d2 )tr(e	S)   3+
exp




2  exp    d22 tr(e	S)  ( d2 )tr(e	S)   3 =
exp
   d22 tr(e	S)   2 (n 1)d2  1  ( 2) (n 1)d2 (5.17)




and then substitute the expression for 2 back in Equation 5.15:
L(	;S) / ( tr(
e	S)
n  1 )





where the dependency on  vanishes.
Ignoring constant terms, we obtain the shift- and scale-invariant likelihood in S (McCullagh, 2009,
Tunniclie-Wilson, 1989):
L(	;S) / det  e	 d2 tr(e	S)  (n 1)d2 (5.20)
which is constant for all S 2 S(D). Thus the likelihood depends only on (the scaled version of) D
and by the negative deniteness property of D, we nally arrive at the shift- and scale-invariant
marginal likelihood in D:
L(	; DjjDjj ) / det






ARCHETYPES are dened as an original model, type or observation based on which similarthings are patterned. Given observations of a multivariate dataset, archetype analysis aims
at nding a small number of archetypes or pure data samples that optimally summarise the variation
in the dataset. This summarisation is based on the precept that the data observations can be well
represented as noisy convex mixtures of these archetypes and that the archetypes themselves are
restricted to being convex combinations of the observations.
Archetype analysis as developed in Cutler and Breiman (1994) shows that archetypes are those
explaining extremal points lying close to the convex hull 1 of the data. The traditional denition of
an archetype is that it is in itself an existing observation. Since in practical applications, observations
are never devoid of noise, this denition has been relaxed. Rather than assuming them to be existing
observations, the archetypes are allowed to be a convex combination of the observations but still
reside close to the convex hull. From the statistical viewpoint and for computational feasibility, this
relaxed denition grants the archetypes more 
exibility to interpret the observations. Therefore,
archetype analysis can be seen as a technique where pure observations are used to minimise a set of
archetypes given noise.
Archetype analysis and PCA. Like PCA, archetype analysis can also be seen as as a dimension-
ality-reduction technique. Whereas PCA is a technique based on maximum-variance projection,
1A convex hull is the smallest convex polygon containing all the observations of the multivariate dataset (Boyd
and Vandenberghe, 2004). It can be visualised as a rubber band drawn taut around the data demarcating the data
periphery.
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archetype analysis is a projection along with a geometric constraint that the archetypes need to lie
along the convex hull of the observations.
Applications. Examples of archetype analysis include analysis of compositional data in sedimen-
tology to identify samples having pure geochemical compositions of sediments (Palmer and Douglas
(2008)), in galaxy spectra studies (Chan et al. (2003)) to analyse new or evolving stellar constel-
lations, in image analysis (Bauckhage and Thurau (2009)) for nding potential vision categories,
in the analysis of the human genotope (Huggins et al. (2007)) for identifying informative allele or
single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) locations and for text mining (Morup and Hansen (2012)) to
group texts into core categories. Archetypes have also been used to study the evolution of species
using phenotypic data (Shoval et al., 2012). In multispectral imaging, archetypes are known as end
members and are used to extract original signals (Keshava (2003), Labitzke et al. (2012)). Archetype
analysis has also made its foray into market segmentation where consumers or products are grouped
into various heterogenous groups to provide marketing and advertising insights (Li et al., 2003).
Archetypes are also widely used in studies dealing with petrology and palaeoecology for identifying
archetypal rock patterns between continental tectonic plates (Hacker and Gans, 2005).
Focus of the current work. Conventional archetype analysis methods (Cutler and Breiman
(1994), Bauckhage and Thurau (2009)) rely on RSS (residual sum of squares) for model selection.
Although in low-noise datasets, the RSS curves are reliable for model selection due to their prominent
knee regions, in high-noise settings the curves tend to be become uninformative as they 
atten
out. This has been veried in our Experiments section. Further, these models are sensitive to the
initialisation of archetypes and therefore if the dataset possesses any structure (as shown in Figure
6.2.1 (centre and right)), archetype analysis becomes dicult, if the archetypes are not properly
initialised.
The current work aims in addressing these two drawbacks jointly. For reliable model selection,
we employ the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978). Even though BIC can be
applied to conventional methods, in high-noise settings our experiments have shown that BIC curves
tend to become unreliable (refer Figure 6.6.1 (d)). Since in these models the degrees of freedom
df = p (where p is the number of archetypes), assigning higher values of p to df only leads to
overpenalising the complexity term in BIC, thereby making BIC favour models with lower p. In our
current method, we have better access to eciently compute the eective df for BIC. To overcome
the dependency relating to a good initialisation of the archetypes, the archetypes are initialised to
all the n observations since the model considers at most n archetypes sucient to approximate the
set of observations. Given larger datasets, this also calls for ecient methods. Thus, we base our
work on the idea of enforcing grouped sparsity using the Group-Lasso formulation (Yuan and Lin
(2006)). Since there are ecient methods that allow sampling of the solution paths of the Group-
Lasso, stepwise model selection using BIC can be performed thereby eecting automatic archetype
detection.
Outline of the chapter. Section 6.2 describes the assumed underlying process used to simulate
archetypal data. In Section 6.3, the conventional archetype analysis is described and the existing
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problems are elucidated. In Section 6.4, the automatic archetype analysis model is introduced,
elaborating the algorithmic modications brought about to that of the conventional methods. Section
6.5 details the model selection procedure using BIC scores in the automatic model. BIC score
computation based on two forms of the degrees of freedom { approximate and exact { are described.
Simulations and real-world experiments are discussed in Section 6.6. Section 6.7 summarises this
work.
6.2 Data generative model and model learning
Definitions. A convex set X is a set of observations fxig for i = 1;    ; n such that
Pn
i=1 ixi
for i  0;
P
i i = 1. A convex hull C of the convex set X is the smallest convex set containing all
the points of X i.e. C = fPni=1 ixi : i  0;Pi i = 1g. In other words, C is the set of convex
combinations of any nite collection of observations contained in X and can also be seen as the
simplex of the convex set.
6.2.1 Generative model
Assume there exists an underlying data generating density function that has a convex support. p
points in Rd are sampled from this density function and serve as archetypes. The support of the
density function is dened by the convex hull or the simplex generated by these p archetypes. Data
observations are created as convex combinations of the p archetypes and additionally noise is added.
Futher it is assumed that the set of data observations are in general position. For example, to generate
a convex set X of n noisy observations from p archetypes, rst sample p d-dimensional archetypes
from a Gaussian distribution. Each of the remaining (n  p) observations are convex combinations
of the p archetypes where the weights are drawn from a p-dimensional Dirichlet distribution whose
support is a (p  1)-dimensional simplex. Gaussian noise is added to these (n  p) observations.
Based on this generative model, in this current work, three dierent settings are outlined below.
• Setting 1: Here, the Gaussian samples are weighted with a symmetric Dirichlet distribution
where the Dirichlet parameter, , takes on the same value ( = 1). This is equivalent to a
uniform distribution over the simplex or is uniform over all observations in its support. Noisy
data observations weighted using such a symmetric distribution are shown in Figure 6.2.1 (left)
for p = 3; n = 1000 and d = 10.
• Setting 2: We consider weights from another symmetric Dirichlet distribution where 0 <  < 1.
The Dirichlet density gets concentrated towards the edges of the simplex and this corresponds
to a non-uniform distribution over the simplex. Gaussian samples weighted by such a Dirichlet
distribution are shown in Figure 6.2.1 (centre) for p = 4; n = 1000 and d = 100.
• Setting 3: Clusters of compact convex sets are generated from Gaussians with dierent means
and weighted using a symmetric Dirichlet distribution ( = 1). Figure 6.2.1 (right) shows
a dataset consisting of 3 such compact clusters with each cluster having 1000 observations



































Figure 6.2.1: Left: Noisy convex set of Gaussian observations X100010 weighted using a symmetric Dirichlet
distribution ( = 1). Observations (o) are generated using Z310 (). Centre: Noisy Gaussian observations
X1000100 weighted using a symmetric Dirichlet distribution (0 <  < 1). Samples tend to concentrate near the
simplex edges. Observations are generated using Z4100. Right: 3 clusters of convex sets weighted using a sym-
metric Dirichlet distribution ( = 1) where each convex set contains Gaussian observations X100010 generated
by a noisy convex combination of Z410. All plots are the 2-d PCA projections of the data.
6.2.2 Model Learning
Given the set of noisy observations, Xnd, archetype analysis aims in tting a noisy convex hull to
the data. This is equivalent to nding the optimal set of archetypes Zpd, that best describes X
and that resides close to the convex hull of X with p n. Figure 6.2.2 gives the graphical abstract
with the top panel depicting the setup for p = 3 archetypes. The convex hull of X is the red outline.
6.3 Conventional Archetype Analysis { Model Description
We start with a description of the conventional archetype analysis. Given a data matrix Xnd
which is a noisy convex set of n observations (x1;x2; : : : ;xn)
0, where xi = (xi1;    ; xid) 2 Rd for
i = 1;    ; n, the goal of archetype analysis is to nd a sparse set of archetypes or pure samples Zpd
with p archetypes (z1;z2; : : : ; zp)
0 where p  n and zj 2 Rd for j = 1;    ; p. The archetypes are
such that the observations xi are noisy convex combinations of these archetypes:
xi = Z
0ai + i; for i = 1 : : : n ; (6.1)
where i  Nd(0; I) represents the stochastic nature of xi and ai is a composition vector such that
aij  0 and
Pp
j=1 aij = 1. The archetypes themselves are dened to be convex mixtures of the
observations and reside close to the convex hull of the data. Hence archetypes are chosen to be a
small number of points (typically smaller than n) residing in close proximity to this convex hull. The
optimisation procedure in archetype analysis involves nding a small set of archetypes such that the
error in approximation of the observations as convex mixtures of the archetypes is minimised.
Related work. Based on the above formulation, an iterative optimisation algorithm was intro-
duced in Cutler and Breiman (1994). This version is still not computationally feasible for large
datasets. A more scalable version was introduced in Bauckhage and Thurau (2009). The scalability
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Figure 6.2.2: Graphical abstract. Top: Given Xnd, archetype analysis finds the optimal Zpd that best describes
X and lie close to the convex hull of X. The convex hull of X is shown by the red outline around the observations
(). Plots show the 2-d PCA projections of the data. Bottom: In terms of matrix dimensions, we need to find the
best p where p n.
relied on choosing archetype candidates as points lying close to the convex hull. Another approach
was introduced in Morup and Hansen (2012) that was based on kernelising the data prior to extract-
ing the archetypes. An iterative weighted optimisation method was dealt with in Eugster and Leisch
(2011) where robust archetypes were estimated in the presence of outliers since outliers normally
plague the analysis of archetypes.
6.3.1 Conventional Archetype Analysis algorithm
The identication of archetypes is split into multiple steps as in Bauckhage and Thurau (2009).









where k  k2 denotes the `2 norm of a vector. A is a np composition vector matrix which comprises
of composition vectors (a1;a2;    ;an)0, where each ai 2 Rp is represented as a row of the matrix A.
Since ai are composition vectors, additional constraints are imposed to ensure that each observation
is a meaningful combination of the archetypes and that the observations are represented as mixtures
of the archetypes:
aij  0 and
pX
j=1
aij = 1: for i = 1 : : : n : (6.3)
Further, we assume that the archetypes lie within close proximity to the convex hull of the given
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with the coecients bij  0 and
Pn
j=1 bij = 1. The coecient vectors bi's are represented as a pn
matrix B = (b1; b2;    ; bp)0, with the rows comprising of composition vectors bi 2 Rn. This choice
of bi's assures that the archetypes resemble the data and that they are a convex mixture of the data.
A and B are row-stochastic matrices meaning that every row sums to 1.
In matrix form, with X 2 Rnd, Z 2 Rpd, A 2 Rnp and B 2 Rpn, a suitable choice of
archetypes will minimise the residual sum of squares (RSS) problem:
(A^; B^) = argminA;BkX  AZk22 = argminA;BkX  ABXk22
s.t. bij  0;
nX
j=1
bij = 1; aij  0;
pX
j=1
aij = 1 :
(6.5)
Thus the overall problem of nding a xed predetermined number of archetypes for a given set
of observations translates into a constrained optimisation problem involving two sets of coecients
faijg and fbijg.
Archetype analysis casts the data X as
the noisy convex combination of the convex combination of the observations| {z }
Z = BX| {z }
X = AZ + noise
(Thurau, 2010).
Eventually, this means nding the optimised coecient matrices A and B minimising
Equation 6.5.
The optimisation-based formulation given in Equation 6.5 is solved using an alternating least
squares procedure described in Algorithm 2 (Bauckhage and Thurau (2009)).
Complexity analysis for conventional methods. The complexity of one iteration of the
algorithm in Cutler and Breiman (1994) is given by O(n2p). To reduce this complexity further, the
approach in Bauckhage and Thurau (2009) was to resort to preselecting the archetypal candidates
by subsampling a set of n points (n  n) that reside on the convex hulls obtained from random
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Algorithm 2 Conventional Archetype Analysis Algorithm
A : Initialise Zpd
repeat
B : determine coecients aij by minimising jjxi   Z 0aijj22 s.t. aij  0 and
pP
j
aij = 1 for
i = (1; :::; n).
C : solve OLS equation bZ = (A0A) 1A0X to compute the intermediate archetypes bZ using
updated aij .
D : determine coecients bij by minimising jjz^j   X 0bj jj22 s.t. bij  0 and
nP
i
bij = 1 for
j = (1; :::; p).
E : Update the archetypes by setting Z = BX.
until end criterion based on the RSS approximation error.
2D projections. This, thereby, reduced the complexity to O(n2p).
6.3.2 Problems with the conventional methods
Model Selection mechanism. Model selection in conventional methods is generally done using
RSS decay curves. The RSS problem for archetype analysis is given in Equation 6.5. The decay
curves are obtained by plotting dierent RSS values against corresponding p values. Model selection
in RSS decay curves is facilitated by observing a prominent knee region in the curve, where the p
corresponding to the knee is the optimal model choice.
In the simulations we conducted on high-noise datasets, it is observed that there are no clear
knee regions since the curves tend to 
atten out (as shown in Figure 6.6.1 (b)). A larger p will
lead to better approximation of the dataset but not without undesirable tting to the noise in the
dataset. Therefore, RSS decay curves for model selection can be unreliable in high-noise settings.
Model selection in high-noise settings using BIC is also problematic in these models. The classic
BIC computation is: BIC(df) = n  log(RSS(df)n ) + df log(n) where n is the number of observations
and df is the number of free parameters to be estimated. The rst term n  log(RSS(df)n ) represents
the goodness of t and the second term df log(n) measures complexity. For conventional models,
df = p. For higher values of p, the complexity term is overpenalised. Thus, BIC favours models with
lower p leading to model undertting. This is clearly exhibited in Figure 6.6.1 (d).
Sensitivity to initialisation of archetypes. Conventional methods are not only dependant
on the input p but also on the initialisation of Zpd. For example, in datasets consisting of ob-
servations drawn from a non-uniform distribution (Figure 6.2.1 (centre)) or having a structure like
clusters of compact convex sets (Figure 6.2.1 (right)), conventional methods will nd it hard to
approximate the noisy observations since it requires a sound a priori knowledge of not only p but
also their initialisation (Step A, Algorithm 2). Our experimental results (Section 6.6.1) conrm that
a right choice for p as well as a good initialisation of archetypes at the onset of the algorithm is
necessary for the proper functioning of conventional methods.
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6.4 Automatic Detection of the Number of Archetypes
In this work, the aforementioned drawbacks of the conventional models { unreliable RSS/BIC curves
for model selection in high noise cases and the sensitivity to p and initialisation of Zpd { are
addressed jointly. To facilitate automatic archetype extraction, the archetype analysis problem is
stated using a Group-Lasso formulation (Yuan and Lin (2006)) together with a well-dened criterion
for model selection. A refresher to Group-Lasso is presented in Appendix 8.2. The fact that we can
also eciently sample the solution path of the Group-Lasso oers a well-dened model selection
procedure.
6.4.1 Sparse Archetype Selection using the Group-Lasso
We start with a n d data matrix X as before. Since n is the maximum number of archetypes that
would be needed to represent data, we consider a n  d matrix Z (instead of p  d as referred in
Section 6.3) which assumes that at most n archetypes are required to represent data. Our goal is
to formulate an optimisation problem for identifying a sparse set of archetypes which translates to
obtaining a sparse matrix Z where most of the rows are zero. Hence the non-zero rows of Z will
culminate as the selected archetypes of the data.
This type of a sparsity attainment can be related to the Group-Lasso formulation (as dened in
Yuan and Lin (2006)) which involves solving a linear regression problem with the goal of achieving
grouped sparsity in the regression coecients. The solution path of the Group-Lasso is eciently
computed using a fast active-set algorithm dened in Roth and Fischer (2008). As in the Group-
Lasso, we use similar constraints on the matrix Z to impose grouped sparsity where the groups
are the rows of the matrix and the aim is to obtain sparsity at a group level. This is achieved by
imposing a `1;2 norm constraint on the rows of the matrix Z. The modied optimisation problem
with X 2 Rnd, Z 2 Rnd, A 2 Rnn and B 2 Rnn, is now:
(A^; B^) = argminA;BkX  AZk22 = argminA;BkX  ABXk22
s.t. bij  0;
nX
j=1







kzjk2   (`1;2 norm on rows of Z)
(6.6)
where  is the tuning parameter.
To solve this optimisation problem we use the same alternating least squares idea used in previous
methods, however with several algorithmic changes namely:
1. To compute the constrained optimised set of coecients faijg and fbijg using Equation 6.6
(and steps B and D respectively in Algorithm 2), we implement the Monotone Incremental
Forward Stage-wise Regression (MIFSR) (Hastie et al. (2007)). More details are given in
Section 6.4.2.
2. Instead of solving the intermediate archetypes Z^ = argminZkX   AZk22 using ordinary least
squares (OLS) (step C in Alg. 2), we now introduce the Group-Lasso optimisation step. This
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is elaborated in Section 6.4.3. Since the solution path of Group-Lasso can be sampled at steps
of  using the fast active-set algorithm (Roth and Fischer (2008)), BIC can be computed at
these  steps allowing a well-dened model selection procedure. Model selection using BIC is
described in Section 6.5.
To further accelerate our Group-Lasso based archetype analysis model, we utilise two preprocess-
ing steps.
1. Since archetype analysis is sensitive to outliers, a preprocessing step to remove them using the
Outlier-Pursuit technique (Xu et al., 2010) is implemented.
2. The archetypes are located in close vicinity of the convex hull of the dataset. Making use of
this fact, archetypal candidates can be preselected to be amongst those points close to the
convex hull. This approach was used in Bauckhage and Thurau (2009).
The new algorithm incorporating these changes is given in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Group-Lasso extension for archetype analysis
Preprocessing X:
• Removal of outliers using the Outlier Pursuit method (Xu et al., 2010).
• Preselecting archetypal candidates (Bauckhage and Thurau, 2009).
A : Initialise Znd
repeat
B : Determine coecients aij by minimising kxi   Z 0aik22 s.t. aij  0 and
nP
j=1
aij  1 for ith
row, i = (1; : : : ; n) using MIFSR (Hastie et al., 2007). Refer Algorithm 4.
C : Solve Equation (6.8) for zGL to obtain z^GL using the Active-set algorithm in Roth and
Fischer (2008). Refer Algorithm 5.
D : Determine coecients bij by minimising kz^j  X 0bjk22 s.t. bij  0 and
nP
j=1
bij  1 for ith
row, i = (1; : : : ; n) using MIFSR (Hastie et al., 2007). Refer Algorithm 4.
E : Update the archetypes by setting Z = BX.
until end criterion
Next, the algorithmic changes are discussed in detail.
6.4.2 Monotone Incremental Forward Stage-wise Regression (MIFSR)
To compute the constrained optimised set of coecients faijg and fbijg using Equation 6.6 (and
steps B and D respectively in Algorithm 2), we implement the Monotone Incremental Forward Stage-
wise Regression (MIFSR) as introduced in Hastie et al. (2007). This heuristic is used for closely
approximating Equation 6.6 to reduce the computational complexity further rather than directly
solving the quadratic program.
For instance, the respective optimisation problem in terms of the MIFSR for step B can be written
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as:
minaikxi   Z 0aik22 s.t aij  0 and
nX
j=1
aij  1 for ith row (i = 1 : : : n ): (6.7)
Algorithm 4 depicts MIFSR for step B that involves the optimisation of ai. Step D involves the
similar optimisation for bj .
Algorithm 4 MIFSR algorithm for step B
1: Start with r = xi  mean(xi), aij = 0.
2: Find predictor z^j most positively correlated with r.
3: Update aij  aij + : ( is a predened stepsize parameter)
4: Update r  r   z^j .
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no predictor has any correlation with r.
Complexity Analysis for MIFSR. By construction, Algorithm 4 terminates after = steps
meaning that there is a xed number of iterations that neither depend on n or p but only on  and
 which are constant in this setting. The only cost involved then would be that of the correlation
(Step 2 of Algorithm 4) that involves a matrix multiplication between a matrix of Rnd and a vector
2 Rd, thereby having a worst-case complexity of O(nd).
6.4.3 Group-Lasso optimisation step
The next modication to Algorithm 2 is the computation of intermediate archetypes. Instead of
solving Z^ = argminZkX   AZk22 using ordinary least squares (OLS) (Step B of Algorithm 2), we
now introduce the Group-Lasso optimisation step:
z^GL = argminzGLkxGL  AzGLk22 s.t.
nX
j=1
kzGLj k2   ; (6.8)
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Solving equation 6.8 gives the entire ensemble of solutions for Z that traces the dierent models
corresponding to p = (1;    ; n). This is solved using the fast active-set algorithm described in
Roth and Fischer (2008) that uses a projected gradient method (Kim et al. (2006)) and that allows
to sample the solution path at various steps of . Algorithms 5 and 6 present the details for the
active-set and projected-gradient methods respectively.
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Algorithm 5 Active-set Algorithm





2 = ; active = 0; step;
set = fg:
B : Iterate :
active = active + step ; Add active to set.
Optimise over the current AS using the projected gradient method (Kim et al., 2006)
with active. Refer Algorithm 6.
Dene set AS =
n





Adjust the active set AS = AS:
C :Model Selection :
Compute BIC scores for  steps in set using Equation 6.9.
Find min, the  value that minimises the BIC curve.
For j 2 AS at min ! construct z^GL:
D : Return: z^GL
Algorithm 6 Projection onto the `1;2-norm ball
B1 : Gradient : At time t  1, set d =  zGLt 1   srzGL(kxGL  AzGLk22) and
AStemp = AS, where s is the step-size parameter.
B2 : Projection :
Mj = kdjk2 +  
P
j kdjk2
jASj 8j 2 AStemp:
IfMj  0 8j 2 AStemp
Go to B3
Else
Update AStemp = fj :Mj > 0g
Repeat B2:
B3 : New solution:
8j 2 AStemp, set zGLtj = dj Mjkdjk2 :
For the rest j 2 AS; j =2 AStemp, set zGLtj = 0:
B4 : Return: zGL
t
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6.4.4 Further Acceleration of our Algorithm
To further accelerate our archetype analysis model, we utilise two preprocessing steps as described
below.
Dimensionality reduction with robust PCA. The rst aspect of preprocessing involves di-
mensionality reduction which aims at reducing d. Real-world datasets are usually of high dimensions
which call for the use of dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA that project the data to
a low-dimensional manifold. It becomes relevant to use PCA in nding such low-rank projections
in the context of archetype analysis. This is due to the fact that a set of convex mixtures of p
archetypes cannot lie on a subspace greater than p and since convex sets are linear manifolds, the
search for these linear manifolds is justied using PCA-based projections. However, PCA is highly
susceptible to outliers and thus it becomes essential to lter out the outliers before performing PCA.
We resort to a robust version of PCA as given in Xu et al. (2010) that deals with Outlier Pursuit.
This method involves decomposing the data matrix X as X = XL + XC where XL is the low-
rank matrix comprising the true subspace of the non-outlier points andXC the column-sparse matrix
denoting presence of outliers. Through robust PCA, we estimate XL that represents the uncorrupted
data. Details of the method are given in Xu et al. (2010).
Preselecting the archetype candidates. After obtaining the outlier-free data matrix with
reduced dimensionality, we focus our attention on reducing the number of possible archetypes from
n to a lower number for computational gains. Archetypal candidates can be chosen from amongst
those observations located close to the convex hull of the data.
For preselecting the archetype candidates we use the approach as in Bauckhage and Thurau (2009).
Here they consider that the convex hull can be seen as a polytope in Rd. Given a transformation
matrixM2 Rdd and a real vector t 2 Rd , the main theorem in polytope theory states that every
image of a polytope under an ane transformation  : x 7! Mx+ t is also a polytope (Henk et al.
(1997), Bauckhage and Thurau (2009)). This means that for every point on the convex hull of X,
there exists a linear map under whose image the point also appears on the convex hull of the image.
Using this, the technique is then to take the union of as many such points forming the convex hull
of dierent 2D projections of X with the view to recover the true convex hull of X. Calculating the
convex hull in 2D is easier since the worst-case combinatorial complexity of calculating the convex
hull for n observations in d dimensions increases exponentially with d as O(nbd=2c+1) (Skiena, 1997).
6.5 Model Selection
Selecting a sparse set of archetypes according to Equation 6.8, however, involves tuning the parameter
 which controls the level of sparsity in the solution. Since dierent  return dierent parsimonious
models, model selection is required to select one amongst these models. Although cross-validation
is generally used for model selection, it can tend to be computationally expensive.
We use the BIC scoring mechanism for Group-Lasso as detailed in Yuan and Lin (2006) for model
selection. BIC, proposed by Schwarz (1978), is an information criterion based on the regression
models goodness of t and complexity. An increase in the model's goodness of t increases BIC
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whereas an increase in the model complexity, penalises BIC. Since a lower BIC indicates a favourable
model, BIC penalises larger models more heavily and would tend to prefer smaller models which in
our problem setting would mean preferring a smaller p.
The BIC score for Group-Lasso is given as:






 bdf(^) ; (6.9)
where  = nd, A^ and z^GL are the estimated values of A and zGL based on a particular  value.
The degrees of freedom of Group-Lasso, bdf(^), can be computed using both the approximate (Yuan
and Lin (2006)) and exact (Vaiter et al. (2012)) forms which are discussed in turn below.
6.5.1 'Approximate' degrees of freedom for Group-Lasso
The approximate degrees of freedom for Group-Lasso (Yuan and Lin, 2006) is given as:
bdf(^) = nX
j=1







(d  1) ; (6.10)
where I() is the indicator function, z^GL is the estimated value of zGL, jASj is the number of active
groups where the set of active groups is AS :=
n
j : z^GLj 6= 0
o
, kz^GLj k2 is the `2 norm of z^GLj and
kz^GLLSj k2 is the `2 norm of the least-square estimate of z^GLj :
6.5.2 'Exact' degrees of freedom for Group-Lasso
The exact degrees of freedom for Group-Lasso (Vaiter et al., 2012) is given as:
bdf(^) = trAAS A0ASAAS +  Z  P 1A0AS
= tr
 A0ASAAS +  Z  P 1A0ASAAS (6.11)
where  > 0 and is the regularisation parameter,  is the Hadamard (element-wise) multiplication
of two matrices having same dimensions and AAS is the A matrix whose columns correspond to the
set of active groups AS :=
n
j : z^GLj 6= 0
o
.
We look in detail at the terms within the inversion of Equation 6.11.
Z =
0BBBB@
z 0jASjjASj    0jASjjASj
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The projection matrix P is given as:
P =
0BBBB@
p 0jASjjASj    0jASjjASj





0jASjjASj 0jASjjASj    p
1CCCCA 2 RjASjdjASjd
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where p is the projector orthogonal to z^GLAS .
Z and P are shown to be block-diagonal matrices. Since the expensive operation in Equation 6.11
is that of the matrix inversion of (A0ASAAS+ Z  P) 1, we exploit a block-diagonal structure of the
terms present in the inversion. For this, we permute the columns in AAS to obtain the block-diagonal
structure as shown below.
AAS =
0BBBB@
aAS[1] aAS[2]    aAS[jASj] : : : 0n 0n    0n
0n 0n 0n    : : : 0n 0n 0n   
. . . : : :
. . .
0n 0n    0n : : : aAS[1] aAS[2]    aAS[jASj]
1CCCCA 2 RndjASjd:
Therefore A0ASAAS takes the following block-diagonal structure:
A0ASAAS =
0BBBB@
A 0jASjjASj    0jASjjASj





0jASjjASj 0jASjjASj    A
1CCCCA 2 RjASjdjASjd
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AS[1]aAS[2]    a0AS[1]aAS[jASj]
a0AS[2]aAS[1] a
0







AS[jASj]aAS[2]    a0AS[jASj]aAS[jASj]
1CCCCCA 2 RjASjjASj:
This indicates that to construct the block-diagonal A0ASAAS , it is sucient to compute A only
once and diagonalise it using eigenvalue decomposition i.e. A = VV0 where V 2 RjASjjASj consists
of the eigenvectors of A and diag() = (1;    ; jASj) is the diagonal matrix with the corresponding
eigenvalues, i. Using A = VV
0, the per-block operation for the inversion terms in Equation 6.11
can be written as:
(A+ z  pI) 1 = ((VV0) + z  pI) 1: (6.12)
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
| {z }
per-block summation jASj times| {z }
overall summation over d blocks
(6.13)
Throughout the rest of the paper and in the experiments, we resort to using the exact degrees of
freedom given in Equation 6.13 for BIC score computation to evaluate models obtained with dierent
 values.
Complexity analysis for Model Selection using BIC. Equation 6.9 computes BIC for a
particular . Since the active-set algorithm permits sampling of the solution path at discrete sets
of , corresponding BIC scores can be computed stepwise. Since no additional costs are involved in
computing the BIC scores over the entire solution path, it renders our method to be computationally
ecient. Choosing the best model from amongst parsimonious models boils down to merely observing
the minimum attained in the BIC curves.
6.6 Experiments
6.6.1 Simulations
Simulation example I. We generate two datasets, one with low Gaussian noise and another
with high noise using a Student-t distribution (known to confuse traditional PCA but not the robust
PCA). Each dataset consists of n = 1000 observations in R10 generated from p = 3 archetypes using
Setting 1 (see Section 6.2.1). The datasets are subject to preprocessing as described in Section 6.4.4:
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rst for dimensionality reduction using robust PCA followed by reducing the number of archetype
candidates to those points residing near the convex hull of the data.
For comparison, we run our algorithm versus the conventional algorithm (Bauckhage and Thurau
(2009)) for archetype detection. For Bauckhage and Thurau (2009), we compute the percentage
decay in the RSS error against p. The percentage decay is given as: 100  RSS(p)RSS(1) . Refer Figure 6.6.1
(top row). In the low-noise setting, the knee in the RSS decay curve is at p = 3 signalling the right
model whereas in the high-noise case, the curve hardly exhibits a knee region thereby making the
curve uninformative for model selection.
Concomitantly, we plot the BIC scores for both noise settings for the conventional methods (Figure
6.6.1 (middle row)). The classic BIC computation is: BIC(df) = n  log(RSS(df)n ) + df log(n) where
n is the number of observations and df is set to p. For the low-noise case, BIC has a minimum at the
correct model p = 3 whereas for the high-noise setting, we have observed that there hardly occurs
a curve with a minimum but that the BIC scores always increase with increasing p. Thus even the
BIC scores fail to signal the right p in high-noise cases.
For our Group-Lasso based method, we have a more direct access to eciently compute the
eective df needed for BIC (Equation 6.13). We plot the BIC curves computed at discrete steps of
 (using Equation 6.9) versus the  values (Figure 6.6.1 (bottom row)). In both noise settings, the
BIC curves show a clear minimum that serves to determine the right p and is aptly positioned at
p = 3, enabling automatic model selection.
Thus, we have experimentally shown that for conventional methods, although RSS/BIC curves
can aid model selection in low-noise cases, in high-noise settings they tend to be unreliable. The
model selection using BIC for our Group-Lasso based method performs better even in high-noise
settings.
Simulation example II: Noisy convex sets generated from a non-uniform density.
Figure 6.2.1 (centre) shows a noisy convex dataset X1000100 generated using 4 archetypes from
a non-uniform density using Setting 2 (Section 6.2.1). Figure 6.6.2 depicts the performance of
conventional methods. These methods nd it hard to extract archetypes as they heavily rely on p
and the archetype initialisation. Plots (a){(d) show the optimised archetypes () for an increasing
p = 3; 4; 6 and 8 where these values are known a priori. A smaller number of archetypes (for example
3) is not sucient to represent the observations well whereas a larger number of archetypes may
or may not approximate the noisy observations depending on the initialisation of Z at the onset.
For example, plots (b) and (c) show 4 and 6 archetypes respectively that have been extracted but
wrongly approximate the data and in plots (e) and (f), 4 and 6 archetypes are correctly retrieved
but after a good random initialisation of Z.
In Figure 6.6.3, we show the performance of our Group-Lasso based method on the same noisy
convex set. Our method clearly extracts all 4 archetypes since it does not depend on any a priori
known value for p. Moreover, Z is initialised to all the n = 1000 observations of X since the model
considers at most n archetypes sucient to approximate X, thereby desensitising our method to
initialisations of Z.
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Figure 6.6.1: Comparison of the Group-Lasso based method with that of Bauckhage and Thurau (2009). Number
of archetypes are indicated along the curves. Left column: low-Gaussian noise. Right column: high Student-t
noise.
For Bauckhage and Thurau (2009):
(a) RSS decay curves plotted against p archetypes for a low-Gaussian noise dataset.
(b) RSS decay curves plotted against p archetypes for a high Student-t noise dataset.
(c) BIC scores plotted against p archetypes for a low-Gaussian noise dataset.
(d) BIC scores plotted against p archetypes for a high Student-t noise dataset.
ForGroup-Lasso based:
(e) BIC scores versus  for the low-Gaussian noise dataset.
(f) BIC scores versus  for the high Student-t noise dataset.
Both datasets were generated using p = 3; n = 1000 and d = 10. For conventional methods, RSS/BIC curves
perform well in low-noise settings whereas in high-noise cases, model selection will be cumbersome due to no
clear knee region in the RSS curves or incorrect minimum in the BIC scores. On the other hand, our Group-Lasso
based model automatically identifies 3 archetypes as shown clearly by the prominent minimum in the BIC curves,


































































(e) Using 4 archetypes (), after a good













(f) Using 6 archetypes (), after a good
random initialisation of Z.
Figure 6.6.2: Performance of conventional methods on a convex set generated from a non-uniform density
as shown in Figure 6.2.1 (centre): Here X1000100 and Z4100. Conventional methods find it hard to extract
archetypes for such convex sets as they heavily rely on p and the archetype initialisation. (a)–(d): Plots showing
the optimised archetypes () for an a priori-known increasing number of archetypes viz. p = 3; 4; 6 and 8. A
smaller number of archetypes (for example 3) is not sufficient to represent the observations well whereas a larger
number of archetypes may or may not approximate the noisy observations depending on the initialisation of Z. For
example, (b) and (c) show 4 and 6 archetypes extracted but that wrongly approximate the data. (e) and (f) show 4
and 6 archetypes correctly retrieved but only after a proper random initialisation of Z. All plots show the 2-d PCA
projections of the data.
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Figure 6.6.3: Group-Lasso based method on a convex set generated from a non-uniform density as given in
Figure 6.2.1 (centre): Given a convex set X1000100 generated from 4 archetypes (), the Group-Lasso based
method is able to automatically identify all 4 archetypes (). Plot shows the 2-d PCA projection of the data.
Simulation example III: Dataset containing clusters of compact convex sets. For this
simulation, we compare the dierent methods on a dataset that contains clusters of noisy convex
sets generated according to Setting 3 (Section 6.2.1). Refer Figure 6.2.1 (right). In this experiment,
we generate 3 convex sets with each convex set X100010 being noisy convex combinations of Z410.
Figure 6.6.4 (a) shows that the Group-Lasso based method optimises the data using 14 archetypes
() of which all 12 original archetypes are found. Plots (b){(d) show the optimised archetypes for
conventional methods using 4; 8 and 12 archetypes () respectively. The plots clearly show the
inability of conventional methods to approximate the right p which again heavily depends on the
initialisation of Z.
6.6.2 Real-world experiments
Text categorisation using Reuters Corpus Volume 1. As a real-world example, we apply
our archetype analysis model for categorising texts where the focus is to obtain automatic annotations
of the text corpus leading to potential new categories as opposed to manually-provided categories.
Since the term frequency (TF) of a document can be described as an ideal convex mixture of words, in
archetype analysis the pursuit would be to nd those archetypal documents that can be meaningfully
interpreted as a convex combination of legitimate words comprising one of the main categories.
We use the Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1 ), an archive of news documents manually cate-
gorised and made available through Lewis et al. (2004). The four categories re
ecting the content
of the corpus are CCAT : Corporate/Industrial, ECAT : Economics, GCAT : Government/Social and
MCAT : Markets. The dataset we use consists of 23,149 TF-IDF normalised documents with their
corresponding labels and 57,180 words. We compute the Gram matrix of this dataset and apply
kernel-PCA that results in the dataset having 23,149 documents and a reduced dimensionality of
200 words.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) Group-Lasso based method: 12 archetypes









































































































































































































































































































































































































































(b) Conventional methods with 4 archetypes ().
(c) Conventional methods with 8 archetypes (). (d) Conventional methods with 12 archetypes
().
Figure 6.6.4: Performance of Group-Lasso based method and conventional methods on a dataset having clusters
of compact convex sets: Given a dataset that consists of 3 compact convex sets where each convex set consists
of 1000 10-d observations generated from 4 10-d archetypes (). (a) The Group-Lasso based method optimises
the dataset using 14 archetypes () of which all 12 original archetypes are found. (b)–(d) Plots with the optimised
archetypes for conventional methods using 4; 8 and 12 archetypes () clearly showing the inability to approximate


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.6.5: Archetypes (green triangles) plotted against the entire 23K documents (left) and against documents,
categorically annotated of the RCV1 corpus (right). The landscape of 89 archetypal documents is clearly spread
across all four categories.
as shown in Figure 6.6.5. Analysing the archetypes identied, it is obvious that all 89 archetypes
are spread out across all the four core categories. Another interesting result is that the archetypes
also capture all the high-frequency terms denoting rare words present in the corpus (see Figure
6.6.6 (a and b)). Rare words are akin to the most informative words in a document and are given
by their inverse document frequency (IDF). Thus the identied archetypes can be seen as those
apex documents in the corpus meaningfully representing the core categories. Next, we plot the BIC
scores using Equation 6.9 for the dierent parsimonious models obtained for various values of  (see
Figure 6.6.6 (c)). The BIC scores are computed by following the solution path of the Group-Lasso in
successive steps of . The scores of each model along with the corresponding number of archetypes
supporting that model are shown. We also plot the RSS curves obtained at these stepwise intervals
of . From the plot, it is clear that the RSS curve cannot be used for reliable model selection
since there is no prominent knee in the curve. On the other hand, the BIC curve clearly depicts a
minimum emphasising that automatic model selection made possible by the active-set algorithm of
Group-Lasso works well in reclaiming the unknown number of archetypal documents.
A word cloud 2 comprising the most informative words from amongst the 89 archetypal documents
is plotted in Figure 6.6.6 (d). The higher the IDF of rare words, the bigger the font it is depicted in
the word cloud. Next, the per category IDF is plotted in Figure 6.6.7 along with the corresponding
word clouds. Thus, one can use the archetype analysis method to further negrain existing major
categories into their archetypal documents and also delineate news highlights or crucial topics per
category.
Archetypal compounds from amongst active chemical compounds. As a second real-
world example we use our model to identify archetypal compounds from a list of 456 active chemical
compounds which also includes all the 25 currently available anti-HIV drugs. The entire list of active
compounds is found at http://www.dtp.nci.nih.gov/docs/aids/aids_data.html.
We begin by rst accessing the SMILES strings (Weininger, 1988) that encode the chemical
structure of the compounds. Using these strings, the chemical hashed ngerprints of compounds
2Word clouds are plotted using the R package wordcloud (Fellows, 2012).
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Figure 6.6.6: Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) of (a) all documents and (b) archetype documents. The
archetype documents successfully capture the high-frequency terms present in the RCV1 corpus. (c) BIC scores
and number of archetypes plotted against different models obtained for various  values. (d) Word cloud com-
prising informative words (tokens) in the 89 archetypal documents. The tokens comprise of stock market ticker
symbols or commodities procured.
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Figure 6.6.7: IDF (left column), Word cloud (central column) and trending topics (right column) of archetypal doc-
uments per category: Markets, Government, Economics and Corporate. The word clouds denote the most impor-
tant words (tokens) constituting archetypal documents and are given by the rarity of the words obtained from the
IDF. The rarer the words are, the more information they contain and the bigger the font they are depicted in.
Here, the words having an IDF  4 are plotted.
Such dominating words can possibly be used to carve out trending topics or get an insight into words that con-
tribute highly to a particular category. The tokens are stock market ticker symbols (NASDAQ or NYSE), commodi-
ties procured or names of government officials.
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Figure 6.6.8: The 456 active chemical compounds are annotated by the chemical classes they represent and
the 29 archetypal compounds found by our archetype analysis algorithm are denoted by N. It is evident that the
archetypal compounds neatly spread across all 456 compounds.
are computed. A pairwise similarity matrix S, the Tanimoto kernel, is constructed by the pairwise
Tanimoto association scores (Rogers and Tanimoto, 1960) between the compounds' ngerprints. An
eigenvalue decomposition of S is performed with a projection onto a reduced-dimensional space to
obtain a reduced dataset with 456 drugs and 16 dimensions. Our Group-Lasso method is applied on
this dataset and extracts 29 archetypal compounds from amongst the 456 active compounds. The
resulting landscape of all 456 active compounds annotated by the chemical classes and the archetypes
are shown in Figure 6.6.8.
To analyse the archetypal compounds further, we look at how they explain any of the 25 currently-
available anti-HIV drugs. Depending on their mode of inhibiting HIV-1 viral infection and progres-
sion within the host, all currently active anti-HIV drugs are designated to any one of the functional
groups: \Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTI)", \Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase
inhibitors (NNRTI)", \Protease inhibitors", \Integrase inhibitors", or \Entry inhibitors". See also
Section 1.2.2. Drugs within a specic group are known to show almost the same resistance pro-
les (Johnson et al., 2010). For any anti-HIV drug amongst the available 25, we plot the most
in
uential archetypes based on similar, higher-valued archetypal weights. Figure 6.6.9 (a and b)
illustrate two dierent convex sets of currently-available anti-HIV drugs as archetypes and their
explaining archetypal compounds. Interestingly, from the gures, we see that some of the archetypal
compounds themselves represent anti-HIV drugs. For example in Figure 6.6.9 (a), the majority of
archetypal compounds are also anti-HIV drugs, all constituting the Protease Integrase family and
thereby sharing the same resistance proles. This sharing of resistance proles is very well re
ected
by their grouping as archetypal compounds, that is seen in the similarity of archetypal weights, and
is also strickingly similar in their underlying chemical structures. The chemical structures of the
compounds are plotted using the R package rcdk (Guha (2007)). Medically, this grouping can be




Figure 6.6.9: Sets of most influential archetypal compounds shown with their chemical structures and correspond-
ing archetypal weights. Amongst these archetypal compounds, anti-HIV drugs have been identified. (a) One set
of explaining archetypes of which four are anti-HIV drugs namely, Amprenavir, Darunavir and Fosemprenavir and
Lopinavir, that constitute the Protease inhibitors group. (b) Another set of explaining archetypes of which three are
anti-HIV drugs namely, Saquinavir, Indinavir and Atazanavir, also from the Protease inhibitors group. The archety-
pal drugs identified in each set are known to exhibit similar resistance profiles and this grouping is well captured by
our method that makes use of chemical structural similarity in identifying archetypes. Another use of such a group-
ing can be that chemical compounds similar to archetypal drugs can be looked into further for antiretroviral drug
discovery studies.
approximate convex set. Such information could be used to benet new drug discovery studies and
therapeutic protocols.
6.7 Conclusion
Archetype analysis involves the identication of representative objects from amongst a set of mul-
tivariate data such that the observations can be expressed as a noisy convex combination of these
representative objects. Conventional archetype analyses rely on RSS curves for model selection. In
high-noise settings, the curves tend to become uninformative due to no sudden change in the decay.
Another drawback is that these methods are also sensitive to the initialisation of archetypes at the
onset of the algorithm. If the dataset consists of some structure, then these methods have diculties
in extracting the right archetypes.
In the current work, we address these problems through a Group-Lasso formulation together with
a well-dened criterion, BIC, for model selection. Further, the archetypes are initialised to all the
observations desensitising our method to archetype initialisation. With the usage of larger datasets,
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this would require ecient methods, and we therefore use the Group-Lasso to enforce grouped
sparsity. Since the Group-Lasso solution ensemble can be sampled at discrete steps using a fast
active-set method, BIC can be computed stepwise for model selection, thereby eecting automatic
archetype identication. Model selection is experimentally shown to perform well even in high-noise
cases and also with structured data. Both the simulations and real-world experiments bring out the
prociency of our Group-Lasso based archetype analysis method over conventional methods.
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Conclusion and Future directions
In this concluding chapter, we summarise the 3 models presented in the thesis along with possible
extensions.
Facet I
HIV Haplotype Inference using a propagating Dirichlet Process Mixture Model.
The rst facet of the thesis analyses the genetically-diverse HIV populations present in an infected
patient's blood samples using Next-generation Sequencing (NGS) data. The data are shorter viral
strains called reads. Understanding genetic diversity is crucial for further insights into the evolu-
tion of drug-resistant viral lineage within an infected host, disease progression and for personalised
medication where drugs are prescribed to a patient based on his/her viral lineage. The puzzle is in
matching every read to its parent strain or haplotype. Given error-prone reads with limited lengths,
the main modelling challenge is that non-overlapping reads do not have any suitable a priori pairwise
similarity measure; this leads to a non-standard clustering problem. None of the previous approaches
have provided a convincing strategy to solve this issue. In this work we successfully overcome this
problem by introducing a propagating Dirichlet Process Mixture Model that adaptively chooses the
number of haplotypes. A Gibbs sampler is used for inferring the unknown haplotypes from the
error-prone reads. The model is computationally ecient and requires only a few input parameters.
From our results based on simulated reads we can see that the model's performance is stable under
simulations conducted with varying diversities and read lengths. Experiments with real data also
conrmed the model's performance.
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Future outlook:
1. Looking ahead, specic regions of the HIV genome can be analysed such as fully-conserved
regions, mutation hotspots or ART-drug binding target sites. This would provide deeper
insights into these regions' mechanisms towards evolution of drug-resistant mutants and aid
proactive drug design.
2. In terms of alignment, aligners could take into account frameshifts that in turn would reduce
the number of false haplotypes. Frameshifts are caused by insertions or deletions of 1 or 2 bases
that shift the reading frame and disturb the amino-acid triplet encoding. Currently, frameshifts
are ignored while aligning reads to a reference genome. Frameshift detectors for metagenomes
(such as MetaGeneTack (Tang et al. (2013))) can be used to provide prior information to
aligners.
3. There are challenges involved in the handling of huge amounts of data churned out by NGS
platforms and these are paving the way for wide-scale cloud computing (Schadt et al. (2010))
and Big Data initiatives (Har (2012), Golden et al. (2013), Lewis et al. (2013)).
Facet II
The second facet of the thesis takes the initial steps to identify similarity patterns between anti-
HIV drugs and active chemical compounds. At present there are only 25 commercialised anti-HIV
drugs spread over 5 functional groups based on the drug's mode of viral attack. When a viral
lineage becomes resistant to a particular drug, it tends to show resistance to other drugs in the same
drug group, a property called cross-resistance, thus limiting drastically the number of available
drugs for prescription. This situation demands proactive drug development and thus, an indepth
understanding of similarities between the current drugs and active chemical compounds is necessary.
This is done by examining a landscape of active chemical compounds that also contains the drugs.
With respect to this, we have developed two models in the thesis:
TiWnet { network inference. We develop a fully probabilistic approach, Translation-
invariant Wishart network (TiWnet), to infer networks from pairwise Euclidean distances obtained
from kernel matrices of n objects. Traditional models (Lasso-type methods), are based on the cen-
tral Wishart likelihood parametrised by the inverse covariance and sparsity of the latter is usually
enforced by some penalty term. Assuming a central Wishart, however, is equivalent to assuming
that the origin of the coordinate system is known. If these methods use on input only kernel ma-
trices, they would rely on an assumed origin for any such kernel rather than the relevant pairwise
distance information of the kernel. This might lead to biased networks. The method we developed
is specically designed to work with pairwise distances since the likelihood depends only on these
distances. Combining this likelihood with a prior suited for sparse network recovery, we are able
to extract sparse networks using only pairwise distances. Network inference can now be carried
out on any such distance matrix induced by a Mercer kernel on graphs, probability distributions
or more complex structures. We also present an ecient MCMC sampler for TiWnet making it
applicable to medium-size instances. For further higher-node cardinalities, we show the possibility
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of inferring module networks using kernels dened on probability distributions over groups of nodes.
Comparisons with competing methods demonstrate the high quality of networks obtained from Ti-
Wnet. Given a set of chemical compounds which also includes anti-HIV drugs, we construct kernels
using the SMILES string encodings of the compounds. The network extracted using the kernels can
be used to read out cross resistance properties shared amongst compounds from dierent chemical
classes and drugs' functional groups.
Future outlook:
1. We can consider deploying pairwise distance data into the regression-based neighbourhood-
selection method of Meinhausen and Buhlmann (2006) for network recovery. For this, there
would be n independent regression models, one each to nd the neighbourhood for every node.
The translation-invariant Wishart likelihood is used and regularised with the `1 penalty.
2. Conditional covariance selection has been presented in Kolar et al. (2010a) where the neigh-
bourhoods of nodes are conditioned on a random variable that holds information about the
associations between nodes. The problem was cast as a logistic regression model with a `1;2
penalty. We can extend TiWnet for estimating such a conditional covariance matrix. For this,
we look at the weighted RSS problem which is (X 0   y)tdiag(K)(X 0   y) where K has the
weights on its diagonal. These weights can be regarded as the values the conditioning random
variable takes. The similarity kernel is given by Sweighted = sqrt(diag(K))XX
tsqrt(diag(K))
which can be used to compute pairwise distances needed for TiWnet.
3. In TiWnet, we use a prior similar to the spike and slab prior of Mitchell and Beauchamp (1988).
A new class of priors over covariance matrices that parametrises the partial autocorrelations
is studied in Daniels and Pourahmadi (2009). Such a prior can be devised for TiWnet that
induces a marginal uniform prior allowing values between ( 1; 1) on the entries of a covariance
matrix.
4. We are yet to provide the necessary and sucient conditions for consistent sparse network
recovery using TiWnet.
5. For an extremely large number of nodes, variational approximations methods can be explored
for model speed-up (Jordan et al., 1999).
Automatic Archetype Analysis. Archetype analysis involves the identication of represen-
tative objects from amongst a set of multivariate data such that the observations can be expressed
as a noisy convex combination of these representative objects. Conventional archetype analyses rely
on RSS decay curves for model selection, which in high-noise settings tend to break down due to no
prominent knee region. Another drawback is that these methods are sensitive to the initialisation
of archetypes at the onset of the algorithm. This is crucial for a dataset having a structure like
clusters of convex sets, where these methods have diculties in extracting the right archetypes. In
the current work, we address these problems through a Group-Lasso formulation together with a
well-dened criterion, BIC, for model selection. Further, the archetypes are initialised to all the
observations desensitising our method to archetype initialisation. Since the usage of larger datasets
requires ecient methods, we use the Group-Lasso to enforce grouped sparsity. The Group-Lasso
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solution ensemble can be sampled at discrete steps using a fast active-set method allowing BIC com-
putation stepwise for model selection, thereby eecting automatic archetype identication. Model
selection is experimentally shown to perform well even in high-noise cases and also with structured
data. The method is applied to extract archetypes from a set of active chemical compounds including
anti-HIV drugs. From the resulting set of archetypal compounds, one can draw deeper insights into
the functional similarities that can be shared between archetypal drugs and their explaining set of
compounds.
Future outlook:
1. One extension would be to amplify the domain scope of archetype analysis. We could apply our
Group-Lasso based method on datasets used in, for example, phenotypic data analysis (Shoval
et al. (2012)), galaxy spectra studies (Chan et al. (2003)) or consumer-behaviour studies (Li
et al. (2003)) and verify existing results.
2. Since we have only empirically observed our model's performance in high noise settings, the

























































































Figure 8.1.1: Network of chemical anti-HIV compounds inferred by graph lasso method (Friedman et al., 2007,





















































































Figure 8.1.2: Network of chemical anti-HIV compounds inferred by graph lasso method (Friedman et al., 2007,























































































Figure 8.1.3: Network of chemical anti-HIV compounds inferred by graph lasso method (Friedman et al., 2007,
2009) with a large `1 penalty.
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Figure 8.2.1: Lasso estimate profiles for the diabetes data X44210. When  = 1 (i:e: log () = 0), 3 features
enter the model. When  = 0 (i:e: log () =  1), all the coefficients ^ have non-zero values and thus all the
features are also active.
8.2 Appendix: Primer to Group Lasso
Consider a response vector y 2 Rd and a feature (predictor) matrix X 2 Rnd where X =
(x1;    ;xn)0 and each feature xi = (xi1;    ; xid) 2 Rd is placed as a row in X. We assume
that y and X are centred i.e. mean = 0. The standard linear regression problem can be stated as:
min k(y  X 0)k22 (8.1)
where k  k2 denotes the `2 norm of a vector,  2 Rn are the weights associated with each feature
xi i.e.  = (1;    ; n)0. When the number of features n is much greater than the dimension d,
Equation 8.1 fails. As a workaround, the Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (Lasso)
was introduced in Tibshirani (1996) or basis pursuit in signal processing by Chen et al. (1998) which
regularised Equation 8.1 using a `1 penalty norm as follows (Knight and Fu, 2000):





In the Lasso estimator, the degree of sparsity is controlled indirectly via the penalty weight  . For 
= 0, the full linear regression model is employed, whereas increasingly many features are deleted from
the model as  !1. This can be seen in Figure 8.2.1 where Lasso estimate proles (^) are provided
for the diabetes data set X44210 (used in Efron et al. (2004)). When  = 0 (i:e: log () =  1),
all the s are active and the model corresponds to the standard linear regression problem. As
 increases, the s are gradually zeroed out one by one, thereby dropping out the corresponding
features from the model. Thus, the `1 penalty norm encourages sparsity in the Lasso estimate ^ i.e.
the solution returned consists of certain non-zero entries in  which allow only those corresponding
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Figure 8.2.2: Group-Lasso estimate profiles for the diabetes data X44210, assuming 2 groups of features. When
 = 1 (i:e: log () = 0), the blue group of features is active whereas the red group is inactive. As  decreases
further, both the groups are active and likewise all the features are also active.
features (or rows) to be selected in X.
As seen, in Lasso the features are selected individually. If the features have a grouped structure,
then it is practically meaningful to identify important groups (factors/subsets) than individual fea-
tures (Yuan and Lin (2006)). For example, consider X to be divided into F factors (groups) with df ,
the number of elements in the f th factor i.e. X = [X 01;    ; X 0F ]0 where Xf 2 Rdfd for f = 1;    ; F
and
PF
j=1 df = n. Xf is orthonormalised
1 i.e. XfX
0
f = Idf for f = 1;    ; F . When df = 1, there is
no grouped structure in the feature space and the setup is exactly the same as for the Lasso case. To
be able to select groups of features, Yuan and Lin (2006) proposed the Group-Lasso, by penalising
the grouped coecients in a manner similar to Lasso. Here, they use a `1;2 penalty norm over the
grouped coecients. The convex optimisation problem being solved here to get the Group-Lasso
estimates ^ is as follows:
^ = argminfjjy  
FX
f=1







The Group-Lasso penalty is a sum (`1-norm) over the `2-norms of the coecient vectors f pertaining
to groups of features and this induces sparsity at the group level. Here  = (01;    ; 0F )0 and each
f 2 Rdf , f = 1;    ; F . Figure 8.2.2 gives the Group-Lasso estimate proles for the same diabetes
data X44210 as used in Lasso, this time grouping the 10 features into 2 groups. As log() = 1, none
of the groups are active. As log() decreases, groups of coecients become active - rst the blue
group of 5 features and subsequently the red group with the remaining 5 features - and likewise the
corresponding grouped features make their way into the regression model.
1The condition is further relaxed for non-orthonormal matrices: sparse group lasso (Simon et al. (2013)).
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